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SHAME
defying society and law! 

PSYCHOTR()NIC1-
NUMBER FOURTEEN

WINTER 1992/93

The‘Rock N’RolI'Set on the Loose!

Michael J. Weldon

Gary Hertz

ORIGINAL ART Guide (July 10 issue).

Mike Bloom

PSYCHOTRONIC VIDEO the ad campaigns!

PHONE (212) 6'13-3828

PUBLISHER/EDITOR 
IMOTHY FARRELL was a 50s exploitation movie star with a memorable

ASSOCIATE P‘gll?: l: T smooth voice and a pencil thin mustache. He usually played sleazy but cool
ART DIRECTOR criminals (often named Umberto Scali), busy selling drugs or women. Most of his

movies were by producer George Weiss. Three were for Ed Wood Jr. and one
Fwd B"°°k"'"" starred his friend Lenny Bruce. Luckily Rudolph Grey had the foresight to

PA_sTE_ UP interview Farrell before the retired actor died in 89. Grey interviewed Titus Moody
Aklra Fitton and is the author of “Nightmare Of Ecstasy‘ (Feral House), a book that led to an

PUBLICITY CONSULTANT announcement that Tim Burton (!) will be directing a feature about Ed Wood. Jr.

WRITERS THIS ISSUE B RAD DOURIF i_s our second Oscar nomineeinterview (after Suusan Tyrrelll);
Jim Riderwurl Rudolph Grey, Souze recer:;ari_t1eles“l"1av'e{',eferred tohlu: as trul‘y;)v{)e1rd cznd a gasychopatéh‘.

D»-»»-S DWI, Ia» Jo»-~»<»». .:.:::. ‘£221.: §;z‘Q;z;s;';§r 2'2»;
Dale Ashmun PARTS (or SONNY BOY!) you know how great Dourif can be. Dennis Daniel also

PROOF REEDING interviewed Julie Adams and John Agar for us. Daniel wrote the “Famous
Arumymus Monsters Chronicles” (Fantaco) and interviewed Harvey Pekar for Comic Buyers

Drew Friedman, J. D. Ki ,
Ken Wei“,-, Mia Weldti R OBERTS BLOSSOM was Ens Cobb in DERANGED, the most accurate movie

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH ever made about Ed Gein. Blossom, an excellent actor who will turn 70 soon
Louis Paul was born in Cleveland, so naturally we had to run an interview with him. Ian

PHOTO RESEARCH Johnston (from the Halifax, Nova Scotia Daily News) talked to Blossom for us.
Johnston also interviewed Russ Tamblyn for PSYCHOTRONIC.

HE SPOOK SHOW RACKETL yet another PSYCHOTRONIC rst, is our look
ENHRECONTENN COPYRIGHTQ at an American entertainment experience that only older readers could

P5YcH0TR°mcvmE°' 19“ remember - The Spook Show These live roadshow stage presentations were
ALLMGKTS RESEIWED common from the 30s to the 66s The usuall starred a m 'cian with onstens

’°"°“‘m‘°"‘°‘“ a h =1 ldb r 11 d-b it y ' aw R" m a1-RADEMARKOF an g osts an wou e o owe ya orror movie or two. 1m idenour appeare
MICHAEL J_wELD0N in or ‘ran and hosted these shows for years, knows all the angles from personal

A1,], M411, 1'0; experience and llV8|.‘l to tell us all about it! And wait until you feast your eyes on

I5] F1351‘ AVENUE
DEPARTMENT!” here have been so many great books to review recently, that this issue has a

NEWYORK N'Y' 10°05 special expanded Book section. Art Black and the Record column (and Hey \ 
__._-J



F or two years now, my wife Mia and I have run THE PSYCHOTRONIC Store in E""7!'li"E ""lII'd¢ "PII1i¢4°W-
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PSYCHOTRONIC...
NUMBER FOURTEEN
WINTER 1992/93
THANKS '1“: Brad Dourlf, Roberta 51,,",,,,,_ the me -p,,,,,,¢|,y ;.~,,,,.e1|'

You! Pay Up!) will be back next issue. I have to stop announcing interviews in 'i:i';";nest,:-_;"’\k ?|:n:‘:'o?:_' lam“
- 1 - - - - , » "Y

advance. Sometime_they dont B!'!1V.0 in time, sometimes they get left out for space Conn. Eric caidim Jahnny Lege,,d_
reasons. The Antonio Fargas interview was edged out for space reasons, but will be Gnyvg pm”, Bqgmn Rock, An Duhinl
ln #15 in the Spring. David M|£}lllivray, Gl§;te{’ing Images,

McFarland Books, A ideo, MikeW e can't get the new Science Fiction channel here yet, but I wish we could. g"‘“l°{ Syd sh: _AA“:_gv“:("l‘"sy'
They're showing FLASH GORDON serials, original DARK SHADOWS shows G';§°,‘e“Tay},fr ‘K§;,“"McD°nm{g§-

and lots of movies, including recently, THE FLESH EATERS (!). We do get new 24 Dam; Bo,"-gun, |.-red Gonuher (and
hours a day channels showing all cartoons (too much Hanna Barbera) and all NYC everyone who helped us buy our rst
news. How about channels that show nothing but: spa hetti westerns, serials, house), Steve Fine, Lisa Petrucci,E
silent movies, martial arts movies, old soft core sex movies?. Why not an all cl""l" w““"=- 79'" 0" (""5
vampire movie channel? All Elvis? None of these concepts are unthinkable in the ;‘é‘3g;'!'(‘;l_Rg§;'C glgggd “" the
near future. Remember David Bowie's wall of TVs in THE MAN WHO FELL TO )'
EARTH? DEDICATED TO: My Mother and

everyone who helped with andlor
Some readers seem to think the the second PSYCHOTRONIC book is already shopped at the PSYCHOTRONIC

out or will be out any day. It's going into production soon, but will be out in the I"-“W d“1'"vl "IE PH" ""0 yea"-
Fall of Don_t forget to order your copies of the 1993 PSYCHO:1‘RONIC covnmmothy Femlluumbem
Calendar. Its available now! Due to popular demand, a list of every video tape 5"“ I Mia" drawn b Drew

! ' a ' the rst 14 issues ofPSYCI-IOTRONIC i ow available. - ' " Y Y(newly 50° l PBWBWB "1 8 Y1 Friedman fur Psvci-i0'rRONic.
Send $1.00 (postage and handling) for a printout.

0 - - -

the East Village. We've enjoyed bringing you rare video tapes, posters, E""7”'i"5i"'“"'i"5 ""f"d: .

pressbooks, lobby cards, fanzines and books. We've also enjoyed meeting ga1:::’£;Z"”;u'j:“:'Zw,?i;,:gh”
PSYCHOTRONIC fans from all over the world, but it's time to move on so we can 5",,” 71,, A,-, ,1, ml up ght,
reach even more people. The rent is too high, the recession/depression didn't help IJuslSi!Ther¢.
and we got hit with extreme property taxes. If it wasn't for customers from out of I Ju-1| Si! "We
town (and from other countries) we probably wouldn't have lasted this long. Soon
we'll be announcing more items available direct from PSYCHOTRONIC through W: :“l';'te':kny'
the mail. If you're not in the neighborhood and are planning to stop by the store The fa. we "gem", ",2 "rid qt
fter Xmas - Call rst (212) 533-500 to see if we're still there. Next issue we'll ~ '5 , The world looks like a little balL

announce new phone (and FAX) numbers. Meanwhile, all letters, review material, Ami people don’! um at alL
checks and orders should go to: PSYCHOTRONIC - 151 First Ave. Dept. PV, New Oh Wow!
York, NY 10003. “Is-1"“ 1;’; 'l‘II=Pa§’)'

ONNY N0, (  
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PAPA number of inquiries. I had the Clerk of the resecourt arch

this and as of this date no bankruptcy has been led in the
Papa Oom Mow Mow did appear in an animated lm directed M1119 "IAIN! H819 "T I!!1P°l"5 H°"°\'- Y°11" SI"°"°lY ' “"1
by Jon Lenies: LABYRINTH (1962). Leiiies was born in 11- BOIIIIQY JP- Judie» U-S~ Bankruptcy COHYL E8919"!
Poland in 1928, He go-difgctgd twn animated lmg taggthgy District Of Virginia. Well, there you have it. If Hale still
with Wnlai-ian Bqfgwggzylg . Giuggppa Pi-iqlo . (ngggio owes you money (and from letters sent to PV, he still seems to
Calabria, Italy). Giuseppe sent a xerox ofa photo from the vwe a lot). he has no vivial muse not to pay you. Sorry for
lm and there’s the familiar Papa face lling a whale window passing along wrong info last issue, but it may have helped
an a balcony. start some kind ofinvestigation.

“Papa Oom Mow Mow" played on the 3/25 episode of THE JACK HILL
WONDER YEARS when Paul spilled meat sauce on his pants
aimchgima . Bab Plant; (sghyn NY) The other rewrite of the script of TI-IE BIG DOLL HOUSE

appeared as WOMEN IN CAGES (71) with some of the same
Thi, is The Ghoul cast (Pam Grier, Judy Brown and lP§_lll_l- gffji i
and 3 map], of my Roberta Collins). - Asa Iloman "“ ' """' ' “"
friends outside The (NYC)._ Yetnnother Phzllzpines
Magic Box Theatre women m_prison movies based on o i Ilne
in Fe;-hdah Hill SCI‘tPl was THE WOMAN ‘

(Michigan of course) HUNT (72) starring John Ashley. in ‘M \
where he hosted
psyc]-{()MAN1h_ _ Finally n Jack Hill intervipw! . the
]-[ugh Shelton Thanks. - Anthony Petkovich 1 ’
(Center1ine,MI) (S-wIe=ndm.CA) gins
The Ghoul (Ron i

5,,,d,);,¢1pe,1 Mk, SPIQER BABY is an undisputed » M
Papa famusj classic. It pulls oft” the difficult task 1‘ '1 1,,"dz

IQ "imof presenting biting black comedy \_, ,1; _,_,,

E,-aw up in without being mean spirited. - f .§".,':',5‘ "'*'"I‘-
Cleveland in the Patrick Moran (Winter Park, mm .. IWHII V01"
695' when 1 was Florida). Moran wrote VAMPIRE ”" ""' "‘“'"'" “'"
entranced by TRAILER PARK (P‘”"2)- '.".",~"'.Z.’iI§l",','l.'.°

a t c h i ii g
(;h@u]m-di_ I used to You refer to Rosanne Katon “'1 Z: I,l:::R“

write his name on my hand in multicolored ink at the (SWINGING CHEARLEADER3) B!
heghmihg of every uhwl daym cheer mysglfthrough 5 week Playboy's rst black centerfold, but I think there were at
of normalcy. - J. S. Stepena (Cedar Park, TX) least a couple before her. - Erich Meea (Dunwoody, GA)

You're right. I think the rst was Jean Bell (Oct, 6'9), who
More bird songs: “I'm Ready” by The Bossmen, on Highs In ~¢==rr=d as T-N-1} JACKSON (75) and was in THE
The Mid 60's Vol. 5. It’s actually a cool re-write of the Fat‘s MTHERS (75), with K4110" Md Jayne K"l"¢dy» f°”°w¢d by
Damino SO11 , with bird dance l ics. “Surf Bird‘ b The Jul» Wwdw»(Apn1. 19). w» Ami Johan (J-me. 15). whoB Y7 Y . .

Breakers, on Original Surn’ Hits (GNP Cresendo). - Harold ""15 "I BODYAND SUUL (wlih K¢'"l¢'iy) (31)-
Saxon, Las Vegas, NV)

According to the article, Hill takes full credit for writing
IMPORT HORROR SORCERESS, implying that my name was simply tacked on

as author when he didn't like the outcome of the picture. This
Ona of your readers aani; in a phatoaopy of an igem which is simply not so! Before Hill was even associated with the
appeared in PSYCHOTRONIC advising that Alan project, I hit on the idea of twin female Conan’s and Roger
Hale/Import Horror had lled bankruptcy in this court. Carmen said. "run with it.” I took of a few days and came
Additionally, perhaps as a fggult af this, wg have received a back with a detailed 30 page outline called Sorceress. It

PSYCHO - 4 - moms:

—
— — | 



I 1

included scene descriptions, a full cast of characters and In GALAXY OF TERROR, it was Taafee O'Connell that got
signicant dialog. This treatment was subsequently provided raped by the space worm, while HAPPY DAYS’ Erin Moran
toJack Hill, who did, indeed, esh it out into a script. By the had the privilege of having her head exploded by
way, I did not direct THE FINAL EMBRACE (mentioned on underground alien tentacles that also disemboweled her at
pg. 6). lco-wrote the script. - Jim Wynorski (Van Nuys, CA). the same time. - Steven Millan (Henderson, NV)

TWISTIN IN THE JUNGLE
Thanks for the incredible Twistin In The Jungle article (my I was interested to see that DYING TRUTH is out on video. I
favorite music piece in your mag since The Electric Eels in saw it under it's original title on FOX MYSTERY THEATRE,
#3). Another group of trash compilations are the LPs that a series that pops up now and then on the local late night
compile rare and wild 70s/80s punk rock (Feel Lucky, Punk? movie. These are Hammer TV ilics, all dated 1985, featuring
and the Killed By Death series). Of course, the legality of second string and has-been Hollywood stars. Almost all of
these things are just as questionable as the records them are directed by Val Guest. - Michael Will (Montreal,
mentioned in the article. I've heard stories about some real Quebec).
leg-breakers coming after trash
compilers for bootlegging songs .

REVIEWS

t _ I recently saw Dave Friedman’s
they owned the rights to. - Barry
Goubler (New Orleans, LA) y
Enjoyed Richard Henderson’:
article on Trash Comps. A few
gassers he omitted: Girls In The
Garage Vols. 1 to 6, Real Gone
Garbage, Desperate Rock ‘N" Roll
Vols. 1 to 15!, Desperate Dallas
Demos, Universe Rockin, Bo Did
It, Sbakin Fit, Whip It On Em Pt
2, Bug Out Vol 1 + 2, Teenage
Riot, Welcome To The Beat
Generation, Madness Invasion
Vols. l-3, Monster Rock ‘N’ Roll,
Frantic and Wild And Frantic,
Rhythm and Blues Vols. 1 and 2,
Strummin Mental Vols 1 to 5,
Talkin Trash, Shaman and It's
Finkin Time. - Brian D.
Horrorwitz (Washington, D.
C.) Brian's list was longer and
more detailed than we have room
for and he enclosed his top seven,
starting with Sin Alley Vol. 3. I've 217;?
heard that some fine record stores ‘Z: "?‘:“"’_,":-"'E":‘”_‘ the soundtrack of Sid’s “My Way’
in various cities have started 5--~--—-----

! SPACE THING. I thought Ed
Wood Jr. used cheap sets. Wow! -
Don Douglas (Oklahoma City,
OK)

SPACE THINGS: Ron Elliot =
' Byron Mabe and Cosmo Politan =

David Friedman. Titus Moody was
also in HOLLYWOOD SHE
WOLVES a.k.a. THE SHE
WOLVES THE DIRTIEST
GAME IN WORLD (75) wasX also released as THE
POLITICIAN- Berti] Lungren
(Kungebaclia, Sweden)

The Japanese version of GREAT
ROCK + ROLL SWINDLE has at
least two scenes censored:it Malcolm McLaren’s weenie is
blacked out (thank God!) and the
catwoman chick's u1uiT is covered
up by cartoon “panties” drawn on
the lm! The video release of MR.

___ MIKE'S MONDO VIDEO deletes

and runs an explanation
stocking and displaying more of i

!ll¢§¢é"'¢°!°!b""'~‘1!l"'"tl'¢Y "mi an suns SOUL IROTHEI arvlrivra LAST mu. the °°PY1'!El1!5 "11 the l11"8!¢~ Pie!"
tn, so go out and look for those Devaux (the mad doctor in
trash comps. You won’! regret it.

ZALMAN KING
Just "W Zalman King in 5 MUNSTERS "7"". B5 5 ll" new version of the Mexican kiddie classic is now called
talking beatnik! - Joe Noe (Dark Dreams Video, Seattle, SANTA CLAUS: THE MOTIONPICTURE.
WA)

Zalmau King's modesty is impressive. He doesn't even becomes Chas Bahia‘; cartoon monster in human form am;
mention that early in his career, he was the subject of a it raped her. The same old house was also used in SPIRITS
llljof P115‘ Pilw by I10 1958 than Hfllll Elliwll, Wliitll OBI! be and Robert Quarry supplies the Monster’s voice. - Steve
found in one of the Glass Teat books. - Michael Will Mlan (Henderson, NV) I think that same hguse has been

(Montreal, Quebec).

This Durward Kirby of the 70's can “barely remember’ should have said RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD in ¢h¢

BLUE SUNSI-IINEI? And considers THE PASSOVER RESURRECTION review.
PLOT “more controversial‘ and “better' than THE
LAST TEMPTATlON...? This guy should only be More about TALES FROM THE UNKNOWN: The story
allowed to direct Micky Rourke movies. - Hugh “Warped” was actually broadcast here in the Minneapolis/St.
Shelton (Centerline, MI)

apologizing, something to do with

SOULTANGLER) is the projectionist at the last cool movie
theatre in D. C., The Biograph. Newer retitled copies of
SANTA CLAUS have all the devil soenes cut out! Brian D.
Horrowitz (Washington, D.C.) The short and 'uno’ensive"

In EVIL TOONS, it was porn star Madison Stone that

used in more Fred Olen Ray movies than just the two
mentioned. And the GOJIRA plot was a bit messed up and it

Paul area over the local PBS station, along with a behind the

PSYCHU - 5 - TRONIC



Khigh Dliiegh was also in the mini series NOBLE HOUSE,
craited jewelry and wrote 11 books. I-Ie died of heart failure
in Mesa, NM. - Bob Plante (Schy, NY).

I was very surprised when I read of Mae Clarke’s death. You
see, according to Dennis Peary‘s “Cult Movie Stars’, she died
in I966! I-Ie also states that Peter Boyle died in 1990.
Frankie Howerd may have been little-known in America, but
he was apparently quite the cult gure in the UK. There was
even a line a T-shirts emblazoned with catchphrases from his
act! (“Nay, Nay and Thrice Nay‘ and ‘Get Your Titters Out”)
- Erich Mees (Dunwoody, GA)

Neville Brand starred in my favorite 60s TV western,
LAREDO. In an amazing two part episode, his character
(Reese) was controlled by a weird doctor employing a gold
piece and a friendly syringe. - Tereance C. Wharton
(Lancaster, Ohio) .

Gloria Haig, the third wife of former LA mayor Sam Yorty,
died in July, age 55. In London, she was one of the FIRE
MAIDENS FROM OUTER SPACE (56)! - William H.
clllian verl ' , A .A xer a hoto i tiscenes look at how the production was made. The fat sheriff out Z,g:,,,1.,,§,;l'l'n“ C ) ax of P Po n ng

was played by Scott Hansen, who is not only a local comic
but owns several comedy clubs around town. One of his ETC,
regular visitors to the stage was Joel I-Iodgson, of Comedy
C°l_\$"1l'5 MYSTERY SCENCE THEATRE 3000- - Mark R011-l9 A quiet tear and a tip of the hat to the long-gone Razorback
(M1-m\"P°1iIi MN)- Twin Cities Drive-In of Little Rock, Arkansas, my home

town. This giant featured two screens, “Wild Hog West‘ andBOOKS “Big Red East," Everyone over 30 remembers this drive-in.
Rumor has it that Bill Clinton scored all the bases for theI hifd the E°°d f°mm° if‘ 59° PW"! carmdme °‘_“_h°T° rst time with Hillary at this memorial establishment. -whils_t he was promoting his book, ‘The Spirit Of chulieggclmdmn (Ba||win'M())

Shaolin" at a huge book store. They had a piano set up
f°T hlm-_H° _PlaY°d ""0 “"5 P 5°"8w1lh ll_"'l°5 baud °1} 5 I need help nding a movie I saw as a child. A scientistletter his wife had wntten him once. Basically the lyrics crossed a huge Hon with a huge eag1e_ The Sm-gs,-y went
Weill?» when Y0“ 595 in °PP°Y1“l'"tY ‘Teach Wt ""0 grab well and the lion had wings- big ones. - Jessicait.‘ He accompanied the Breeding (sun
“BT95 ll?‘ ¢l1°T"5 with Francisco, CA) Soundslgfabblllg it’. hand “ow” All comlncln’ like the 1.969 Japaneseseswres made at the M I D W A Y T H E A T R E Toho movie LATITUDE
lB1'B°_°T°wd 8"tl""'°d W ma 22 QUEENS BOULEVARD FOREST mus, N, v. ZERO wi!/I Jvph Comm'5“ l"m~ ' Ill! Edd? (E- " and Caesar Romero.Done-. Victoria. IN "R59" ' ON 5TAGE National General releasedAustralia) Sunday, August 26th at Approximately 5 P. M. it in America. It won't beOBITS sssssnowu smz or "5 wmcs IN A IALLOON" E"-8}‘ 5° nd "1"" ¢h°'4€h-
U f 1 I * F A B I A N * Ionce sawamovie abouta
A§£..?§.‘i.'L$ZiZ;m.iZ§§ W PETER LORRE “;,'¥‘;},Y°‘°"’““‘;,"‘*““}““Yc i ren w 0 ureTHE OUTER LIMITS. PLUS! WINS‘: FABULOUS DISC JOCKEY MURRAY The K unsuspecting adults to3:31uzggugrn gzdyqg _ ON VH5 scam: _ their backwoods shack.
episodes ems, .,, s WEEKS IN A snuomr so swmcnr atom: mi;-its; r_1wA=;{-3: $311:
Robot‘, which of course (Osaka City Japan)the title of Faaai Micnari Zvialus (lllllll Ilni, NJ.) "Lie T‘;
3s1mq\fs§o-:ian1le:;>ne- Pygiitv 1; ~1;np§mf:dR*>b\ir_¢ movie, ALL THE KIND STRANGEIRS with Stacy KeachR523? ffzrasls Pilgodzlqzvenho la: Zsizlowsaglm Y1 I and Samantha Eggalz. Some of the kids were John Savage
stories about mellal meh and the l:laws" ruling them 3;: andRobby Benson“ Its on mpg-
surely the i“sPlmtl°“ f°r Binder,” Lmk ‘mm ' Anuwny Did you know that the two latest Donostia Award winners (atP;tk°“°h (San I_'°'"'dr°' CA)" Paul Hug!‘ the Festival de Cine de San Sebastian-Donostia, here in thel eu°w_°r' CA)_P°f"'ed out the same e”'°"' so dd Basque country) were Bette Davis (90) and Anthony PerkinsPlml Jm'“5°_n (wwhmii KS) who we": ‘m_ the relatefhe (91)? Klaus Kinski was a guest at the 91 festival too. - Joso
1'G~¢¢v»:v(<g wrmr gang:£0121-12¢:fag!) Blmiec flrh Olnna (vamp, Spain). Sounds like a great festival ifyaumzzed 2?G';’7?Y;mRs “ e 2 *“"“"’ ""0 e 9 want to see actors for the last tune.
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The Munich, Germany district the gossip page of Hong
attorney swooped down on the Kong's TV and
premiere of NEKROMANTIK Entertainment Times
2 and conscated the print on magazine. They mangled the
the spot. Apparently the facts as “Gordon Hershell",
humorless Munich D. A. “pornographer" and added
couldn't see the lighter side of that he was subsequently
an explicit scene in which a disinvited from a future
man is decapitated by his seminar in Singapore. In
girlfriend during sex. retrospect, I'm sorry I blew
Undaunted, lmmaker Jorge his cover and maybe cost him
Buttgereit vows to keep a job, but he should’ve come

making more films - Sean clean in the first place.
Brodricli (Lake Worth, FL). Chatting about Connie Mason
In '87, Imet Jorge and visited and TWO THOUSAND

' his Berlin apt. were he showed MANIACS seems to me a lot
l me his impressive monster more educational than telling

movie memorabilia collection people how to stuff mailboxes
and early films. I wish him with more junk. - Bob
luck with his censorship Cashiil (SanJose,CA)
problems (which were covered
in Variety). I'm sure that I ran across your book a

sheltering German viewers couple of years ago. It
‘ from Jorges FX, will help ease haunted me for weeks until I

the problems of reunification had to buy it. I became
and I'm glad that government obsessed with this book,
officials there have time to bust haunting video stores all over
movies while immigrants are the state to nd some of the
being beaten and even killed. lms. I became a biker lm

fanatic, a horror lm fanatic,
I noticed an advertisement in an Elvis film fanatic. My
your magazine, which listed a friends began to shun me. My
film which I produced and wife's not sure she
directed about 30 years ago, or understands me anymore. I
more. The film is THE think I have now become
BLOODY BROOD and it PSYCHOTRONIC. - Mike
featured Peter Falk in one of Hill (Midcothian,VA)
bis rst lm roles, as a drug
pusher. When I hired Peter, Good to see you appreciate
he was at the time driving a ' “"'"’ ' "'“ ""“" ””‘ ““' °' "“" “J” ‘U Robert Ryan's acting talents
Taxi and was anxious for any film work. I nd the lm (John Phillip Law, PV #12). My favorite lm of his has to be

interesting only in that it was a rst for Canada in the CLASH BY NIGHT, Fritz Langs masterpiece of betrayal. Is
feature lm eld at the time. I nd the script atrocious - the Ryan still alive? - Bruce |i
same reaction applies to the music. The exciting thing about A. Kowalaki (Chicago)
THE MASK was delving into the 3-D sequences and trying to Ryan, one of the most
cope with the murderous problems that plagued us daily. It fascinating and complex
took almost 8 weeks to do 12 minutes worth of 3-D. - Jullian screen villains of all
Rothman (Don Mills, Ontario). We put Rathman in touch time, died in 1973. A few
with the companies selling THE BLOODY BROOD (59) and other Ryan
he wrote bach with a second letter (they're combined above). should see are
His 3-D horror classic THE MASK was ripped uf (badly) in MY LOVELY
FREDDIES DEAD. a psycho

ODDS
Once I called Henny Youngman and asking him if he TOMO
remembered being in THE GORE GORE GIRLS. He had no BILLY BUDD
recollection whatsoever and soon hung up on me. - Jerey EXECUTIVE
Schwartz (San Francisco, CA). (73), the movie that

tried b be.

Two years ago, while living in Hong Kong, the publishing
company I was working for had a seminar about direct mail Students in Carroll,
given by ‘noted Folio columnist and direct mail guru" H. G. Ohio are proving that
Lewis! His "oicial" biography skipped from college to about Lon Chaney was born
1975. Word got out about his former (exploitation movie) there in 1883 (not in _
career and the attendees were buzzing about the Colorado) aspreviously thought. Ihope they succeed!
"pornographer" in their midst. His wife “ran interference" at
coffee breaks, whenever anyone inquired about his activities Kathy Vogelsong took #1-3's intro photo.
prior to direct mail guru-dorn. Somehow it found its way into  
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JAYNE MANSFIELD editor deserved an Oscar. With Rocky Roberts and The

THE WILD. WILD‘ WORLD OF JAYN-E MANSFIELD band (The Lsdybirds). It all ends with tasteless footage of
(video Honey“) DAnh‘u_ Knight, Schulesnou Mansfield's body and her grieving husband Micky
if you haven’t seen this brilliant fascinating fake Hargitay' with clips of Jayne fmm SPREE <63)’ THE

documentar master iece it's about time! Ja ne co du ts LOVES OF HERCULES (Go) (le’erb°xed!)' PRIMITIVEY P I Y n c
a mondo tour of strip clubs, a nudist colony and a drag LOVE <64)’ “mi nude scenes mn PROMISES PROMISESf hi h Th 1- ta r d _ 64 to 66 - (63). Most video versions are cut and are missing essential
Rfmgnpslgr Ca:nl;miq;?, Yl€:_l:v:‘dll£Iulf]1yw<;‘:i_ Since 5}: segments (including the topless band!) You need the out of
was already dead by 68. IJyneIsIl breath), narmon was print Video Home version. Presented by exploitation
done by a woman who dubbed countless Italian movies. 8
Sometimes a Jayne stand-in is used for scenes. Sometimes

‘Q

L
Jayne “remembers” scenes from some of her movies. The

Airdales (doing ‘The Bird Is The Word”) and a topless rock

enius Dick Randall.

HEIMWEH NACH ST PAULI (83) D Werner Jacobs,
S Gustav Ksinpsndonk, P Rapid-Constantin

(HOMESICK FOR ST. PAULI) This one’s in German and
Jayne’s not in it enough, but it's pretty amusing. Freddie
Quinn (a short singer who starred in about a dozen movies) is
“Jimmy Jones, The Lonesome Star.” His rst number (in a
New York TV studio) is incredible. Wearing a silver suit and
surrounded by dancing girls, he sings (in English) - “I've got
everything, suede shoes, diamond ring, golden guitar, they're
callin’ me the Lonesome Star!“ Then he does s plug for PAM
macaroni. Jayne as “Sexy Hexy"/Evelyn sings (dubbed in
German) while holding a long cigarette holder. It's all a set
up for s sentimental anti-showbiz musical though, as Jimmy
hides out from comical agents who want him to do Vegas,
returns home to his flower selling family, and enjoys drinking
with his old buddies on the Reeperbaun. First he walks
around the pier in Hoboken and sings the theme ballad. In
Hamburg, guest star Jayne sings about Jimmy (“I've seen
sailors, whalers...") and does the twist.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, WHAT A
WONDERFUL TOWN...

CAREER BED (Something Weird, 68) D/S Joel M. Reed,
P Je‘ Gold

This black and white adult drama was made by the director
of BLOODSUCKING FREAKS. Future porno star Jennifer
Welles is Susan Potter, a “virgin” with a horrible stage mother
(Honey Hunter), who one character calls “a sewer.‘ Mom
seduces Susan's boyfriend and a lesbian casting agent in a
pants suit (Georgina Spelvin) seduces Susan. Reed's movie is
more concerned with hsteil dialog and insults than sex and
nudity. In one scene, a bald gangster makes a photographer
bark like a dog for money. It all leads to an ironic ending.
There's a Times Square tour sequence that’s too dark too see
well and the editing is very bad. The rock music (by the lost
Children) sounds like it's from San Francisco.
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good microphone shots. Fred
Lincoln is in it too.

SIN SYNDICATE (65) Dlcine.
Michael Findlay, P Joseph
Brenner

(ZERO GIRLS, JAZZ ME BABY)
This is the story (in black and
white) of what happened to four
very bitter young women who
became “Zero girls‘ in New York.
Their stories are being told during
Senate crime hearings. It's a pretty
crudely made feature with bad
sound, and a lot of jumps, but has
some priceless dialog. Yolanda
Moreno stars as the “Chinese!
Spanish’ Delores. Strip acts take up
a lot of time, ashbacks are inside
of ashbacks and news footage
about Castro and WWII battle
footage is used to stretch the

'70) D Arthur A. Seidalman, PIS
Aubrey Wisbarg

Arnold Schwarzenegger stars in
his very first feature, a corny

FLESHPOT ON AQND STREET (Something Weird, '18) boredom while you wait for Radar to reappear. Jason Miller is

DISlcine. Andy Milligun, P Willinnllvliabliin very convincing as a pathetic drunken informer and Rebecca

I liked this color drama better than most of Milligan’s Ferratti (from Playboy) is the wife of the bearded hero cop

horror movies. The acting isn't bad, parts are funny, and (Carpenter). Poster was an editor at the New York Daily News.

incredibly, the tape is letterboxed (!) It almost has the feel of This has been on Showtime.

one of Paul Morrissey’s ‘Warhol’ movies from the period.
Diana Lewis (who is naked a lot) stars as a cheerful young DAVIE ALLAN AND THE ARROWS
woman who robs her live-in lover atter he kicks her out. She

moves in with a friendly drag queen (who has most of the ']ENNmv WWEI CHILD (s°m”‘l"-“Iwmrdr 65) D Jame‘

best lines) in the East Village and starts charging for sex, but Lmmlv Rnbert c"'1 c"h°1," P J55“ E“°°h'
falls for a man (porn star Harry Reems) who lives on Staten (ALBERT PECKINPAH S _REYEItiGE)~ R"_" M9)'"'9

Island. There's more dialogue than sex: “We'll go to a double Lo?-NA (64) W" the °b‘"°“5 "'5P1_"'-l°_n f°1'_ this bllfk Q55

hm at ‘he Lyc_ TORTURE DUNGEON and whit/s rural sex comedy, complete with silly silent movie title

BLQQDTHIRSTY BUTQHERI _ an Nixon sen in again, R1] cards. Albert, an old farmer marries Jennie, a 20 year old

pmbabiy be g pond, new anyway!» Mimgan, who died 1,“ blonde (Beverly Lunsford from THE CRAWLING HAND!)

year, shot it himself with a handheld camera and left in a few AR" she seduces M5l'l°- the Y°\"!8 fanlmndv A159" am!“
them and chains them up in his

,.,,,,n,,,g,,,,,e em m,,,,,_ ,j*~-. "‘ , (SomethingWeird, 01) PID/S

cellar. Jennie sings “How'd You
Like Me In My Birthday Suit?‘
before her nude swim and another
woman rides a motorcycle topless.
Most of it was filmed (by
cinematographer Vilmos Zsigmond)
in 65 as TENDER GRASS. The
producer added footage of Davie
Allan And The Arrows doing a new
(country sound) theme song in a
club. The several Arrows
instrumentals are typically good,
but Allan and his double necked
guitar is mostly avoided by who
ever shot the disappointing live
footage. A Tower soundtrack was
even released. Landis, who died
recently, also directed TI-IE
SADIST.

MONDO HOLLYWOOD

/I-Q,‘
_F,
*4

1’

HERCULES IN NEWYORK (MPI, J ‘ ,
This narrated "documentary" is a

A

' - |\ i r‘ Robert Carl Cohen

r " ' "f series of many very brief (and
‘ pretty mundane) segments about

. . l'_'§\;. \ ‘the city of dreams‘, shot too often

— ' .‘“ If fr , ‘ ; . with an out of control zoom lens.

comedy for kids, shot on location '. , - ft "‘ ' You aaa surng. skateboarding.

(mostly in Central Park). His voioe K . . " ii v_ ‘1 -' I parachuting, war protests, an LSD

had to be dubbed. Alter arriving on i ' * talk, body painting, topless

Earth, Hercules teams up with a
waitresses and lots of famous

pretzel salesman (Arnold Stang). Au,“ I‘ "flu" is In NEW yolk movie stars (Zsa Zsa, Dean Martin,

They're both broke, but suddenly have
Nancy Sinatra...) in footage of a

tailored suits to meet with a professor (James Karen). Tania Parade. A vegetarian lives in a garage with a monkey and a

Elg is sent by the gods to punish him, Hercules ghts s mm hairdresser has some great wigs and hairpieces. There's a

in a bear suit, wrestles for gangsters, visits an sutomat and priceless bit with Governor Reagan, a photo from THE MASK

even goes to Hell. In the best scene, he rides a chariot is shown and Hitchcock is seen making TORN CURTAIN.

through Times Square (where EASY RIDER is playing). It Bobby Jamison, who had been a very promising singer a few

took 12 years for Arnold to land another starring role years earlier is seen as a bearded hippie. The Mothers Of

(CONAN). Seidelman later directed THE CALLER. Invention were cut out for legal reasons, but you can still see

Zappa and Jimmy Carl Black at a ‘freak out.‘ Mike Curb put

SMALLKILL (92) D305 Fl'99°°v G117 Buflhoi P/S/I“ the Tower soundtrack together, so The Arrows do a long

FY93 cll'P°"l‘i S Jlll Ml=T9l‘llBI!¢ P T0111 P0816!‘ instrumental. For more on Allan see PV #2.

Gary Burghoff (Radar from M.A.S.H.) nally gets to show

his real dramatic talents as a psychotic drug dealer and WILLIAM KERWIN
kidnapper in Nassua County, Long Island. He also appears in a

(very unconvincing) drag disguise as an old lady fortune teller SWEET 311“) OF AQUARIUS (5°lll°1i1\8W°il'\‘l- 70)

(l) and - he directed all his own scenes! SMALL KILL starts out D HBITY Kfwit S "EdlIl\l1l\‘l NlWl’°k”, P/I!81ll6l"l Elfl
with some surprising extreme gore FX as hands and heads are willwfiiht
blown off. Burgoff slashes people with a straight razor, shoots This scratchy color nudist colonylswinger movie uses some

people in the fun, goes in bed with n nnknd my nnd has ggg in (stolen) music from the ‘Tommy’ by The Who and Dr. John's

a chair with a woman with huge breasts before killing her. “Gris Gris‘ album! Kerwin stars as a Florida TV news studio

The]-2'3 n naked guicidgl mnn nnd mplggg dnnne;-n in relieve the cameraman with a new frigid blonde wife (Suzanne
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/PAR|:‘D?gEE:E|ggiES "° cu" the d'“'°' "‘_h“lr- Lee Holland stars as Emily, a sexy, dangerous, trouble

I’, (

of

» ,‘_ distance the)’ 1°°k like the TASTE OF BLOOD) is a lecherous revival tent preacher.p? 8""-‘P cl’e°m! They baa“ The assistant director was Bob (PORKYS) Clark. Murray is
i Ii/ , ,in» = ,

-'()(l:S Crawford (BARRACUDA, , , ,
, _ J CRIMELORDS...)isoneof SBIO‘ A('r( ' my favorite bad actors. In -

wuss: LUSTAND ‘reason most movies he looks like
W.....‘1‘i.’i.'l.fL“.‘I.‘..Z‘J......... he‘? in ¢*"=='-B Pm While WHA TA BAD GIRL!aEiEA5Eosvcvaniacollloanioa gyms to do a Robert DEN“-0
IN cows -.»:...:.~.s-§ ' ' _ '

scares, violence, some gore, some “ramblin” folk !\lI5iC, bad
black dudes in a Cadillac and some clever editing. One
ashback is triggered by a Busch can.

CANADA ' W‘ ' “A

HIGHWAY 51 (92) Pm 3"" M=D°'"*1'!- 51"" 9°" SAVAGES I-‘ROM HELL (Something Wird, ea) 1)/s
M°K°u_°r' P Don cdin Bnmmn Joseph Prieto, S Reuben GubermanA naive young barber (McKeller) in Thunder Bay in (BIG ENOUGH AND OLD ENOUGH) This one concerns
Nwthem ontarh diswven 5 frown body “nd em!‘ “V °n " racism and revenge in Florida. The good guys are poorharrowing road trip leading to New Orleans with a lying, H- - - t k ( H d “be h ds» b th 1 I!)
cheating. drug dealing woman (Valerie Buhaglar). She just a,:ip:u;,c]:i,s!;,:|s xgigzs 03:“; (plsledezy Cy?“ $033,!)
wams _‘° del“_'°r the (drug led) wrpse but he mallages Bobbie Byers co-stars and Viola Lloyd is the naive teenage
make ‘t an humncnl -lonmey ‘hat 3°“ thmugh St Lou“ Teresa. The bad bikers are led by a guy named Hi Test“"1 Memphis’ "Ring the hiswry °f modern music‘ (William P. Kelly). The R rated color feature hasMeanwhile, ‘the Devil” (Earl Patsk0) takes photos of instmmentul ruck music a beach party 1°“ of wigs body

l ul d h h ' ' 'Peop E,“ 5° 5 an Q9 t em sign c°“tr“°l'5 in bl°°d' This painting, a cat ght and a kidnaping. It all ends in thesurere cult movie is very funny, very cool and full of swamp The Naples, Florida customized swamp buggy raoesatisfying surprises. The leads all have very theatrical on a onded track is “most won}, the price of the mPe_ The
unusual faces and are good actors. Patsko looks like the son director (and most 0|-the ew) were Cuban exact
of Jack Elam and a rugged looking Peter Breck (THE
CRAWLING HAND) is great as a man with three cute
singing, dancing daughters. With sex in a graveyard, bikers
and a BTO tribute band. Jello Biafra is a border guard and DUKE AND SAMMY
Tav Falco is a biker. A comic book version has been SHANGRI-LA (Something Weird, 61) D“no director",
published and there's a soundtrack by Nash The Slash and 5 E, 5. sgglgy, P Digk Rm-"1511
OUIBI1 M¢D0n8ld 8190118859 ROADK1LL(PV#10)- Sammy Petrillo is Sammy, a 1.00 animal keeper who plays

cards with Piiiky the gorilla in a cage and tells his British
Eyre" S s“‘Ph°“ “"9" P Gmrp G'if"h' two beautifiil women to the National Historical Wax MuseumMartin Kove stars as a likable ex football star who was in D _c_ (where he talks to wax gures). B snake farm in ,\\* Robinson). They go to a party where swingers try to ‘corrupt framed and kept frozen in a prison. He's thawed out and is
them’ but nd happiness by visiting a nudist colony. Unlike forced to become a reluctant hero and battle terrorists who
earlier 60s more modest nudist movies, this one shows have taken over a hospital. He also has to rescue the
everything, women and men, but they still play volleyball. president's daughter (Meg Foster). The DIE HARD copy has
Director Harry is the brother of William, was was assistant lots of stunts and one excellent aming man falling off a
director. For more on Kerwin (a.k.a. Thomas Wood from building scene. With Frank Zagarno as a muscular blonde
H.G. Lewis movies) see PV 05. l-Ie can also be spotted in android, Paul Koslo as an FBI agent and Joss Ackland as a
GIRLS COME TOO (reviewed as HOW I BECAME A hospital worker. It was lmed in British Columbia (and
NUDIST in PV #13) partially in the Pinewood studios in England). By the director

GOD'S BLOODY ACRE (TWE, 75) D Harry Kai-win,
P/S/act Wayne Crawford, P/S Andrew Lana JQSEPH PIE TRO

Three hillliillies living in a backwoods lean-to in the forest

of GOODNIGHT GOD BLESS.

e"==k H bulldvw ("ml SHANTY TRAMP (01) o Joseph Prieto, s Riouben
Yuk!) and 5°m°h°‘" 111""!!! Guberma P K Gordon Murr
TF1?“ "h°Y 5° °" “ _‘"°l°'" making young white trash sharecroppers daughter in thiskilling spree, attacking V-“:0 black and white exploitation classic from Florida. She
"c‘m°nm5 °°“Ple“~ w°°d '5 messes with bikers and causes the death of a black man by
M°“_'°‘f- the f“Y'h,°' 5:“:e crying rape. The acting, editing and sound are all good and
(“inns “me we “ml ]°§""‘ )- the movie really delivers with action, blood and surprising
31")’ ll" Pulled °“" ll!“ and nudity (although they use friggen' for swearing). There'sE“? '9 the dumbesl °f the also a great theme sung by a woman, (‘Tm gonna love love
b"\"1d9Bd 8|'°"P~ Fmm “ love you baby..") heard on a juke box. Bill Rogers (star of

"P9 and hall! °_'-he" the same guy known for his imported kiddie matinee
°h“_"‘f"°"~ C““'f°"d ‘B an releases. Jerry Gross and his Cinemation re-released
"'1"-“°1="°= d'°P°"' ‘mm SI-IANTY TRAMP in the 10». The underrated Prietro also
=11 ofw job who held! 0"‘ made FIREBALL JUNGLE (PVJI 1).
on the road on a motorcycle.

impersonation This
exploitation anti-classic has I’
many ashbacks false S

“mi ° fnend about his unusual vacation. In ashbacks, he follows
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_ Florida (where he LUNATICS: ALOVE STORY (RCA, 90) D/S Joali

E Mm". water skis and we Becker, Plact Bruce Campbell
.' ‘runny see gator wrestling) Theodore Raimi (Sam's brother) is a delusional paranoid

;.|,,,,,, M“, I-;,,,,,_,“,,|,,o",’ and last and best of on medication who writes poetry in his LA apartment. He
IA. 2-I600-CONT. 1:00 FM. all, to a nudist hallucinates like crazy and nearly becomes a psycho killer,

HELD I A camp. Sammy but becomes a hero to Deborah Foreman instead by
QVER . FILM ls watchesunseen, but defeating street gang members. The unique romantic

w"H A rzlg $0105‘?! and coigedy fa}i:asy’h:s soisli; ggeaittscenzs Wiblzlnlltd
S‘|'ORY-- ge oas an up spi ers on inns rain. e rs ime ege s ecourage
Pl-97! show and imitates up to leave his apartment he thinks there's an earthquake
Blllemill Jerry Lewis and and a garbage tnick appears as a giant spider. Camhell,
liuaorml Dean Martin. The from the EVIL DEAD movies plays several roles including
aw‘? puns and jokes are E. A. Poe (on a book cover). There's a ‘Nervous Breakdown"

' awful but I like it rap sequence and jazz background music. The Sam Raimi,
HA . WllEl‘1,lle refers to Robert Tapert production was shot in Pontiac Hills,

IN 1

. himself as “a Michigan in B9. Backers next is THE NU'I'1'Y NUT.
stringless Howdy
goody-_ weeps SHADOWS AND FOG (Orion, 92) Dlslatar Woody
(recently played Allen, P Jack Rollins, Charles H. Joe
by Jse pessi) Allen plays Kleinman, a nervous clerk (and amateur

LIVING wss she “nick magician) in a comic black and white tribute to German
5'""'""' ‘ phsgqgrspher" and expressionism. Only the shadow of a killer is seen and Allen

mos; scenes ware becomes the Kafka style prime suspect. It's fun to see
it |...|,.,~= she; on sass} Donald Pleasence as a scientist performing autopsies and

. 5- . _T,, Ilvr lllntl l°nons_ women Kenneth Mars is a drunken magician. Mia Farrow co-stars
- ' 0 ' 0 O wmow swim nsked ride as usual and the cast is lled with celeb bits. Lily Tomlin,
" A M“, "ENC" FA‘c5 h 1 ' 4 Jodie Foster and Kath Bates are hookers. With John

Aniaroiii l|:apadu—l'lllerlty 0"“ tap ?" an . y .

IIBED FOR Two" hold towels m from Cusack, John_Malkovich, Madonna, Kate Nelligan, Fred
"H COFFEE To Pxmous when ws]kis8_ Gwynne, Julie Kavner, Kurtwood Smith and Wallace

No ONE UN". 1‘ Jackie Mme, (s wen Shawn. Some original THREE PENNY OPERA songs are
known model) sud heard in the PG-13 feature, lmed in Astoria, Queens
psmels pen-y cs. studios. It was A.llen’s last release before the big scandal

star. Exploitation producer George Weiss appears as a beauty ¥°“"'° helrd l°° much °h°“t h|‘°k°-
contest judge. SHANGRI-LA is 63 amazing minutes long. It
was listed as being in color but the tape is black and white. ;‘IZ2Iil?)Dl: .£:c;2‘;3'zi:1) D Muk Mum"
THE ExEcUT1()NER (video Gsms, 74) Elements of TWIN PEAKS, ATOMIC CAFE and
1)/5/us"-sgs/st" Dominic Mics]; (pug. Mgmhsn) VIDEODROME are all in this would be cult lm. Candice

(M_AF[A MA55A(;RE_ 1,1KE FA'1~g_ER, 1,115; SQN) Duke Daly goes nndeicover as a stripper at The Twilight Club to

Mitchell's semi autobiographical gangster movie is more h\Ve9¢i8°\B5 l-he murder Of he!’ 5i5lBl’- The !h'iPPe"5 hive lb
like s crude GQQDFELLAS ghss THE (;()1')pAT}{ER_ M live in an apartment complex where TV screens show

least it's just as violent. Alter everyone in sn office is endless sex videos with subliminal messages. Characters
gunned down, the crippled boss is electrocuted in a urinal. hewme 'ehd°TPhh\ l“hkie5'- The R "led ‘/°h5l°h I "W had
A nger is sent through the mail (“That's his nger all h° h“ditY-lull-'91'°Y-i¢' P°9h\8- Myhe the hhnhtd "e!'9l°h is
right. I've seen it a million times."), a black pimp is heiheri hut l-his is hhdly direcwd ind is P!‘°ttY b°Tl!\8- with
crucied, s msn is jmpsjed on s mesthwk (u-u his eye), s Juan Femandez, Richard Steinmetz as a detective, Tracey

porno movie is made on a boat, a poodle is served to it's wllh" nd J°hh whw" NW1!‘ Mhlh Sh°h!- Jhhh D09 hhd
owner and more moody shsogouts ow“; sq, s [mm-s] snd st, Paul Rartel have one scene each. Cassian Elwes was the
a dinner party. A paper headline says- 13 L.A. elecuhva Pl'°d"°°l'-
BOOKMAKERS and PROCURERS SLAIN! Matt Cimber
distributed this for a while. See PV 011 for more on the F ‘An,’ 90) P/D/S Peter Y“‘ml' SJQHMUMBI

- - - ~ Chris Lemmon (im rsonating his father Jack more than
man who supphed Barney Rubbles Bmgmg vmce' ever) stars as a nice gieiy scientist, teamed with a ‘brilliant"

C.I.A. beauty (Gretchen Becker). A Soviet defector named
RECENT Ivan (Brett Porter) has deadly laser ray eyes, can “move

molecules‘ and has been destroying US defense contractor
SEVERE” Tms (c°l“'nh“' 91) D Dmmm factories. Christopher Plummer is a government bureaucrat
s'n'°ft°hn°v S J°hn NY"'°m1H'h'Y D°m“““' who also runs “The Secret Order” (a group that wants all
P chl'll‘°Ph°P W959"? out war). I-Ie keeps a Mussolini photo on the wall and plans

(ARMY) F'!h8°T'ih mhhzhle hlcktid mi! 8"°"e5‘lh° h°"°1’ to kill the president. Martin Landau is a retired admiral
comedy that refuses to be funny or scary. A Nazi scientist who tells Lemmon to beware. This movie has more guns
(ohv R593) hell" B h°"'ihl° “°m°h (Elke S°'mh°l') r°l'°9 and explosions than science ction, but it's OK. Becker also
her son (Billy Morrissette) to continue with her late husbands sings the gimlous theme s°n8_ A pmlos is set in Eshmiu,
gene experiments. He creates a living arm that kills and bus“ was in lmed in Mobile’ Alabama
hides out with silent cliche homeless people in a new secret
lah assembled from junk. More killer arms are created and TIMEBOMB (MGM, 90) DIS Avi Neaher, P Raaalla De
the hero falls in love. With narration and ashbacks inside of Laurantiia
fllhbbkm Gffett Mffis C0-Bl-Bl’! nd Johnny I-£58116 hs-B B Michael Biehn stars as Eddie, a watchmaker who is also a

good role as a crazed preacher ("festify!") who gets his face programmed killer who can't remember his past. Richard
ripped oil‘. It was shot in Wisconsin, along with CHILDREN Jordan, who was head of an experimental program during
OF THE NIGHT. the Nam war tries to terminate him by sending a team of
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assassins. With Patsy Kensit as a psychiatrist on the run skewered and blood spurts during a decapitation. The lady
with him, the late Raymond St. Jacques and Robert Culp as police captain was a nice touch. Write to Domino Theatre,
cops and Ray Mancini. A huge unused, dusty research lab PO Box 57637 Tucson, Arizona 85732.
in Arizona still works perfectly. Eddie has nightmares and
frequent (near X) sex dreams featuring Kate Mitchell. MIKEY (ImP¢!‘ill1 93) D D9111"! Dlllllt°I'-D9111‘:
There's also a shoot out in an old L.A. pomo theatre. The 5 J°|"l\°" Gll"°l'v P P9“? Abflllllv R059" I-6")‘,
director is an Israeli army war vet, who also made SHE (82) Nan‘ zduviIn another twist on THE STEPFATHER plot, an adoptedBAC DREAMS (Vidmark, 90) D Rupert little boy (Brian Bonsac) kills oil‘ his entire suburban family
Hitzig, Plslatar Janon O'Mal.ley, P Lance H. Robbins then moves on to another one. He keeps a video tape of the

You don't want to see this Brooke Shields movie set in killings (!) to watch. Mikey remains polite and cheerful but
I-Ioboken, but you might want to know about it. O'Malley, makes scary drawings which ooncern his 4th grade teacher,
the creator/star plays Dino, an Irish/Italian wrestler who the character who can't convince anyone else that
doubles as an enforcer for gangsters and has a slutty young something is seriously wrong. Mikey falls for his friends
wife (Sherilyn Fenn) and an autistic little boy. Shields is a older sister (Ashley Lawrence from HELLRAISER) and
social worker who softens him up, tells him about Neal kills her boyfriend. Seeing a little kid drown, electrocute or
Cassidy and teaches the son. Meanwhile a drug deal in bash characters in the head with a baseball bat is a long
Newark with some black men gets violent, the boy is way from THE BAD SEED. The ending is especially
kidnapped and the young stars fall in love. Filmed in ridiculous. With John Diehl and Lyman Ward. Made in
Hoboken, Weehawken and Union City (and in L.A.). This Arizona.
vanity production also features Burt Young, Anthony

Mancini. Hitzig also directed NIGHT VISITOR. S Brim Helselmd. P Mary Ann P-so John Bye"In this oddball honor fantasy comedy made in Arizona,
LOCK AND LOAD (AIP, 90) D/S David Prior, S John Chad Lowe is going to elope with Kristy Swanson, but a
Cianetti, P Kimberly Casey mutant ‘Hell Cop‘ grabs her and takes her to another

It's boring. It's lled with talk and it rips off TELEFON. dimension in the desert. Some of the FX are top notch,
Jack Vogel (who is way too young for the role), stars as a including an animated three headed dog and literal ‘hand’
Nam vet who has nightmares with bloody faced zombies. cuffs, but the whole movie doesn't quite work. There's also a
Hypnotic suggestions are given to soldiers on the phone so ugly naked female demon, hikers, a race with all
they'll commit crimes then kill themselves. A bag of money Volkswagons and a crowd of Andy Warhols. Patrick Bergen
in a car that blows up is removed intact. The cops don't is the ‘Satanic Mechanic” and the cast includes Richard
notice. With Rene Cline and Jeffrey Smith. Filmed in Fransworth, Pam Gidley, Stiller and Meara, Gilbert
Denver. Gottfried, Lita Ford and the kid from SERVANTS OF THE

TWILIGHT. The directors next was DROP DEAD FRED
INVADER (92) DIS Phillip S. Cook, P John R. Ellis

A pushy scandal magazine reporter discovers that RQQK
‘aliens’ in dark sunglasses disguised as soldiers have taken
over the Clarksburgh Airforce base. He teams with a black RUDE BOY (SMV, 80) P/DIS Jack Kazan, David
govemment defense man and they steal s super jet for an Mingay, Slatar Ray Gangs
impressive air battle. A talking animated robot (like in Grange, a poor Clash fan who works in a sex shop
ROBOCOP) is the only other worthwhile part. The 21st becomes a roadie for his favorite band. His only iend is a
Century production, made in Virginia, is aimed at kids and little skinhead. The band practices (‘Gar-age Land”) and
includes some comedy and lots of explosions. George Stover plays at clubs, rallies and concerts. It's all mixed with
has one scene. This has been released overseas. Cook also National Front demonstrations, Thatcher speeches and
directed BEYOND THE RISING MOON (88). political discussions. Jimmy Pursey helps sing ‘White Riot.‘

A black kid is arrested in a sub plot. The band doesn't
FINAL APPRQACH (vidmuk 91) P/D/S E71” smven sound very good most of the time (the records were greatstill]: SGBPBM I-l“!'9l1¢9 though) and it's a pretty dreary docu-drama look at

Y9“ know 501119?-hinl ii Wm"! when ‘hi! m°"le had lo be England. The one great musical moment is when they do
promoted for it's ‘Digital sound.‘ It's basically a two "complege cont;-O|_' 1 saw this Qn opening nigh; in NYC, 11,

°h"°°'-9!‘ TWILIGHT ZONE l-)'Pe ¢°5ml° 3'59"“ 595°" was also the only time I saw Andy Warhol. He walked out.
story. James Sikking is a dazed and confused stealth pilot The group later ‘disowned" the movie.with amnesia being questioned by a probing psychiatrist
(Hector Elzondo) in a room. Frequent flashback fragments LET IT ROCK (Media, 81) PID/S Roland Klielr
feature altered reality scenes, computer graphics and 2001 (WHITE STAR) Aer directing OUT OF THE BLUE,
style visuals, so it would make a good drug movie if you Dennis Hopper wenttoGermanytn play a hyper American
could see it on a big screen. Also with Madolyn Smith and rock agent who talks a lot about the Colonel and Brian
Kevin McCarthy. Epstein. Ifyou like manic Hopper, he's here non stop,

probably ad libbing most of the time. I-Ie tries to promote aARIZQNA young guy who plays some kind of techno pop as “White
Star‘ to a punk audience ("This is the future. What do you

DEATH MAGIC (92) P/DIS Paul Clinco know about music punk.s!") He hires David Hess (!) to break
Time jumps from 1875 to the present and back in this store windows and start a riot for publicity purposes. He

ambitious rst effort horror movie. Five young people who plans an assassination attempt that results in the death of
follow a satanist manage to conjure up a laughing 19th an innocent girl. White Star does not become a major act.
century killer 00!'POI'Bl With B §lllII‘B- He hid been hull! F0!‘ Roger Corman retitled the movie for a US release and added
a leading a massacre and always appears in a red light. fm1,geofT_5_O_L_ fmm $UBURBIA_ Klick also made
They try to undue their mistake and send the supernatural DEADLQCK (70) with music by c,,,,_
killer back. Parts are laughable, but you get some gore and
lots of nudity during various ceremonies. A naked couple is  Franciosa, Nick Cassavettes and Ray ‘Boom Boom’ HIGHwAYT°I-L (H°mdd°r9°)DAt°D°J°nII 
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' ' I ' J 5 THE BEAST and ALPHAVILLE to MANIAC and BLOOD
PSYCHOTRONIC SHOPPING GUIDE! FEAST. Stephen King wrote the main intro and decade

intros are by Barker, Straub, Bradbury, Bloch, Ellison and
A SEPARATE CINEMA ' FIFTY YEARS OF BLACK FJA. The movie titles are indexed.
CAST POSTERS (NoondaY1 $20) John Kind; and
Ewu-‘<1 Mam; ZE CRAIGNOS MONSTERS (Mad Movies, 250 francs)

Other books have been published about the history of Jean-Pierre Putters
black actors and movies but this wonderful poster book is a This large, hardbound book is almost as impressive as
complete and fascinating history of every possible aspect of Graven Images and was self published by a magazine editor.
black movies, from the silent days to the 60s. 'I‘he nearly 299 It's a great, over 200 page, high quality book of rare posters,
full color pages of posters are
divided into 14 chapters. It has
dramas, comedies, westerns,
musicals, biographies, shorts and
even silent blackfaoe minstrel show
movies. Some of the stars are
Clarence Muse, Mantan Mooreland,
Herbert Jeffrey, Eartha Kitt, and
Louis Jordan. Whole chapters are
devoted to directors Oscar
Micheaux and Spencer Williams
and star Paul Robeson. Horror fans
will be amazed by the great rare
posters for titles like SON OF
INGAGI, LUCKY GHOST, SHE
DEVIL and VOODOO DEVIL
DRUMS! Black film historian
Donald Bogle wrote the informative
intro and Spike Lee wrote a
preface. Titles and actors are
indexed. This book (at a bargain
price) and Graven Images (below)
are the best books of movie posters
I've ever seen. I hope this one sells
so well that somebody does volume
two with ’70s black movies.

GRAVEN IMAGES - THE BEST

lobby cards and photos, about half inW"" ‘"" D full color and some taking up full
pages. The emphasis is very
intemational and limited primarily to
the 40s through the 70s. Alphabetical
sections cover directors (and some
actors) from Al Adamson to Jean
Yarborough, with filmographies.
What other book has illustrated color
chapters on Rene Cordona, Jun
Fukada, Leon Klimovsky, Sam
Newfield and stuntman Eddie
Parker!7 The 12 Craignos photo
sections (a grab bag of movie monster
photos with info) are from issues of
Mad Movies magazine. The text is in
French, but it's well worth it for the
illustrations. Movie titles are indexed.
4 rue Mansart, 75009 Paris, France.

DINO (Doubleday, $24.) Nick
Touches.

Nobody writes like Tosches
(author of the Jerry Lee Lewis bio
Hellfire,) and this brilliant,
fascinating, detailed, long (and
ultimately depressing) book is not
light reading. The notes, sources,

OF HORROR, FANTASYAND '_ discography, lmography and index
SCENCE FICTIQN FILM ART (G1-ova P;-Q3, $50) combined take up 125 pages (!) and there's a photo section.
Rmmld V_ B9"; It's much more than the story of how Dino Crocetti became a

GRAVEN IMAGES is a beautiful 240 page full-color mmi°l1lil'° Bil18§T/l°9°l‘_ nd PY°_f°_9!i°l1Bl 7\"'1l1Y d_""\k~ The
hard hound coffee table volume with rare ad art from various W5)’ "_}|ai_°THam¥ed Fnmev P91"-195 and 9m'e'B"1men'- "1
countries, arranged in chronological order, from the silents America 1!§'-Edwina \§!1"- BX!"-1)’ ew!» but W" Pmbably
in 2Q(]1_ some are “anged by dimcmr (L,mg_ cage, Bay’, never saw it all as clearly as Tosches does. If you can recall
Polanslci, Ed Wood Jr), stars (Chaney, Veidt, Lorre, Atwill, the P°P"l" “Dem Memo Celebrity Roarf Program wlth
Rondo I-Iatton!) or theme (sequels, serials, teen monsters.) 8"?!‘ 1?-°!"1ld Relll; ll OT 8 Budd!!! 9""!!! 7-‘"1189 make
Certain important features or stars get multi-page 5°11“ kmd °r5e|15e- D11!” 15 *1" “ mu“ r°" f'"15(°7' hm-"53 °f
treatment. Some of the most impressive illos are from the sillllfv Mll'il}fl1. JFK and "T F°\11:5° J9"? L°f"l5~ Y°\_l'1l al5°
earliest features (full color CALIGARI paintings, a nd °“'- whit Me "Bed 7-°_b° like ln Siullellvlllet olllt "I199
NQQFERATU book, lobby card, from THE SONS op a notorious major ‘sin city” crime center and Cleveland,
SATAN and THE MQNKEY TA]_,K3___) Many i|1\,5¢,-anon; where Dino worked clubs before coming to New York. A
are accompanied by paragraphs that give a well balanced l1"1J°1‘ PB" °r my fl!m_1Y "me (""11 s'B"b91“'l11@ "lid I "me
and very intelligent history of horror, fantasy and sci- rm!" Cleveland! 5° i-bl! b°°k hid an ext" “PPe3l 5° 1119- I'-
inovies. Borst nds room for everything from BEAUTY AND Bl" me 11i8l'\'-m"95-
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FLYHVG THROUGH HOLLYWOOD BY THE SEAT OF AURORA HISTORY AND PRICE GUH)E (Cnp,n Penny,
MY PANTS (Birch Lane, $18.95) Sam Arlro with $14.95) Bill Brugemnn
Richard 'l‘rubo This very thorough book relates the history of Abe Shikes

American International was the most important Long Island based Aurora Plastics Corp. They made assembly
company in the history of PSYCHOTRONIC movies. I'm kits of soldiers, animals, people from foreign lands, dinosaurs,
glad it’s co-founder, a cigar smoking lawyer from Iowa, Alfred E. Newman, Oddjob, The Banana Splits, Godzilla, the
whose parents were immigrants from Russia and Latvia, Addams Family house and even Jim Brown and JFK (!), but it

l wrote this entertaining book. No matter how much you was the monster kits that sold best. As a kid, I assembled and

and has lots of good stories.
(I don't think he gives
enough credit to his late
partner James Nicholson
though). It's amazing how
many features A.I.P. made
and/or released and it's easy
to forget that the company
did ne for ten years after
Roger Corman left. A
chronological list includes
every A.I.P. release from
THE FAST AND THE
FURIOUS (54) to DRESSED
TO KILL (80). Arkotf, whose
last production was UP THE
CREEK (B4) held auditions
this year for a remake ofl
WAS A TEENAGE
WEREWOLF. I'll believe it
when I see it.

pounds) David McGi1livray

amusing infonnation here. He might not have been on the
sets, but Arkoff negotiated everything behind the scenes

DOING RUDE THHVGS (Sun Tavern Fields, 9.95

9.£".....'="“%:

think you know from other books, you'll nd new and painted Frankenstein, Dracula and Batman, (some of Auroras
best looking kits) and enjoyed seeing them on a shelf for years.
They only cost .9812! By the time I blew them up with

recrackers, kids at Jr. high
were sniffing model glue in
paper bags. Firecrackers and
glue highs are not mentioned
in this book, but I recommend
it anyway. Controversy over
the torture chamber kits is
mentioned though. In 1964
you could buy and assemble a
working guillotine! Each
plastic model lcit and it's box is
shown along with the years
produced, present day cost
(often in the hundreds!) and
other info. Aurora ads and
great box covers (by artist
James Bama) are shown too.
Look for this

44303

comic book
to 330

Ohio
the
that

Here's another unexpected rst, a whole illustrated book VIDEO wATcImOG BOOK (vid°° wlwhdl, $19.95)
about British sex movies! England turned out nudist colony Tim Lucas.
features, sex comedies and cheap dramas with nudity just This is not a compilation from Video Watchdog
like America did (and more of them were released here than magazine. It's a compilation of every article, review and
you might think). The author claims none of them are good, column that editor Lucas wrote for Fangoria, Gorerone and
but they are fun to read about and I'd like to see ones like the long gone Video ‘limes. If you like the magazine, you'll
PRIMITIVE LONDON, SOME LIKE IT COOL (by Michael want his impressive self published, illustrated, over 400

Winner) or even PERCY (with a Kinks soundtrack). Some page book. The chapters are arranged by when the material
notable personalities covered are Norman J. Warren, Robin was originally published instead of by topics, so you'll need

Askwith, star of the comic ‘Confessions’ series, Fiona the exhaustive double index that lists every title and name
Richmond, the late Mary Millington and director Harrison covered in the book (and in the rst 12 issues of Video
Marks (watch for a PV interview soon). Pamela Green, the Watchdog magazine). Another section cross references
beautiful star of NAKED AS NATURE INTENDED is retitled tapes. Joe Dante wrote the forward. P.O. Box 5283,
(naked) on the full color back cover and provided an intro. Cincinnati, Ohio 45205.
McGillivray, who worked with or knew many of the people
he writes about, wrote the screenplays for Peter Walker SPAGHETH WESTERNS ' THE GOOD: TIE BADAND
movies (FRIGHTMARE and HOUSE OF WI-IIPCORD). THE VIOLENT (McFarland. $45) Thomnl Weiser
Write the publisher at P0 BOX 932, London E1 QEQ, Finally, here's the rst American book on European
Englom-]_ westerns and it's an impressive major (over 500 page!)

accomplishment. It was researched and written by fans and
THE GOLDEN AGE OF EXOTIC GALS and DIVA experts who know what they're talking about (unlike some

FETISH (Glittering Images) Morrocchi and Piselli McFarland books that are just for hire jobs). 558 Euro-
Those obsessive Italians have published more westerns made from I961 to 77 are reviewed with complete

excellent high quality sexy photo books (with Italian and credits and foreign and alternate titles, then complete
English text and some color pages) per Adulti. EXOTIC Western filmographies are given for actors (with
GALS features photos of dozens of American strippers and pseudonyms), directors, script writers, cinematographers
fetish models, from Gypsy Rose Lee and Ann Corio to and best of all. music °°mp0sers. All the Django (32!) nd
Tempest Storm and Blaze Starr. The period from post Sartana movies are also listed separately and there are
WWII to about the time of X rated movies is covered. many photos and rare posters and ads. The forewords are by
Jackie Miller (another Irving Klaw model) and blonde Craig Ledbettor (European Trash Cinema) and Tom Betta
Lilly Christine (‘the cat girl”), known for her voodoo danoe (Westerns All-Italiana) and William Connolly (Spaghetti
are standouts. DIVA FETISH has photos and (often Cinema) provides comments.
explicit) drawings and cartoons, featuring bondage, S+M,
(very) high heels, feet and garters. An illustrated PETER CusH[NG'THEOENTI-EMANOF HORROR
lmography goes from silent Lubitoh and Von Stroheim AND ms 91 FHM5 (Ml!FI‘1BIld, $45) Dllorlll D01

movies to video porn. Write Glittering Images, via Veechio and Tom Johnson
Ardengo Sofci II/13, 50142 Firenze, Italy for price, Hews 'm°l'l"°" b°°k ill" ‘"5 ll)!!! °"eYd"9- Del ve°°l1i°
ordering info and/or a catalog of their many available ran a Peter Cushing fan club for eight years, met him
books. several times and corresponded with him. She claims thatl PSYCHO - I5 - TRONIC



real world. By the way, the
earliest title is BY RADIUM
RAYS (1914) about a doctor
curing crazy people with the
rays.

EPIC FILMS (McFarland, $35)

alphabetically with credits and
foreign and alternate titles and
73 more are listed with minimal
credits. The nearly 300 page @ '4} ,;';l'
illustrated book goes from THE I I I
ADVENTURES OF HERCULES i i

(B4) to WHEN DINOSAURS - ' I crime reporter when the Gein‘t A b Y l 1RULE THE EARTH (70) and '~ ' . story ro e. ou can a so earn
includes biblical epics going how much an Illinois carnival\ \ ‘ , Q \ /

_C\Rl|ing is an actor wihas never gave aE performance. even played ‘Rig Dalld? in II"§ A EIKINI WORDD i67).
(I agree, but it's too bad she couldn't appleciate the French This book shows lots of great race cars and motorcycles
TENDRE DRACULA). Plot, complete credits, interesting (customized by Big Daddy), cartoons, plastic models (now
information, reviews and comments are included for every very rare), magazine covers and comic pictures of the man
feature that Cushing has been in, from THE MAN IN THE himself. Howie Pyro ‘translated’ for the (born again) slang
IRON MASK (39) to BIGGLES (83) in 465 pages (including talkin’ Roth (whose memories are a bit, um - unorganized)
intros and index). Many titles also have quotes from the star and Miriam Linna wrote the intro. The book comes with a
himself and most have a photo or ad. This is the only place color poster of the cover.
to nd any info on obscurities like I-IITLER’S SON (77),
TOUCH OF THE SUN (78) and BLACK JACK (81) and SCAR-E TACKTIC5 (D9111 512) J°11R\lll°
gince he‘; 1-egi;ed_ ig mmplege and deniyg_ Novelist, screenwnter (and convention regular) Russo,

best known for co-writing NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD,

wire2‘3.

23

NUCLEARMOVES (McFarland, 835) Mick Broderick tells you how to develop and sell a movie script and nd
This over 200 page illustrated volume is divided by bacldng to actually have it lmed in 18 chapters, using his

decade (starting with "Pre-50s). Every possible feature (and own experience as examples. A lot of time is spent on the
some shorts) from allover the world are listed alphabetically recent VOODOO DAWN and his new vampire movie
with basic credits, top stars and a brief description). Besides HEARTSTOPPER, with Moon Zappa, Tom Savini and
many end ofthe world movies and ROAD WARRIOR rip offs, Michael J. Pollard. I-Ie also discusses MIDNIGHT (with
there are spy movies, serials, monsters created by the bomb, Lawrence Tierney) and other low budget features he was
and anything that has anything to do with nuclear energy or involved with. Also with brief how they got started
explosions. There's also an intro and a timeline with interviews with directors Craven, Landis, Dante, Rick Baker
important nuclear events in the } and Clive Barker.

ED GEIN - PSYCIIOI
(Annihilation, 6.95 pounds)
Lux Interior of The Cramps
wrote the intro to this British
post-punk attitude book about

}_ . V ‘ i America's favorite serial killer.
GaryA. Smith ,__ ' _‘ —_ Wisconsin newspaper clippings

222 ‘epics’ are reviewed and some of the actual grisly
photos of Gein’s victims are-=1 .used Chapters are devoted to
Gein related/influenced movies
(including SILENCE OF THE
LAMBS.) Apparently novelist
Thomas Harris was a young

back to the s1lents,glad1ator » I-' huckster paid for Ed Gems car.
movies, Italian pepluml ‘"\\ . \ / l .\ Much of this book is made up
muscleman hem movies, Viking \;_ \».\ _ \_ , *- of imagined dialog between Ed
movies, Mongol invasion movies, \\ *" ‘"\'..:\_l\ t i V’ and his mother, but actual
Knights of the Round Table \\,1‘,-5 1 interviews are used. And by the
adventures, caveman and ~\ ”_way, did any of you catch the
dinosaur movies (and TV movies - [Q Canadian two part syndicated
and miniseries). -~ N J-lohn Wayne Gacy TV movie

_,» starring Brian Dennehy a fewCINEMATIC VAMPIRES '”' ' - -. ._ months agol? The Gein book
(McFarland, $39.95) John L. " - is available from FoxxAURORA MODE! INSTRUCTIONS

A book on all known vampire movies is a good and W. Laguna Tempe, Arizona 85282).
timely idea. Unfortunately, this was obviously a rush job, to
try and cash in on the recent Coppola hit. It's full of wrung ROCK “N” ROLL ROAD TRIP (phlm 314-95) 5- M-
years, missing credits and missing U.S. titles that would N01-NI
have been easy to locate and is pretty much a waste of I ll‘")'9 W"! W Cleveland 51'" in tl1°5¢ "id b°°k5-
money as a reference book. And LEGEND or ms snvsu Let's see. how about clubs I used to so w- There's the Asw-
GOLDEN VAMPIRES isn't that bad! 372 titles are dealt (¢l0B9d), the A"!!! (demlislled), the Music Hall (I10 more
with in 368 pages and there are illustrations. 1'0¢ll BMW8), La GIVE (10118 8°I1¢), Tl"! vlldll 531°” (B0119)

and the WHK auditorium (now the new Agora). Record
You my; 974” any of lhggg M¢Fm-Land books dim; [mm B0; stores: Record Rendezvous and the Drome (I worked in both
611, Jefferson North Carolina, 28640. In America, add $2 °f '91!‘ both fe SW9) "Id "I °°‘"” 91°79’! H)" Pmblble
P95-[4183 for one boo); and _75¢ fur QM}; addigional bw|;_ A8], sight of the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame. It brings back lots
them for o catalog. of memories, but not much to go look at. I'll try New York.

Let me see if I can nd a ‘road stop” venue that's still here.
Well there's CBGB’s and, uh, how about the Strand

CONFESSIONS OFA RAT FINK (Topper, $12.95) Ed bookstore (‘Tom Verlaine and Patti Smith worked at’). This
Big Daddy Roth guide is fun to read and includes spots like the mental

In the 60s, you didn't have to be a hot rod fan to know hospital where Roky Erikson was imprisoned, the drugstore
about Big Daddy Roth. His great hairy bloodshot and bug in Dinkytown, Mineapolis that Dylan lived above and lots of
eyed Rat Fink drawings were on shirts, skateboards and places where musicians (both major and 'undcrground")
stickers and were as inuential for later cartoonists as the were born, played or died. It’s divided into 16 American
beat artists in Mad. The bearded beatnik look cartoonist was cities or area “detours." I wonder how people in Toronto feel
almost as well known as his ugly monster cartoons. Sid I-Iaig about being a Detroit detour?
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BRITISH I-[IT SINGLES (Billboard, $18.95) organized crime, racism, poverty, wars (won or lost), fear,
Ialways like illustrated fact-tilled music biz books, but hate, ignorance, unwanted children, bad parents,

this one will give an American reader an entirely new, mediocre schools, nuclear waste, p0ll\lti0n and TV
almost ‘Bizarre World‘ look at pop music history (since commercials (l) are to blame for what's wrong in America,
52). In England, Cli' Richards spent more weeks on the NOT MOVIES. Personally, I like stupid, gory, dumb or
chart than Elvis, Status Quo (l) had 42 chart hits, Slade (!) irreverent movies with R and X (I mean NC -17) ratings. I
had 33 and The Stranglers (l) had 30. On the other hand, like Frank Capra, Jamea Stewart and Charlton Heston
Johnny Cash, the Doors and Bob Segar only had a few hits movies too. Anyway, here's a good reason to buy this book:
each and Paul Revere A.nd The Raiders didn't have a It's better than the old Catholic Universe Bulletin! It's a
single record in the U.K. top 50. Any country where great guide to which movies ridicule government, religion,
Sparks, Motorhead and Mark Bolan could be major parents, ‘evil industrialists‘ and ‘corrupt cops‘, what
hitmakers sounds alright to me though. Even Robert movies have sex, violence, swearing, “roaches and
Wyatt, Patrick Macnee and Lee Marvin had hits there! maggots,‘ cannibalism, incest, ‘vomit and urine‘, “sadistic
This is the 8th edition of this laughter‘ and 'interspecies
book (it goes up to 1990), but intercourse‘ (!). It's more fun

than The Golden Turkeythe rst I've seen. I found it at
a Barnes And Noble.

FANTASY FILM MEMORY -
DARIO ARGENTO (U.S, $16)

This 76 pg. special double
issue is actually a small size
book. There's an interview, a
complete lmography and it's
all in English. Writers include
Lucas Balbo, Jean-Claude
Michel and John Martin, but
the best part is the rare
photos and lobby and
poster reproductions
color). Pierre Jouis,
Victor Hugo, 94700
Alfort, France.

DESTINY REFERENCE
GUIDE Vol. I ($28.50) Bob

Paul Hugli
want to look
was in issues

out

star
you

writer, artist or article
01 in 1953. Every name
and actor is listed, even
them. Jayne Manseld was
Shields (26), Connie Mason
Playboy is not a place to

THE RHUCTANT NUDIST (from Doing Rlldl Things)

Awards

SCORSESE ON
nd faher( faber

edited

are

P

has an
W85 just Om? Picture of editor Marc Gerald (from Columbus)

On) 33 issue!» B1‘00kB pulps (Master Detective, True Magazine,
and Betty Page (8). Mystei-ies...), but one (by Dashiell Hammett) is 'om 1924.

rock l71\l5l¢- The MR. ARASHYS AMAZING FREAK SHQW (Blast,

career

at

»

Kelly
segme

8

PLUS

nts
stars,

and the
oes up to

has an intro
Michael Powell.
are illustrated.

(Pharos,
an anthology of 21

true crime stories. Some
famous writers are Jim

Robert Bloch,
and Earl
Each story

intro by
are 'om 50s

Detective

Ramones have three entries, one more than Brian Wilson $1035) by Sugghifg) Mm-no is an eye popping graphic
nd El"i5- There's 115° B" “W9 Price 8115119-All "911 111°"? novel with sex and violence about a young orphan girl
detailed IBM database version is also available. Order kidnapped by 5 traveling freak gh°w_ A bouled midget,
5011! 9440 Nihli Bellowefi CA 99795 kills a mummy man for her love. It's translated from the

original Japanese and runs right to left. PO Box 51,
H9"-YW°°D V5 *\MEm¢A (Herpes Cellini $10) Cooper st., NYC 10216. vmco TRASH AND
Mlehqelliieved mmsmms (I-Iarper Collins, $5.95) are two Canadian

This controversial attack on modern day Hollywood paperback review books by L_ A M0,-se_ one is hon-or/sci
has Kale" " 1°‘ °t_‘ IWPB» but “mat "view! °f if Pave been ii and the other is action/sleaze. Both are sectioned off into
°X"'eP\°lY n§8_°l-"'9; If Y°“'T° d°"°\f'~1l' 1'ell8l_°"5 ("'3' imaginary ‘festivals’ and are indexed by directors and
organized religion will do), are especially worried about ‘met DARK cEAN§EL (Bantam, 5435) by Ray Gm-ton
what your kids are watching, and/OI’ I0"! rm‘ i-hf! “Id 5”! (his 15th novel) concerns the Universal Enlightened
°f the H°“Y“'°°d P""l“°"°" °°d° 5"‘! Fl“? 5t“d‘° 5Ysi'°m- Alliance, a new age religion (really led by the devil), s
you'll nd n lot here w support y<wg-v1§ws- I_d¢>n't Ham monster and child sacrice. FULL cur (st. Martins,
"hm m°‘"°5 Pefmle “nub "9 5, m“J°" m°e"t:"° in nmkf $3.99) by L.S. Riker, is the second Swag novel. In the near
§hem do bad thmxs. but Medved H theyry that Hollywwd future, rich foreign tourists in Manhattan get their kicks
15 l‘°° dense 5° k“°“' Wht ‘he Am_e"°"" 3155599 “mi in by hunting down and killing locals. And don't forget that
we (m9r@ Wh<>1@=<=_ms old f==hwr_=$d Mn offensive COMPLETELY MAD, reviewed last. issue is now available
entertainment) and is to blame for its own hard times in 8 theaper paperback edmom
makes sense. I also agree that most TV these days is
awful and soul destroying. Self serving or inept  
government and religious leaders (past and present),
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FACETASM
collaborative book by
Gary Panter and
Charles Burns
resulted from a
Panter/Bums show at
the Key Gallery in
Richmond, VA. The
book is sold out but
for info about some
ne Facetasm posters
and a planned altered
edition of the book
send an sase to Gates
Of Heck, Box 23073,
Richmond VA 23223.

RANTS UNLTD.
DEPT... can be found
by sending a buck (or
your own publication
to Alex Rawls, 4315
Perrier St., N.O., LA
70115. In return
you’ll become the
proud owner of
Rantboy #1, a
collection of kooky
double speak from
various fringe groups
stapled under a cover
that Luke Perry
should find highly

Au usual, I've got more part: than space to spare, no bl TRADE ‘EM, COLLECT ‘EM DEPT... High praise totheplugging begin... Kitchen Sink Press for the incredible nifty line of trading
cards sets they've been unleashing on us hapless neat stulfBUMP AND GRIND DEPT... Pat Carroll sent me a set of oollectnrs. Monte Beauchamp (editor of the essential BLAB!)his oool stripper postcards (featuring Lili St. Cyr and babes sent me Total Trashl, a set of 36 paperback oovers from thefrom that era). A set of 12 different cards oosts $9. from Pat 40s and 50s with titles like “Jailbait" and H Is For Heroin‘.at P0 Box 2664, Wheaton, MD. 20915. He also sells a Also look for Drew Friedman's Ed Wood Jr. Players Tradinggorgeous “Striporama” T-Shirt (L or XL only) for $15 and a Card Set. If that one ain't self explanatory, you're reading“Cheap Stories” cassette of emphatic recitations from pulp the wrong magazine. If you can't nd these in your localnovels for $10. comic joint, write to Kitchen Sink, 02 Swamp Rd., Princeton,
WI 54968 for ordering info. Also a big thanks to Drew forCHEAP LODGINGS DEPT... I recently hosted Miles mailing me a set of the amazing Toxic High gum cardsPoindexter and his fellow band mates Bozo and Lesley of (PV011) he worked on for Topps. Friedman fanatics shouldI-Iippi~Witches and became part of Miles‘ Crash Network. be aware of the ne line of Drew T-Shirts printed byFor more details about this concept send an SASE to Miles Arquest. Send $2 to them at Box 643, Hillsdale, MI 49242 forat 5419 Castro St. 07, SF, CA 94114. a hey catalogue.

FACE LIIFTS DEPT... MEMPHISABILIA
, a DEPT The good

folks at Shangri -La
sent in “Kreature
Comforts”, their
lowlife guide to
Memphis (or
“Memphis on $12.95
a day") Send them $2
at 1916 Madison
Ave., Memphis, TV
38104 for your copy
and be sure to check
out their store after
you tour Graceland.

MORE ART INFO...
Brad Moore has been
sending me LP cover
art for bands like
Pendulum and comix
like Cadaver. Moore
is a master at
rendering gruesome
gore. Send a sase to
him at 910 W.
Sycamore $8,
Carbondale, IL 62901
for a catalog of
original art for sale
plus lots of oool mail
order offerings.

MUSIC ZINES GOinsulting! ROUND AND
PSYCHO - ll -THONIC
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ROUND... Here's a quick summery of some music mags Presents. (There were 7 episodes, ending with DHP #64).
we've received: Hugh Shelton sent s copy of Truk Pez ($1 to Alex Wald sent me My Dinner With El Baron, based on the
Box 1746, Royal Oak, MI 48068). #4 interviews Jawbox, My Mexican monster movie, EL BARON DEL TERROR. ($3.50
Bloody Valentine and Bigger Than Mass. Under The Volcano to Alex at 1217 W. School St. Chicago, IL 60657). “The aim of
#9 reports on Shudder To Think, Controlled Bleeding and Wild Thing is to be a sampler of salacious material, a grab
Kode IV ($1 to editor Richard Black, Box 236, Nesconset, NY bag of styles and themes, tied together by the central focus
11767). Ungawa Stomp #6 ($1 to Larry Fisher, 559 Seneca of exploitation,‘ explains editor “Mad Dog’ Roy Earl (aka
Ave., Ridgewood, NY 11385) is worth it for the A-Bones data Paul Melangs). #1 fullls those goals with ease. A portfolio
and vintage nudie pix peppered throughout. Foster Child #11 by Screw cover artist Ed Watson is worth the cover price
covers Cloaca and Treepeople. ($1.25 to Tony Miller at 7635 alone ($5 to Wild Thing, Box 23794, San Jose, CA 95123).
Marcy Court, Glen Bur-nie, MD 21060). Exit Vol. 2 #1 features Also thanks to Ian Eddy for sending us The Six Stooges
Ride, Lush, Pwei and lots of “alternative music” and costs $3 (Fox/Fantagraphics), Mike McCarthy for the lusciously
from Box 5173, NYC, NY 10185. rendered babes in Gang Bang 01(eros) and Mike Bannon for

the copy of Oombah, Jungle Moon Man #1.
ASSORTED WEIRDNESS DEPT...Send $1 cash to The
Moochers Periodical, PO Box 410086, SF, CA 94141 and LAST BUT NOT LEAST DEP'l‘...Special thanks for The
you'll get a copy featuring a long interview with Jack Phantom 0fThe Movies for sending a cassette of Texas based
Stevenson, the man behind Pandemonium and curator of rockers “Feo Y Loco,“ which features a song written by The
‘lost trash lm festivals.‘ You can score the latest World Phantom hisself, “Coma Baby,” to Byron Coley for The LP
Domination Review (“the ultimate paranoia famine") for a “Beat Of The Traps: MSR Madness Vol. 1 (Camage Press, PO
mere $2. from Larry Taylor, 5825 Balsam Rd. #4, Madison, Box 627, Northampton, MA, 01060), a collection of demented
WI 53711. Underground Quarterly costs $3.50 (cash only) “We'll set your lyrics to music” vanity records (compiled by
from Box 26517, Phila, PA 19141. 03 has a fascinating coffee Tom Ardolino of NRBQ), and to Rudi Protrudi for hitting me
clatch with ex-cons talking about how to survive in prison, with the latest Fuzztones CD, “Brain Drops“ plus a pair of
lots of u.g. comix capsule reviews and reviews some rare Link Protrudi and the Jaymen LPS: “Slow Grind” (Music
unusual video nds. This mag is for adults only. Send $2.50 Maniac) and “Drive lt Live” (Skyclad)...lots of hot wax.
to Harold James, Box 2217, Phila. PA 19103 for the latest
copy of his rag FUCK, a zine that will offend everybody. WRAP IT UP DEPT... I'm temporarily living in Biloxi. (it's
(Must be somethinginthe water in Philly these days). a long story) so send all pluggables to me c/o the

PSYCHOTRONXC address. I should be back in New Orleans
COOL COMIX DEPT...Got a shitload of comix to sometirnein 1993. Adios and stay regular.
plng...Quimby‘s Queer Store sent me their catalogue ($1 to
1328 N. Damen, Chicago, IL 60622) plus a copy of their hetty ALSO: Chemical City is a small book sized magazine. Vol. 9
anthology of comix, Quimby Extra G1 ($5, same address). #1 ($8) is called Portable Lower East Side and features 24
Barry Kraus sent us Dimension X 01 ($5.50 from PO Box short pieces by people including Richard Hell, Alan Ginsberg
525, Hewlett, NY 11557), a science ction/fantasy anthology and PSYCHOTRONIC contributor Char Ran (“The Sillicone
with work by Nestor Rendondo, Esteban Maroto, Tom Circuit.") These are new and recommended: THE
Yeates and more. Stephen Beaupre sent me some copies of RAMONES - “Mondo Bizarro" (MCA). Did you catch them on
Buzzard, featuring ne yoks by Steve Lafler, J. R. Williams, the Tonight Show !?! SHADOWS OF KNIGHT - “Raw And
Ken Brown and loads of talented scribblers. Send $3.50 for a Alive, At The Cellar - 1966!‘ (Sundazed), 13 live tracks
current ish or a sase for a catalog of products to Cat-Head including (of course) “Gloria.” THE TRASI-[MEN - “Tube
Comix, P0 Box 576, Hudson, MA 01749. Brad Foster at City The Best Of The Trashrnen” (Sundazed) 20 tracks.
Jabberwocky Graphix sent me a current issue of his mag AC/DC LIVE (Atco) recorded all over the world during their
Goodies, which features some fantastic erotic art and is for 90/91 tour. The LEE MICHAELS Collection (Rhino), 18
adults only. Send Brad $1.25 for the latest catalog of comix, tracks from various out of print A+M LPS and singles
posters, cards and assorted goodies he publishes. John recorded from 68 to 72. Our regular Record section will
Arcudi sent me a copy of his story The Creep (based on the return next ialue. (MJW.)
Rhonda Hutton character) that was seriali1ed in Dark Horse  
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I1 lne Spinnelli's la! interview. #3 History of MONDO, Pm Mlhvid Cnmdine interview I5 Julie Adams inleiview.
Ghouludi lndThe Ghoul. One. [interviews with Sid Hlig PL One. MONDO Movie: PL lose Mnjiu Mnrlns inlerview.
Cleveland‘: legendary lionnr heels. nnd Wings Hauser. The Two. James Hung inlerview. Duvid Carndinc P1. Two,
Davie Allan 01111: Annws Electric Eels and Tnngerine PSYCHOTRONIC goes lo After Kung»Fu. Boris Knrlo
inlzrview. Ruben Wine interview. Drum. SADISMO Emil. KU'NG»FU Cnvcr. in Mexico. MACUMBA LOVE
THIE l'lEAU'l'lES AND THE Cover. (Only S4) (Only $4) Cover! (Only $4)
BEAST Cover! (Only $4)
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#6 You won‘! belkv: ll: lnuzing W Pnul Nmchy Ind Rzler Fond: O8 Second Annivcmnry #9 Exclusive James Cobum El
Timothy Cuey. §\uln Tynell , innvewi. F-mm guide. The Issue! A.C. Stephens, Russ John Agar imerviews.m
and Luigi Coui inlerviaws. inciedihle David Clrrldine lellerl Tlmblyn Ind Llwrence lmnzing DEATHSPORT leller
BLACKSNAKE wverl (Only VELVET VAMPIRE cover. Tiemey interviews. "Whnl Ind lasleiul WILDWEED cover,
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Inlggvigw wilh F1“,-id,-A wguhm Pelrillc Ind Ln-ry Cohen. Philip Lnw. (Only $4) lhc lung: insh Comp LP
(;,,1¢_ dim“, of |)|5A-[14 Censnied Drew Fxiedmnn an. allldl. (Only $4)
CURSE OF TARTUI 55X KFITF-N5 GOTO
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wverl (Only $4)
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H C Orkrlutognphed copies tum rs: $19.95 plus $4 forrsl Class post-age
(Tm $21.95) Foreign orders ma s1 for -am-u.AND

MIA BOUTIQUE Q
IS OPEN IN

NEW YORK CITY!!
We sell PSYCHOTRONIC books (autographed).
magazines (at cover price), calendars and shirts! We
sell rare posters, lobby cards and pressbooks! We sell
rare video tapes and current fanzines. And we sell
1.u1ique women's fashions by Mia!

OPEN TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
FROM 2 PM T0 8 PM.

Come join satised shoppers from all over the world!
305 E. 9 St. between 1st and 2nd Ave. Featured in
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, THE VILLAGE
VOICE, N.Y. NEWSDAY, and the NEW YORK

1 DAILY NEWS Named "B651 Bad Vid60 store": by The second annual PSYCHOTRONIC calendar (for
NEW YORK PRESS. Easy to walk to from the R 1993) is published by Pharos Books

1 (Broadway) or #6 (Astor Place) trains. and distributed by St. Martins.
3 Call us at (212) 533-0500. 22 vases — 12" X 24"
; $9.95 plus $2 for First Class Mail. (Total: $11.95.)
‘ See back cover. m Stores—Call for wholesale rates (212) 673-3823

PSYCHOTRONIC ads will bring you more business. ‘992 PSYCHOTRONIC calendar. only $2 plus postage!!!Wnte for low ad rates! ~  ~If you manage, own, or work for a magazine. book, record, or
5 isgue gubgq-iptign to P§YCH()'1'RONIC (QUARTERLY) video store, you should be selling PSYCHOTRONIC. Save

i5 5[ill $20 for [g USA, $22f01' C3]-|3d3_ Airmail IiIl1€ and order dl.l‘E»Cl! Qll3lll.lll€S Of # 2 — 14 available HOW.
subscriptions are $45. Asia, Australia/NZ -$50, Tell us Minimum order 10 copies of any one issue. lust call (212)

what issue to start your subscription with! 673-3323 01‘ Wilc-

Ordering information for Magazines
For back Issues: Include $1 postage forrsf isue and 50¢ for econ additional issue. Forelgn orders: Include

$2 postage for rst issue and S! for each oddiliono! issue.
Please make out all checks and money orders to;

PSYCHOTRONIG.
151 FIRST AVE. DEPI‘. PV

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10003
Money orders must be made out to Michael Weldon.
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" went to Oliver Hlnsdall's School ot
Dramatic Arts in Westwood and the

Celler Theatre Workshop on the G.I. bill after the
war. I recall once I counted, I think I did 35 films.
The first I made was TEST TUBE BABIES in '48 tor
George Weiss. I went over to Quality Studios to do
a small part and the guy who was to have played
the doctor was a dmnk and he didn't show up.
And there they were.,they recognized my genius
instantly! So I became the doctor in the movie."

"W henever George Weiss was about to do
a movie, he called me. These things

cost about l0 or 20 thousand dollars to make. I'll
tell ‘ya, it was something. We worked hard on
some of those, shot ‘em in a week or less. Of course.
I didn't make much money on those things. $100.
$150 a day. One thing it did tor me, it gave me a
background. because I was over at ABC for eight
years. l played the bailiff on the first TRAFFIC
COURT. which was a local show. But I'll tell you.
George Weiss and I had a pretty good working
relationship. It George Weiss had been Louis B.
Mayer, then I would have been Spencer Tracy. But
George liked me because I wouldn't quit talking. If
I tlubbed a line, I would say something close. and
he'd just change the script. He used to say, ‘You
know. film's nine cents afoot here’, and he'd pace.
George was a pacer and he wore a towel around
his neck because he sweated profusely. And film
was nine cents a foot! So he liked that I seldom
blew a scene. But very little direction was given by

. , c A the director on these pictures. and that mostly
consisted of moves. If you were going to move, he

_}.:i_4: would want you to move Irom A to B, and that
5% would be set up so the camera could follow you..\-.-. :-:»..-». - >:»::~:o.\:» -.~:-.--<1 'v:(-}'\' :-:-:1.-:-9

':;:;:,=;=,=; ;;-;;§:;:= '==;=;1=;»;< :=:n-1+‘ - ' * ' "
E1==.=E=5=E=., =‘s=f£=2==¥3= -=’='=°E : ‘-' . \-.--».=E='-. .=s=za. ¢=$'R't,,_ -:1-;=e-.

, _ ,,
ree ays o e ive y q

making the magnificent sum oi $300 for the movie.TH E It was a little over SAG minimum. I wanted to be in
SAG pictures
atthetime.

FA R R. E L L but =1
, hINTERVIEW §‘;:,‘;i§c;.:? NQW!

W us d theGREY nines l;HE ROAD SHOW FEATURE SENSATION

S‘ d. . CG I ' 59

Timothy Farrell (born Timothy Sperl, in Los Angeles on La\;c;1°r:\:n_ res! 1 uh? Bttbles
June 26, 1922) played key roles in some of the more hm mostly win um.‘ Y. v.... |.. oom-
notable exploitation movies and roadshow classics from Quality T"! Ill!!!" IVE"? 0' "W
the late 40s to the mid 50s. He worked primarily for Pictures an -
producer George Weiss and was directed by cult gures Sama * ‘WET 555‘ P'<lT\JRE *0“
like Ed Wood Jr. and Phil Tucker. Farrell always pulled Monica MW WOMAN Mm Evow MAN
o' his assorted criminals and conbmen characters w?h B1vd__ which _,
conviction, and was noted for his a i ity to improvise i a d
line was blown, a quality that endeared him to quickie xffegmeby Wm . Th ‘ K. 0 M“ mmovooo chum
exploitation moviemakers. I interviewed Farrell in April. Merle w'" """ " '°"‘
I987 in conjunction with my Ed Wood book. ‘Nightmare Comm“ And -—
Of Ecstasy.‘ A mild mannered and unassuming man, Marla I
Farrell was genuinely surprised and quite pleased that think he did
there was interest in his movie work, so much that it (as a lot at the 55355" (1-A5555 Pl°|7U(T|°N5
his daughter later revealed to me) alleviated his Se‘ work just 5“.:°it;‘:vg "°"'c“ '°"“"""’
depression from his wife's death a few months before. He like Jack °“ 3" c“"'°'""
died in May, 1989 in Santa Monica ofa heart condition. Miles a‘ his
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" I #5" '""’*'."‘ ~54S T ‘ \ ‘ I C. Connell who made THE DEVIL'S SLEEP the next

O O I . incredible UNTAMED WOMEN (52) and the historic

/ ml‘

I .7 year (also with Farrell). He also directed the

BAKING Expo“ 0|: THE DEVIL DRUG. nudie movie. NOT TONIGHT. HENRY! (60).
TIIA " NNlES'-'GO0FlES' ti ‘ - »

Qrugltgg-[gs REALLY EXISTS :1 r Ff’ P IN DOWN GIRL (50). starring Peaches Page.
was directed by Robert C. Dertano. who also“ x '\ made GIRL GANG and GUN GIRLS (both also with

. Farrell) and was later art director for ORGY OF THE
ta k. \ i DEAD (written by Ed Wood). "Peaches Page Wasn't

much oi an actress they recruited her and she
ft I 5 became a wrestler. They had her training with

some females tor this movie, and she went out on
the circuit with these gals. She was something else.
The character I played in PIN DOWN GIRL was
Umberto Scali. I had the same name in DANCE
HALL RACKET and GIRL GANG. George Weiss sort of
carried it through, they just liked the name. That
still from GIRL GANG (with the syringe), that was a
shocker. That was on a one sheet out in front oi the
theatre and there was a to~do about that at the
time"

F arrell spoke "the words of the all wise" as
the psychiatrist Dr. Alton in Ed Wood's

GLEN OR GLENDA and also provided the narration.
"GLEN OR GLENDA was rather daring at the time
(I953), well, so was TEST TUBE BABIES, probably
even more so. Because there was this thing on
Christine jorgensen which had gotten a lot of
press. But TEST TUBE BABIES. was I948, and that
was pretty damn daring tor the time. Ed Wood was
sort oi an unimposing type, he drank too much.

studio. building the sets. etc. And then Merle made hm when he was 5°b" he W35 Y¢1au"¢1Y quiet I
his own pictures. these coin machine pictures. “5¢d ‘° ‘J0 1° dinnef Wm" Ed W°°d and D°1°l'¢5
when you see the dancing qms_ you pm 25¢ in 3 Fuller when they lived in this apartment just above
machine 3‘ the arcade} 1'53-f TUBE 5Ag{g5 was the the Sunset Strip. Dolores cooked the dinner. She
first ot (at least) seven black and white exploitation was 3 Pl'¢"Y 9°04 ¢°°1<~ when We W¢1’¢ mikiq
movies that Farrell was in tor Weiss and his Screen GI-EN OR GLENDK mY Wife (5hm¢Y SP2“) W“ in
Classics. In l%7, Weiss even rereleased the then 20 ii» 5112 P1iY¢d D1'- A“°"'$ 1’“"5¢- 5h¢ W15 "1 91¢
year old (1) movie as THE PILL with additional W==m¢“'= dmsinq Y°°m- she hid =11 these 9'“Y5 1"
footage. TEST TUBE BABIES was directed by Merle draq around M11 ind it did“ bmh" h¢1'- She

4|
- “W

eats I
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I .[Q Shirley says.
‘Hey! Wait aJ minute! Wait a' minute! These

' E ¢ are men
\.

talked to them.
realized whoM.“ °|. they were, they

‘ Flllllll had the wigs* and this and
that. and they

CIIAIGII |llSsEx| We!" riidv R:' Q‘? On E S2 .

- I] Some other girl
'/ came on, and

she s starting
to undress

dressed in
women's

RENEE LINES... °‘°“?“,‘°' ‘*‘?,-.mmD," movie. The girl"' ‘" -"' "I" got all excited.
she thought

know how Ed conned then into letting him finish
the day's work, but he did and the day's work took
us almost into the next day. We just kept going all
night long. As long as he had the film he was
going to get this thing done. But I remembered that
raid. God damn! I don't know why I should have
been scared, but I was scared! But it didn't bother
Ed. He talked his way out of it somehow. What a
life! I was then It was a lot oi fun!"F I

they were all women. But we had fun making GLEN F arrell played the ruthless con man Umberto
OR GLENDA. We made lt at jack Miles studio on Scali in Phil Tucker's DANCE HALL RACKIET,
Larchmont. lt was built during World War II for with his friend Lenny Bruce, who also wrote the
Armed Forces radio." script. "Now Lenny Bruce, he was a guy with a lot

of talent too, so was his wife Honey. Lenny Bruce
arrell was also in Wood's “The Hidden Face." was ahead of his time. He was his own worst
which was retitled JAILBAIT by Wood's enemy, but they really picked on him. Any time

associate producer, director Ron Ormond and Lenny was gonna play someplace. a vice squad
released by Howco. "The Hidden I-‘ace was shot over showed up. And he knew they were gonna show up
at Larchmont. with Lyle Talbot and Herbert and the son of a bitch wouldn't keep his mouth
Rawlinson. That was where they changed my face, shut. He was a
I was a gangster. On that picture, Ed Wood had very funny
posted a bond with the unions and we were man, by the
supposed to start something like next Monday. way, normally.
Well, we started this Monday and sometime He also wrote ,
around Tuesday or Wednesday - Jesus Christ! All oi DANCE HALL
a sudden all these people came walking on the set. RACKET. A very
They were the business managers for all the I. A. talented guy.
locals. SAG. and cameramen and electricians and Phil Tucker had
everybody and there was a big brouhaha over that been a war hero
thing, oh Jesus. Lyle at the time was on the board and also a
of directors of SAG. and of course the guy from SAG heavy drinker.
was sort of upset to see him working there. I don't And I think he

and Ed were
both on the
unions "don't
work for" list.
Ed knew Phil.
and I don'tthink they liked Wlm Lnmr law: III DANCE HA1! FACKET
each other." Tucker is best known for his unique
"3~D" classic ROBOT MONSTER (53). He also made
CAPE CANAVERAL MONSTER (60) and a series of
"After Midnight" features (produced by Weiss).
Farrell was in one oi them. PARIS AFTER
MIDNIGHT ('50), featuring stripper Tempest Storm.

“P ARIS AI-'l‘ER MIDNIGHT played at the
Paris Theatre on Hollywood Blvd. and

they busted it! In Hollywood, Colonel Palmer owned
the Hollywood Citizen News, he was very big on the
Hollywood Chamber Of Commerce and this and
that. This little theatre across from the Pantages
used to be called The Hitching Post. they showed
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.... QT"1; \\m‘SN‘ into exploitation apparently it all came out.

cowboy movies. problems. I really though they weren't going to get’ —~ /T ""' and they went anything the way that they were going. But

‘Q \ movies and
._ __,.. ~ Col. Palmer N remember doin a icture. robabl one ofQ P P Y

~ 1_ /""" ..._ .1 apparently went I George's. you didn't have doubles or
X TEMPEST STORM - Q‘; ape! And he had anything. It was a chase scene, where we came down

-ff; _,';'|:;')"';"""""'j_f|ffl ..'_-7" -v‘ the picture Melrose Ave., by R.I<.O.. made a turn on Larchmont

'>\-.I

'3‘ ... ........-..§..t'!.'.7‘.'.,7.'.." , ‘t: busted. That They had called the city and had a cop there, which
1°\|;ouR§ rwlt ,. was quite a big was unusual for these quickies. Hell. I was driving the

.~ '°'°“'°'. 'E|nt5\-‘ a _I~ deal. At that car and they were chasing me from behind, matter of
_ ;Q.l - .' ' ",_$~.‘.'7,‘“ - time I was a fact I think one of the guys from the Marshall's

. anus . -- bailiti and I got office was driving the car behind and I hit that turn
\ . . .

4 ' ' ' ' I ' '1 ' “-~ v‘ ‘ ' into a little hot too fast. There were railroad tracks on Larchmont
""""““"""""""“"'°"""""'“"“'°"""""" water over that. back then and I skidded a little bit. The camera car

(Farrell spent was right over at the curb and Bill Thompson was on
more than 20 years as an I..A. deputy marshall). I the camera. I came within about a foot of that car.
think it was the presiding judge at the time, called sliding sideways. I was really moving! I'll say this for
the Marshall, he said ‘You know I don't mind Tim old Bill, either he didn't see what was going on, or it
being in movies. but when he's on movies they bust, didn't bother him. He didn't budge! The camera crew
and they get all this heat...then I object!‘ But there just stuck right with it! But I got scared at that point .

was really nothing in it. Tempest Storm was in it. I thought sure as hell. I'm gonna hit him."
Unfortunately. I didn't
get to work with her. I
didn't even get to see
her! It was the same
thing with Bela Lugosi
on GLEN OR GLENDA.

HM ost of these
features

were shot by William
Thompson. “Bill
Thompson was the
oldest active
cinematographer at
the time. He was a
gold bum. I-le was
always looking for a
gold mine someplace.
I-Ie was always looking
for gold in the desert.
I-Ie started with Edison
back in New York. with
the old crank camera.
I-le just learned it from
a book. He had to wind
60 feet a minute. or
whatever it was. by

Wt
h

_.,

T he lone
respectable.

major studio feature
that Farrell was in was
the Judy Garland
version of A STAR IS
BORN ('54). "Working
on those low budget
pictures. it was hard
work but they were a
lot of fun. Working on
A STAR IS BORN, which
was a big, big
production, that was
the most boring thing I
think I've ever gone
through. I think I
worked a full week at
Warner Brothers on
that thing. George
Weiss would have shot
the scene in half a
morning, and it took us
a full week to do it. It
was just boring. And of
course. you're working

h;nd_ and got the jab Hun Kuuu, jun“ Aurore Ann hunt III GIRL GANG with 3 [Q1 of
and there he went. professional extras. and they're pretty sharp. They

case the set when they get there and find all the
j N T here was a picture I worked on with Bill, I places to sit down. So as soon as they break the shot —

‘ can't remember the name. Iie was the boom — everybody's got all the chairs. And there you
cinematographer. There was a fellow who was are standing. George Cukor was known as a woman's
George Tallis' first assistant camera operator and Art director, and I think that's because of his habit of
Lasky. the ex prize fighter (a contender in the 30's for talking very low. He talked so low that everybody
the heavyweight title) was the Znd assistant. We'll. shut up to hear what he was saying. I-Ie rehearsed
Art was legitimately blind in one eye from fighting with a camera on, and would have you do a scene -
and couldn't see very well out of the other one. Bill you read it - so he'd have you go all the way through
Thompson wore fairly thick glasses. So did the first it. and he'd shoot it. And then he would cut it. and he
assistant, who was sort of a drinker. That was a kick! would go to one of the actors and he'd give them a
That was the Three Stooges out there, setting up this little piece of business and they'd shoot it again. Cut,
stuff at night without a lot of light. Bill tripped over then tell the actor that was fine. ‘Now when you're
the curb once or twice. he couldn't see where he was raising your coffee cup, I want you to push the ash
going! It was a kick! To see those three guys. I really tray.’ And they do that. Cut. And the next thing. he'd
thought that first night we were going to have give them him another little piece of business. And
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that's why. my God.
in A STAR IS BORN.
we're talking 50
takes on these things!
Then after he'd been
through with you.
he'd turn to the
second actor and
start working with
him. In
thing. why, you
might run through it
once dry. and then.
boom. you shot it.‘ A
restored (and very
long) version of A
STAR IS BORN is now '

on tape

"T

a low budget

HE VIOLENT

I'm gonna punch you
in the nose.’ and
started for the judge.
Of course. I had to
grab him. Jesus
Christ! It was like
grabbing a steel
girder! I-le was like
granite! Oh Man! I
couldn't have stopped
him ii there were
four oi us! But he let
me take him down.
made it look good.
For a while. I got to
thinking. what am I
going to do here! I
can't do anything
with this man! We
made over aT YEARS. 4 3”‘ ,5 |°‘N thousand of those.

which Ed Wood The guy I worked
wrote (and briefly appeared in) was Farrell's last with was Selig Seligman. I-Ie also did COMBAT (and
feature. He played Lt. Holmes and narrated. Wood was a former State Dept. attorney.) Seligman and
also wanted Farrell for his “Graveyard From Outer Goldenson. who was president of the network (ABC)
Space" (later retitled PIAN NINE FROM OUTER SPACE didn't get along. When Seligman died. the show was
by anonymous DCA staffers). "When Ed made PLAN over by then. and they were thinking of putting it
NINE FROM OUTER SPACE, I couldn't ‘do it. I was too into syndication. Goldenson had every one of them
busy. or I would have been in that too.‘ (Duke Moore wiped out because he needed the storage space.‘
took the detective role). Besides exploitation movies.
Farrell was in some educational or industrial film I I n the early 70s, Ed Wood called me. down
and religious features from Cathedral Films (using at my office. I-le put some other guy on the
his real name). I-Ie was the bailiff on DAY IN COURT. phone. his attorney, who told me that Ed had just
a local I..A. program. It was picked up by ABC. and gotten financing for this new movie. By this time. I
ran every day until i965. It was also called ACCUSED was Marshall of L. A. County. I couldn't have done it
during it's one (58/S9) season on prime time. ‘I did a anyway at the time.’ According to Variety. Farrell
thing called DAY IN COURT three times a week on was named county marshall in I971. but was
network. That was very profitable. But then I got that ‘convicted of felony charges stemming from the
really because I did have a background in all those illegal use of deputy marshals in political activities.’
quickies for George and Ed and different people. I-Ie was sentenced to six months in jail. but because of

ill health. received probation. Farrell was fired in
hey used Tor Johnson on DAY IN COURT 1975 and went on to run a lumber yard in South
one time when I was on it. I was actually Dakota for a while. I-Ie was also active in L.A. theatre

working as a deputy marshall. and then I’d race over groups. I-Iis last public appearance was as co-host of
to the studio to do the bailiff bit on DAY IN COURT. I an Ed Wood Jr. tribute at the Nuart Theatre.
never rehearsed! I'd get over there in time for  
shooting. They threw in a bit that they never told me
about where he was going to escape from the Thanks to Far-reII's daughter. rinmm in spni for rm use efillustralions
courtroom. All of a sudden. in the midst of this I-ma heriale father's collection.
arraignment. Tor says. ‘But I don't think I like you. Sn Mxtisu for some Fnmii video reviews.

49.50
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“I 'm originally from
Cleveland. Ohio. I

moved to New York in my
zos. Ijust happened to fall
into acting and I liked it. I

was originally a therapist.
studied in new York. First
play I got into was Shaw's
"Village wooing" (off-
Broadway in I955). People
liked what I did and I won
an Obie for it (in '58). Sol
thought, maybe I should
stay in this, so I did. It
worked out okay." A I963
Village Voice article was
about Blossom's
experimental "filmstage"
theatre presentations
featuring actors (like
Taylor Mead) plus slides
and film.

“T HE HOSPITAL WIS
one of the first

films. I did one before
that. SLAUGHTERHOUSE
FIVE. I had a small part as
a fellow named Wild Bob
Cody." Universal released
the science fiction classic,

Robert: Blossom starred in the most accurate movie
b-"4 WI 54 5'1". D5R4"55l7- 93""! /"WW M!" f""' ERANGED is Blossom's only lead role in a feature and1""""’ 5¢'Pl"" 5Pl'“’"8 P'°/"3-‘* 5l°“°"" W5’ '1 "5"! D the A.I.P. release, although hard to see these days, is a
9° WY" 7°: ("U 5"" Pl")'l"8 "14 "ll" ft" '"°-It °f M! horror classic, almost on a level with TEXAS CHAINSAW
PY°f'"l°"“[_ “f‘- PSYCHOTRON/C ‘T l'°"°'"T 5° ""1 “ll! MASSACRE (which was made later). Both were inspired by
l""l"’l'W WM 1 ""1! "ll"""T ¢'l¢'"“" “(°l'- (MIW) the famous real Ed Gein. DERANGED was produced by Bob

"1 '

,5-

¢v2"é., J

Clayton) told me to eat a sandwich through the whole
speech I had, and I thought it workedR0BE 11 ‘m 68. I'm used to playing old men. I5 years ago, II played a 92 year old man. So I'm used to playing old
men. I like it. I do it and I enjoy it. I think I'm typecast in
fIlTTlS. Certainly on stage I get to do a lot more Interesting
and detailed parts. But I have a family to bring up and‘Y '3" l°l"'5T°" send to school, so I do movies. I used to be married and I
have two kids, one :1. and one's zo."

Clark (watch for our
forthcoming interview)
and directed by Alan
Ormsby (who wrote it) and
Ieff Gillen. Tom Savini
provided the realistic FX.
Blossom is excellent as Ezra
Cobb, "the butcher of
Woodside," a simple
minded backwoods guy
with a serious mother
problem. At one point he
digs up his mother's
grave. He skins a woman
alive, talks to mummified
corpses and wears a
human skin. "Ah ha!
You've seen that? That was
made in Canada. Shot in
Oshawa (just outside of
Toronto) over a month. I

believe I saw it once. I
remember it went
smoothly and they were
very satisfied with a couple
of takes. I took it because I
needed the money. I
wasn't entirely proud of
the script. I found it a
funny script though. But I
didn't think it was
supposed to be funnydlllctid bY 5"-"'9' R°Y when I first read it. The

Hill. "But before that, I did author “id go mg, ‘uh ygg,
it-19¢ "P "ll Th" P°l"T- l hid 5"" V/°Tl<l"Q 1° Y9!" °" you can laugh.’ And I thought, ‘Oh. Itwas a true story by
the stage before that. People started seeing me more, and jj-jg way’ did you know mag? Hlppgngd in wj;wn;jn_
| “Elm! "W" l<"°W"- 5° "TY lgll 5" "ll "P ll" th¢ Some people liked it. I didn't." Blossom used a frequent
Pl"- ThlT'$ ll" "5"" PY°¢=55 ll" "l°l’5- Y°" lllil ‘tick facial twitch for Elra. "| think it just came to me and I waswith it. First I did stage and now I do movies. But I don't pjuud Wm, how | |°°kgd_ 5,, | hp; it 1|“ humor just
Y""""b" h°l" | 9°‘ "IY ll"? Ill?" Pill" Dim! R599 "Id came out of the performance. I was trying to find the
G'°T§9 5- 5"“ 5T""d I" Pidl-TY chlY'l5kY'5 THE truth of the man. I don't think any murderer thinks, "|'m
H°5P|TAL~ ‘VFW bllck ¢°"l'dY 5" T" l NW Y°Yl< l’l°5Pltl|- a murderer and I like it.‘ I don't think that's part of thedirected by Arthur Hiller and released by United Artists. "I p5y¢hg_ |r'; more complicated."
don't really remember much. I remember I played a
l¢||°W """¢d G"'"15¢Y "Id l W"Whlllld l" °" l 9""l¢Y- n lonathan Demme‘: critically acclaimed HANDLE WITH
5*" °th¢l' tlll" "lib l d°"'t ""\l"lb"~ PlddY clllY=l$l<Y I CARE (a.k.a. ClTIZEN'S BAND) from Paramount, Blossom
wrote it, and it was a good film as I remember it, but I p|lyed pip; {hm-Mdyn,_ gh; fnjm» of pan] |_¢MQ('§
d°"'ll'""¢"lb" thlt much-" character. Demme also wanted him to play Howard

Hughes In MELVIN AND HOWARD, but the role went toN I)" WI" THE GREAT 5lT55Y'lY°"_\_ P""l'l°""t- With I Iason Robards. He was a farmer in Spielberg's CLOSE
Frlncls Ford c°PP°ll §=I'IPt- Tl" d"=¢l°I' (l"l< ENCOUNTERS or ms mum TIME. "Everybody has their own
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ideas. We all had heard the stories of
UFOs. so it wasn't hard. They were
building a mock-up UFO in the
hangar near by so we could all see.
So it was assumed what it looked
like." Blossom also spent some time
playing a character named Sven
Peterson on the ANOTHER WORLD
soap opera.

D on Siegel directed the Clint
Eastwood movie ESCAPE FROM

ALCATRAZ. Blossom was third billed
as Doc, a prisoner who paints. He
hadn't heard about the director's
death last year. "l was wondering
_what happened. I thought something
happened to him. I've just been
thinking quite a bit about him lately.
I just don't know why. He sent me an
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ Cup with my
name on it, so I've been using it and
thinking about Siegel so much. I

guess that's why." Some people
figured Blossom actually did the
paintings in the movie himself. "No, - - - -

but thanks for believing that I did. I remember asking for :23:-';g"T|l;l:'Rv::°‘:g:ki'::;'£;1ug:?;);:a‘,d:s3:g:'nh%' if

2‘|_:‘::"|"f'£g‘:)f‘ T€'°:t“§‘|°T v'x:‘s§{';°v::=':Ii':Il°:l::":=i|'| was an actor who was doing a good job. (Eastwoodgwas

remember the finger cutting scene. "We did it twice. They "mu mmvzd and qulu Mk: ‘he chancmn

had “"°' 3°°° d°"“ hands which ’h'Y,d m'd' Wm‘ n Acting~ "It's a job I do. I discovered that with Don

2|“: '"h'h'"." c|'L"'d|'d tr‘ °h°pp'“gal:_l' jashfg. "" Ii” O Siegel. The scene where my paint privileges are taken
°é EC °ppmdg'. ‘:1 9.0 "'.~°us gn e ' |' "P" l‘ away. Itwas originally a much longer scene. I did it well,

A" ' mull‘ " l ' hm mm‘ T ‘Y W": P '““'"g “ and everybody applauded when I finished the scene. I

more elaborate gory
scene. but they decided
if did“-‘ work‘ so if was 
1;="h= 1i"g;'|={;gPg*r*g- PRETTY sauv ran: men

ne momen . ITI r sW, ,h_,v,_Y_ AVEIIY IIIIIIATIIIIAL DEATH!

H e has mixed feelings
about co-starring in

the popular Paramount
release and working with
Siegel. "They're just
directors and they tell
you what to do. But there
are certain incidents that
stand out. Such as when
Clint and I were walking
down the courtyard. They
were shooting a scene
where we were walking
and we're friends. So
I thought it was
appropriate for me to put
my arm around his
shoulder. So I did and
Siegel yelled CUT! And
there was a great
discussion and they
decided to cut that scene
because the mystique of
his super star stature was
suddenly severely

,.-'*

worst
hasn

E2;?

COt on !IrIl5 of MOVIELAB - I ll|1l§B]l|d|iluNlHl[INl|’W|t

thought. Ah good. they
like itand it seemed to be_ very successful. And

...hutthe when I saw it in the film,
it was cut down to just
one moment. And I

realized. that good scene
I did would have been an
interference with the
action film quality which
is to get Clint Eastwood
out of prison. That's an
action film. there are no
diversions. It's just a job.
The best stuff. the best
acting has often ended
up on the cutting room
floor."

ABC special based on
Poe for kids. Robert Fuest
directed. Daniel Petrie

T HE GOLDBUG was an

. II...‘ directed RESURRECTION,
‘ starring Ellen Burstyn andIF’ Sam Shepard. Blossom

was third billed in the
story of a healer who
returns from the dead.
"Filming is just an
amount of waiting. You
just get up and are told

i“t°"“P"d by my ( l what to do and where to
PSYCHO - 2Q - TRONIC
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‘)9. documentaries) was watching Bette
, ,',t__j,_ ~ Davis. And every time she said

' Q5” I t something the producer liked, the‘ -. A‘, producer would nod her head. Bette

' . xv‘ I ,r nodded her head very ominously and'~'I“‘ - y’ ’ . . 1 1-" says. ' You don't nod your head while

in

\‘ ~ . 3.... .. iv.“-1 -1...
V. ‘Y \__,,,. - ~@.,,¢. . .

» -.8 4~- f» I: --1 jx M; ,g~,._ .0‘ J Davis caught this and suddenly she

' g I -‘I: it‘-F * x‘

- . ' i film on Long Island and Bette DavisI
41 \ ' l‘ ' *~ ‘wt would not allow the producer to come on

7 \ ..\. ‘ *1“ 5! ’ the set. One day I heard horrible
‘ - I I

' :*“T. W» ' the set and Bette Davis was upset. The
' i.::'- '~ I whole thing was disturbed. Very

, . g‘ l3‘ . . 3- 31¢,’ I'm reading miss.’ Then we went out to

screams, and I said, "what's that?‘ It was
Bette Davis. The producer had come on

disturbing. And I thought it could have
been done much better. I did not feel
very comfortable.”

ah‘ _

lossom's next theatrical release was
Iohn Carpenter's CHRISTINE. Ite was'""' ‘"1-"I"! third billed in REUBEN REUBEN, starring

9°- Y9" 4° "Ill" Y°"'V¢ Pl'°l-""4 l° d°- W5 71°‘ l"Yll\l"9 Tom Conti. FLASHPOINT starred Kris Kristofferson andcreative or as creative as the stage, where you've worked v|5|gN Quggr i; l high ;¢h°°| wmsing mgvig. now
9" ll "Id "I1 l¢"d Y°l-II bl“ I° lI- “I99 "M9 l5"'l l“$l remembered for a brief appearance by Madonna. Blossomtechnical. Especially in films these days, technicians have “nd as "gm pf’ in "ghcsg ruin." "1; vgfy rs; @5594;
taken over. It's seldom that actors are even considered to of 5pi¢|b¢,g'; AMADNQ grggigg |ngh°|°gy ggfigsl "| 5", it5' l"°"lI l"YllIl"9- "WY 5" luil 5°" °l Ill"! I5 ldl\"I¢l$ recently and I liked it. When I saw it originally, I thoughtl° ll" l¢°l‘|"l"l PI°"55- V" "W" 5"" I" l lllm "Ill"? there were too many commercials, I didn't think much of
"IY Pl" ll" 5"" ¢°"lPlllllY lll"ll"ll¢d- l'V= 5"" llI¢d it. I could hardly tell what the story was. I like myself inll'°"l l lll"'- ll W" BRUBAKER (5°)~ Th‘ °Il9l"ll dlI"l°' that. They had the house rigged so that it would collapseVl\° did "V5 EA“ M5555 (5°b Rll'l$°") hll °"¢ °l "ll convincingly and easily, cause I guess they could only doPI°d"°"5 I" ll" ll" "Id ll’ W" llI¢d- 5° "WY l~"°"9l“ it once. It all worked out. The kid in the movie (Lucasl"°ll'l" dl|'"l°' l"- Wh° d"ld¢d l W" ""°"9 l°IllI= PlIl- Haas) is a real nice kid. Very sweet kid. His parents told“"5 ll" '"lY°" °l ll" l°\'"'- n me when he was only five years old, they had a festival in

the town and a celebration of the church and they wereFAWW “El-'N|°N W" I" "I N55 TV "'°Vl¢ 5llIIl"9 going to walk a mile. And he was supposed to play theBette Davis. "I played her alcoholic lover. She twinkled spidm ii, was dyg§§;d |5 ; spidu-I And (my wmg oug toll "ll V/ll!" ‘ll? ll?" "W "I? "Id W9 5°"! b°W¢d l° "ch walk to church and he got sown on his knees and crawledother and that was our first meeting. I also remember, the whole way. They asked him what he was doing and hed\"l"9 "lI"|'5ll5 I" ll" cllY- V" "I "°l-"Id I big l'°""d says, spiders don't walk, they crawl. So then they got thetable and the producer (who had mainly done id" hg W” "1 ‘crop

‘ 78)

- -I 11 umHOSPITAL (MGM) 83 CHRISTINE (RCA)
» ~11 SLAUGHTER!-IOUSE s (MCA) REUBEN REUBEN (FOX)
' 14 me: GREAT ansnv (Pam) 84 FLASH POINT (HBO)

I . DERANGED 85 VISION QUEST (WARNER)
- 11 cmznns awn (HANDLEWITH ON TWILIGHT ZONE
. . CARE) (pA3_) ON AMAZING STORIES (“GHOST TRAIN”)
1 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS or THE THIRD 86 ON TALES FROM THE DARK SIDE ' i|(]ND (RCA) 87 ATMOTHERS REQUEST (CBS) '

AN()1~HER WQRLD (N59 SOAP opmm -m 88 THE LAST TEMVTATION OF CHRIST

‘ 79 ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ inn.) CANDYMOUNTAIN (REP-) ~

» THE 001.1) BUG (TV WEEKEND Sveciiu.) 89 ALWAYS (MCA)
I (NEW wow) 90 HOME ALONE (Fox)

1 3|) Rsunnmno (MCA) 91 DOC HOLLYWOOD (WARNER)
31 pAM11_y REUNIQN (N59) - ON NORTHERN EXPOSURE

Y sz THE WALL (cos) 91 HOOK (RCA) (arr)
JQHNNY BEUNDA (C33) HABITATIONS OF DRAGONS (TNT)

(MCA)
~ ’
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I n the odd rock and roll road movie CANDY MOUNTAIN. only inkling I had of its success was that it was the

Blossom sings with Leon Redbone. Director Robert Frank pleasantest film I had ever worked on. Very nice
(COCKSUCKER BLUES) and writer Rudy Wurlitzer both have atmosphere."
homes in Nova Scotia. "That was shot in Nova Scotia. All
my scenes were shot up there. It went very smoothly. He OC HOLLVWOOD was a Michael I. Fox comedy.
(Redbone) was a very nice man. We got along fine. A nice D "Someone else mentioned to me that I seem to be the
film.” In Scorsese’: controversial LAST TEMPTATION OF same in all my films. It worried me a bit. To me, movies
CHRIST, Blossom was the "aged master." "I play a desert are mainly justwork. They don't hire me unless they think
father who Iesus ran into before he went back to Ican do it and it's not something I find a huge challenge.
Palestine. It's just a couple of scenes. It was shot in I try and do my best.” STALLIONS was made but not
Morocco. I didn't like the script much and I didn't see the released "That never came out. It was a movie about two
movie. so I don't know much about it." old horse wranglers. I was one of them. Western type

movie about relationships. This one just didn't work."A LWAYS, was another Spielberg project, a remake of Blossom convincingly played a io6 year old man in a last

I

the WWII fantasy. A GUY NAMED IOE (1.3). "Steven season episode of NORTHERN EXPOSURE.
Spielberg is very nice and he's very busy. So if you'd like
to talk to him, it's not easy. because there are always ABITATION OF DRAGONS based on Horton Foote, is a TV
people demanding his time. He is like a central figure who H production. executive produced by Spielberg and
is always turning around, turning this direction, turning Blossom has a bit in the director's HOOK.
that direction. So it's not easy to get his attention. You
can talk to him for a little while. So it's hard to relate to 1| don't pursue films. My agent phones me up and tells
him because he's a very busy man.“ The biggest hit I me aboutwhat they're interested in. That's about it.
Blossom has been in is the comedy HOME ALONE, directed Some come after me. Generally they haven't seen me. It
by Chris Columbus. He plays the lonely old man in the has it's ups and downs. but as far as I'm concerned it is
church who has an inspiring talk with Macaulay Culkin. work. And it's nice work with nice people and I do my
“I've seen it. Itwas alright. but I don't know why it was so job. I have no other interest in it. It does give me a lot of
popular. I guess the kid being alone somehow hit a note leisure time."
with a lot of people. you know feelings of isolation and  
such. But I don't know why it was a hit. In retrospect, the
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s a movie theatres. They
started during the depression in the 30s d

out b

5 . _~ , : J., A - J 5

1‘ ' Most ofyou probably aren't old enough to remember
b  ; Y 2 live ghost or spook show t '

é
an were dying

y the 60s. Earlier shows were
uff ' '

apparently classier
airs with magic shows and elaborate

whol
sets, suitable for the

e family. After the war, mast shows became more horror
oriented, appealed more to teens or kids and were more likely to be in smaller

towns. Many movie theatres dismantled their stages (after insmlling Cinemasnope screens) making smaller portable
stages necessary and unions started insisting on having their men on the shows, raising the costs considerably. Some of
the last shows were presented at drive-ins. All that remains of this fine American showbiz tmdition are some fascinating
newspaper ads, some rare posters, outrageous pressbooks some photos and trailers. Filmed evidence of these stage shows
is extremely rare. Jim Ridenour is a collector and fan who worked
spook shows for years (mostly in the South) playing a wolfman, '_ ' '
Frankenstein monster or mad doctor. While many patrons who E an
attended the spook show matinees or midnight shows probably have M MN," ‘Y new Mj_fv_§Wffv_;'_*‘=,{ _:‘§_§'

fond memories of them, Ridenour himself says that the people who ‘ '
presented them “were all hustlers and thieves’ and "

, st

spook shows were OI THE "IQ!
more hype than horror, more mnmuv
bull than blood " S

If-\

T5" \

.,é\\,T

Z’__,___
. ome tried ' Q -/_/I//Z-'fu',',‘e' to entertain or scare people, ' . =' "11 \ V‘ I’

nswru I" brill reost wégehin lhjillllillldltl _. ,
- Rlglll UP--E (‘\"1‘\ D!!!/‘I5 ,4

o t roa w a u ls-any _.\ ’,“FM.-1 ma“ circuit operators described in $’ I
“Nu--*" David Friedman's book, ale F "-“'W¢"-vunvnavu

“Youth In Babylon.’ They Dr‘ ' W/ always promising more \ -/-» NLY\\\ 0 than they delivered.

ONE SHOW Atth h toug a few were reaQ“ 1116

\

DHECY llOM LDMCUNV W U S M.If
Smlsmsn

rm. was-tr“: §(I1ln s».-
<4 BLOOD Ml THUNDER’ I\ ., .. . Ishowman Md our . voul IHY can wlrmvor gdsyl/’Z» , _, were amateur or second"”‘ “=.\" rate magicians, hypnotists and carny operators, simply out to make a_. '4I"_ * \iY\I‘- \L quick buck and get to the next town as soon as the cash wIi, V . nsnmwil ' movie part of the sh 'M» " ' we . -“P

Q

TF9

_
“Q

vi
*\

o worn out and often
p ints of hormr movies, but any movie would do really So many

spook show operators were doing busi
Rp/Elf/I C

as counted. The
ow usually consisted of ld,

,, reti r ... "mi" ' ' 'ness at one time that there was a
1, 6 f ompany in Columbus, Ohio called N l ' '

@_\\ 5,, . _<: . v;§~
e sons Enterprises that 0/Tered al package deal Anybody could order and

\0 A ~\ “ t / . -- . T
o-°“ 5*“

I -:1 “

. be a self employed showman.
,_ ‘ < I \_"f‘ hey offered a tape with radio spots, posters, ad mats, a b k

%,.~¢:\»\“. t 0/ - called the “Ghost Book 0 '
gt»; */ om>'rTv5“'"'
1 V \

oo to sellf Dark Secrets, plus various occult oriented
items like crystal balls.

1 we pout! e §
mg“ A common come on was to promise that the ghost or “Ethereal Form" of

F Se ll some celebrity would materialize during a spook show. Ads promised
<v\;{'“,\Y ON 1-HE‘ \- - the late James Dean, Elvis and Marilyn (before either died), Elizabeth
<f,.s~\‘f = 5;, 10¢ “nk r/WW“/\ Taylor (this is when CLEOPATZ» '7" * _- -'.Y°“ °§“{»i:J\

RA was new) or The Beatle C
Parker sued, so the Elv h

¢qn\i0n\¢l\°"

s ol
is s ow didnt last very ton Rid

explains, “This was ust
/Q

' ' ' g. ' enour
- - ' ' j a trick called Tho rs S

- ,4,» _' _. ' show a la_’ 4 / ye pirit Painting. You
. rge frame of block canvas and place it in a large frame. A / dimmed tight comes on and gels brighter and brighter with the

us \\'\\0\.E FA-““‘Y image of the ghostly celebrity appearing.’ Other times “real”
us foil T celebrities or characters were '

PSYCHO - $2 < TRONIC

promised, Only a fool (or little kid)



T
would believe “Dracula In Person", "King Kong‘, or “Lady Godiva’, but a live appearance by ‘The Mighty Gorga" (a
man in a gorilla suit posing as a real famous ape) or The Munster: (people in masks) sounded believable. Some ads had
‘character portrayal’ disclaimers. Another gimmick was an outrageous giveaway. Seeing incredible
newspaper ads as a kid, I never knew that “FREE! REAL DEAD BODY!’ was a chicken
from a local butcher or ‘FREE BABY!’ was a baby chick. ‘SHRUNIEN cAP-\'\)RE
HEADS’ were probably plastic. William Castle was obviously inspired by \ MONSTERS “CE!
these shows.

A few of the first
G\RLS FRQM NINE

EFDOIZ show creators were er.-wvv and FRANCISCO ‘ F7 1" Y?"
(Arthur Bull), one of the rst to tour with a spook show in the late 30s. ~\”.. '

PHILLIP MORRIS was on the road with spook shows fmrn 1950 through \_;.._j' 3 gl.
1977 (!) and played thousands of theatres. His most notable e/feet was his ~ ' as " *1‘ ' ‘

u"

orchestra for music and had his own comic books. Bela Lugosi toured with ."‘,,f "“ I-“'3

‘Doctor Evil and His Terrors of the Unknown’ BILL NEFF, reportedly a very '_ "

good magician presented a ‘Mad House OfMystery’ show, sometimes used an V 7}, '5'". ,"- Git '/
§ .\ W5} .him for a while. THE AMAZING ORMOND (Ormond McGill), a hypnotist, '\-iE;r_. - ' 3 = '

became DR. ZOMBE. Director Ron Orrnond took his (fake) last name from his "O-,‘$“" "g » \i¥ ‘ ’ ' SE5
best friend, McGill. Doug Hobart from Middletown, Ohio became DR. ' FREE! 1 For \ P°fL,
TRABOH (his name backwards) and presented his elaborate ‘Chamber Of ‘F Ygu SF-E ‘T A——'§'*'
Monsters" complete with a nurse on duty in the early 50s. In the 60s, he was in
several William Gre/'e movies (See PV #10) in Florida. See Ecco magazine #17 -
for a look at Hobart's entire career. Ya“

TN n For
DR. srumvr (Jack Baker), from Toledo, ohm, was the king of the midnight sEAT\-F5,3...“-=-i!
spook shows, with his ASYLUM OF HORRORS show. He made millions touring M *"‘° V B ABY
theatres at midnight in nearly every town in America and Canada for 42 (!) ‘N; REAL HVEWAY
years. Silkini was known for fast paced shows with lots ofcomedy and audience W w'“_\_ gi GIVEN ':‘r° TALK!
participation. He used phony hypnotism and his 'buzzsaw" illusion. Everybody WM_K“4(;-RF-A3‘jcopied him. Some stole his whole routine. He was in court with Universal over ~—

using Frankenstein in 43, and the studio ended up giving him permission to use "‘”’ ' I

their mpywritten character. At one time Glenn Strange (as the monster) or Bela Lugosi were part of his show. At the
height of his career, Baker had as rriany as seven units out there working under the name Silkini. Baker created an in
person unit to go with a double bill of the K. Gordon Murray releases, ROBOT VS. THE AZTEC MUMMY arid THE
LIVING COFFIN.
lmed by Herschel

He also produced the childrens play, THE MAGIC LAND OF MOTHER GOOSE (PV I9), which was
l Gordon Lewis. At screenings, Raggedy Ann would ‘crash’ out of the screen and dance in the aisles.

Roy Huston who played the magician, later had his own show, "Huston's Hallucinations.'A ‘Silkini" attempted a spook
show revival in Los Angeles just a few years ago, but according to Johnny legend it was 'a disaster.‘

In 1964, as the spook shows were dying out, Joe Karsten (rnore about him later) had director David Hewitt make a
short, MONSTERS CRASH PAJAMA PARTY (now available from Sinister Cinema) in an attempt to oer a substitute
for the all live shows. The concept was that costumed characters would ‘escape’ from the movie and run into the
audience. I still have a wonderful green handbill passed out in downtown Cleveland for TEENAGE PSYCHO MEETS
BLOODY MARY. Years later, I learned that it was really Ray Dennis Steckler's INCREDIBLY STRANGE
CREATURES WHO STOPPED LIVHVG AND BECAME MIXED UP ZOMBIES. It was Joe Karsten, not Steckler who
retitled and toured with the movie. Karsten did the same with Steckler’s THRILL KILLERS, calling it THE MANIACS
ARE LOOSE. Som

-‘to
byI

"’i\-r

'\
€\.f1

e shows included The Amazing Orrnond in person. 
1;~.==.=,¢:< Here's Jim Ridenour to tell his story.

~=~=|u PERSON ' ~ - ' ~

‘Mt M75753 V

mi-z’°Msy fr .2 “When I was 15 years old, I le. home and joined a
0 ~§ c,m'i;$/“ .._ traveling magic show, worldng for Birch, the

¢ ‘< 4, “ . ' ' 'st t. It la ill ' amagician, as an iissi an was a rge usion show an
featured a vanishing pony. The chief assistant was J. G.
P ter

. ., V), x

UNCANNY ( at) Pat son of Gastonia, North Carolina. Pat was older
TM‘ . .

MYSTIC and and much wiser in the ways of the world and knew a
AID ' lot about mind readers, escape artists and spook shows In
‘"5 rig; latter years, Pat produced and starred in a movie,

3:400“ DOCTOR GORE (a.k.a. BODY SHOP). He also did “not so‘ Te; 7, special” eliects on a few Hemhell Gordon Iewis icks. We
1

traveled in o long 48 foot semi that had a small living
1 S AWING A HUMAN compartment in the front. I remember a poster on the wall

isms IN MAW"! announcing Birch and His Midnight Spook Show. Birch
‘ 0 K mi nuotln 1-nu, had done spookers in the late 30s and early 40s. We worked
= J _‘\:C-3 0M "Ii" "Em, "W, ° vll Mondays through Fndays only On Saturdays, Pat always' N n" Io knew. where some kind of “in rson" show business

\§° <1" 4“"l1 . . . pe4l‘?',‘ ;':;1\‘§:°\)\ a,,;f;‘ activity was being held.

"5-z*?=“‘“ '~f§¢~“I “'#a~f§ " E I e took me to visit the late George Marquis and his
n | uiu Ion All sou Midnight Madness spook show. Marquis had an

illusion where you strapped a girl's arm to a table at the
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a
a‘ - ' ‘Y Q* ._ ', .\ M Wayne I-Iarris, who was N

' 7-, ' Q presenting Joe Karsten's “Voo-Doc‘ show In fact, Sparta is
L-» ~

l \.
Captain Company out of Famous Monsters magazine. We

W715‘ ""1 ellmw and the" “Wed °“'- waited and waited, as the captain was in no great rush

Q?“ h.‘ ‘ Q one ofmy favorite spots. I lost my virginity there. It was
I . —; " ~‘ Wayne's baby sitter and he was mad as hell. The manager

- ' ' of the Oldham, Mr. Caldwell, had, against my wishes, only
book d t 1 d to 1 ith t h .e a woree come y guaongw mys ages ow
We were featuring three monsters in the ad campaign,
Frankenstein, Wolfman and the Mummy. I had about ten
weeks earlier, ordered the three rubber masks from the

a section of the arm with a buzz saw. No blood, but scary as (like some video dealers) ll, send the goodlel The three
hell. I remember the music. It was Dance Macabre. masks arrived on the mornlng ofthe show we departed
Marquis took the sawed off section down in the audience on gen minutes lather for our 40 mile journey to sparlm The
a tray. Women actually fainted at this stunt. We also house was jammed at _75¢ B pr-,h_ our em-l was 5 whopping
Vi!"-ed 371114011’! 'T°mb of T9l'l’°Tt” ill“ hid 5 8")’ I-I13‘ two hundred bucks. We had arrived. You got less than a
looked just like Frankenstein "en W“-l\°"t ‘he m“k°“P- hundred a week, pumping gas. Our initial performance was
M°d°'“P1 he W" 9 8l'"°5°me 5l8llt- I W" bimil I "ml-ml 5 horrible. The hicks knew they had been had. They raised
spook show ofmy own- On my salary of $10 o dsy I would hell, to Mr. Caldwell had to show them the lm he hadnever have one though. During the next few years, I caught hooked for the next day lt was A PATCH QF BllUl:l_
the Ray-Mood “Voo-Doo” show. Ray-Mond was one who
at 15"‘ "'i¢’-d I-° 5"" I-he B"\'1I°"°9- HE P79595995 his 4 e booked the Lake Theatre in Lake City, TN, for‘Von-D00‘ show for years. I also saw Kirma's spook show, Friday the lath, N°,,_ 59_ The A_l_p_ flick. GBQST
Dr- F_rook1in'o “Spooks 0-1 The Mow‘ sod others I woo or DRAGSTRIP HOLLOW played with the stage show.
1997111118 5)’ ‘"B'4?l\1118- I fdefed I-W0 b°°k rm"! "19 J°hl19°n We were sitting in front of the Lake Theatre the alternoon
Ind Smith °°ml-"BY °I D"-T°i'-» Mldillni “A sP°°k slim" of the show, when the Greyhound bus suddenly stoppedIn Your Parlor‘ and “Out Of The Spook Cabinet.’ These and a big, tall, fat boy got off with a shopping bag forbooks were my bibles asI learned how to make ‘luminous luggage He “hell me who was in charge of l_he show and
spooks sod shoots and wore the hell out of ordinary folks was quickly informed that I was, indeed, the Mad Doctor.“I went into the Army in

Nov 54 worked in
He said he was from Philadelphia and had worked with \

Zacherly on his “in person”
- - horror shows. Well. he did a l

“Pei-"ml "Y‘"°" "1"! “Wed fantastic job, as Frank and my Iwith a lot. of soldier shows as a partner Red nally learned.;.~.........; mt FAINT PASSgi , e an an .

One Halloween, I did a spook
show in Germany for G.I.s.
While in Germany, I had an
Anny artist lay out my ad
campaign for my forthcoming
spook opry. I also had silk
screened posters made up In

- s s
A\1s- 59. I sol outoho Army FRIDAY, JULY 26-—Doors Open 11:30 P. M. rm him 10 buckg_ we leg
and went back to my home
town of Rockwood Tennessee.
An Old buddy tr mine, “Red”

how to put a little drama inIf You FAINT When Seeing - - :2-ffxrlgs
FRANBISBB & His Midnight Spunk Frolic I “Red hi"-.*-0" he We whoto get to Philly. He replied,mo: I115 ‘SEE P H "I-Iitchhike" and I payed fornu -it on 0 - urmaacn th b d eRIVDLI THEATRE m:etilhrg‘inhll.l:rhiallia gent we

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY—ALL SEATS G01: andI never heard from him
again.

559'-7°" “Id I ‘"91" Pl"-"°"~ “B y-Ian., 1960, it was as cold as a witches tit in
I-Ie had a car and I had the luminous paint. Our first 'l'ehhessee_ l asked lled ll‘ he whhmrl to go to
spooker was Halloween, 1959
Sparta, TN. I had played this

1

“" ‘hf oldham Thellm In California, as my sister lived in long Beach. We ran out of
WW" 111 53 55 an '“15"“"'- I-° money 40 miles from Long Beach. Red traded his watch for

PSYCHO - as - TRONIC 1‘____Z__.l.



a tank of gas. We arrived — —sii— -1 4|’ L
5‘ 1111‘)! “isle?! nd Rel; 80¢ ON STAGE AND IN THE AUDIENCE - GENUINE FROM HOLLYWOOD
a_]o moving pianos. /,,,
was still drawing >zQ’V47_

unemployment 'O1n the e _, W! iw ©4114

Army. Red came home . - ”
with I1 Iiandbill for “Dr. ,9 ‘Z9,
Macabres Frightmare of ,' ,-~ »~> 0
Movie Monsters" playing ’— . X
in Sam Pedro that 1

/-'/€t7’?l K
Friday night. We, of . - '

course, Went. JohnnY KM . ‘ H
Cates, Wayne Harris’ old “ “ '

/ \partner from}-Iuuston K m’ Y

(5

$,/
was ninning this Joe A , 0 ‘ _»,__ . i

Karson unit. They were _ _. /~, _ ' ‘ “Dy ‘~ ‘ '4‘ ‘
» . w . - ' "only working on

weekends, as Marie, his
wife, was pregnant.
Johnny took a liking to
Red and me and red his
two helpers. We were
now in the big time,
making 75 bucks a week.
While we were working
weekends, Karston, the
booking genius, Was busy

/5*‘if-J:
.~£3233?Q;

731%.4-_

R

so.° *2“

<4 1'2

&’?<?~=;,_# '

//‘V
"Q >_/

/

\\‘
.\

-» .29‘
sh 1:71.

25
§.

Z3‘-’
3:)?S’

2‘?

. I‘ ‘ 1y monk 'Itllllls \ Va , . _(

_“““‘"‘.“1*“,,, W12 .. .1
,-  %r

. /I -:~ , ~~~= Q :.e-z"»..,I/‘n.
ashellbuilding and ‘T's c_R_A_z_Y!
booking his crowning
glory- IN PERSON -
THE FIRST LIVING
CREATURE mom OUTER SPACE! Don Post did the 2%“ WIZARD OF MARS (64) "“d SPACE MONSTER
custom rubber head piece with the plastic dome and the
brain oating in liquid. Owen Masters master magic ‘ e wen‘ back w doin the M “mare show. Karson
craftsmen were building the magic tricks and special - -8 8- -

eilects. Red played the space creature in black tights and ~ wins B gem“ a‘-hynig n-ut 1'-duke‘ Mums
$3 bb boot . Led .1 campaigns and at booking big circuits. We played some big

N er 5 spray Pam 5‘ V" houses like the Saenger m New Orleans. Red and I stayed
. with Cates until about August. All along we had been“ n the mean Mme’ Kaismn had renied an Emmy lannin to on our own when the time s ri ht. EvI theatre to rehearse his latest offenngs for the lucky P 8 so W? 8 ery

folks “net earth. A 35 back stage jam day we would round up the _40 x 60s and window cards

P
stuiI'. There were hundreds of
B X105 and strips of lm
from PLAN NINE. God, I
should have grabbed all that
stuff. The Cates took Red
and I to a downtown L.A.
Spanish house to see Wyman
Sher do the ‘Asylum Of
Horrors" in Spanish. This
was quite a feat, because
Wyman (Jack Baker's
brother) oouldn’t speak a
word of Spanish. He spoke
into a mike and an
interpreter listened in on the
other end and spoke Spanish
in the house p.a. system. The
United Nations stole this

acked “lath Ed wood Jr. aer the show . I was stashing so we could l"B'l-‘|BSl'i later.
We 'liited" a Frightmare
trailer, so when we arrived
back in Tennessee, I
immediately started boolcing
a Frightmare show for each

' Saturday night. We could do
as well working one day a
week as our friends working
5 or 6. Oh yeah! We
rebooked the Oldham in
Sparta. Greed works every
time. Mr. Cardwell would go
for the 2 or 3 hundred dollar
Saturday midnight bonus
one more time. I just

f» couldn't get him to book a
Y horror movie. This time it

was a British comedy, I'M
. ALL RIGHT JACK. The

W5‘-em ‘mm Baker "1 ll‘-W1‘ Acnui nu! rams Du. Sunni‘: "Am:/A1 0| Manson“ sun snow. idea] spook program starts
yum (Hay Music cm“ with a honor movie. This lets the hoodlums have time to
had H baby gm and We soon departed for Kansas w open get tired and worn out After the rst movie ends you
the Creature Fmm space show‘ The movie’ GIANT FROM immediately start the stage show The moment the stage
“E UNKNOWN played for 35 days with us‘ we closed in show is over without delay you h-it the screen with the
Kansas clty and ‘in closing day‘ we Kansas Censor b°."d second spooky movie. This is the best plan of attack to keep
showed up and raised hilly hell because we were showing a the audience less likely to many attack!
lm that had not been approved for the good folks in
Kansas to view The Outer Space show just didn't click It “ ed and I booked and la ed an ‘he de nd t in

' , ,, _ ' p y in pe en s
was Joe Karsten s only flop. The alien head later showed RTennessee and lower Kenmcky_ when the theatre
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creature indeed. We had
this special lm made up
by the Filmack Co. of
Chicago. It was three
minutes of thunder and
lightning with sound
effects, screams and
spooky music. At the end of
the three minutes, the
screen went blank, but the
sound went on for ve
minutes.

I“I t went like this - t
Opening scene -a

table with a body on it
covered by a sheet. The
Mad Doctor (Pat) in a
white coat with blood
marks on it comes on stage
and mixes two glasses of
green stuff (vinegar and
soda) together. It bubbles
over, he drinks it, spits
some out, tums his back to
the audience, messes up
his hair and puts in phony
fangs. He faces the
audience, picks up a
machete and goes over and
pulls back the sheet,
revealing Frankenstein.
All the while, the thunder
and lighting is hitting the
screen right over and
through the action on the
stage, kind of like a strobe
light. Frankenstein rises
o" the table and grabs the
doctor, takes the machete
and heads for the
audience. On some dates,
we would nd an old
folding wooden chair
backstage, and Frankie
(me) would savagely chop
it to bits. This scared the
living “shit” out of them.
As soon as Frankie gets on
the steps, heading towards I
the audience, ham, lights
out...The music, H

screams...keep playing
— while we did the luminous

ghouls and ghosts. The
makes money, that covers all the sins. We were using Joe “BM! "me hlck °lf and
Karataaia aimpiy fantastic -rpriahtmarar campaign I aaw Pat used the same lines everyone used. ‘You know, it has
where the Ka,a_Kum awoke, was going ta piay the often been said that magicians have the power to cast a
Cmaant Theatre in cmaaviiia -ivha iata KARA_K-UM waa a spell over you ne folks here in (East Awful). I wish you
paiish ai. Hungarian man in a tui.han_ paohie in tha health, wealth and the very best of luck. Ifyou had the
audience usually couldn't understand him, but he had a WW9’ "° cu‘ h ‘Pen We" me’ I °h]Y h°_P° 7°“ would “hsh
great ad campaign. I went and my old friend Pat Patterson ma hhlr as ‘"eu- Thank Y°“ ‘ma 30°‘! hlght hhd Plush!“
was running the show. He asked me to join and I did, as we nihi-mi?"-'
had about played Tennessee to death. We used an old John
Hadiah mm that we caiiad CELLAR op THE DEAD I “We ended up in Florida. Kara-Kum had booked a
didn‘t learn the real title as the titles had been cut off - it ihehtre ih Kih$_s"°h¢ Jalhhich rm’ h 7 day mh» three
iuat hit the acraah with tha heaiahiaa at the atm.y_ of shows a day. The Jama1cans,_hav|ng been taught by the
oourse, I was six foot, two, so I played Frankenstein. Pat Bnhghv dldl hull i-his Amencm “l'1P'°1T-' The 5P°°kBl' W“
had an old pair of square towed ski shoes mounted on 8 wthuy hhhcceptahhi hhd ‘mt “P L“ the high Brmsh
inch 2 X 4, nailed toaathar, making the manatai. a giant standards. We were cancelled aer two days, The island
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l “D R. EVIL’S TERROR OF THE UNKNOWN was nrn WOMAN (SB).

I
I

L

paper wrote a “beyond pathetic" review. They did praise of movies like
the young man playing Frankenstein though. Back in MOONSHINERS
Florida, Kara-Kum had a great idea. Remember this is WOMAN,
before BLOOD FEAST and splatter movies. It was FIEND FOR
‘CANNIBALS OF CARTUMA - REGURGITATING FLESH,
HORROR! See Blood and Gore as Never Before, Live On SHANTYTOWN
Stage!’ Pat Patterson and I opened this ‘ahead of it's time’ HONEYMOON,
spooker in a chain ofblack theatres in Florida. It did not 0BSCENl'l'Y,
click. I left and went back to Tennessee and the Army and OBSCENTIY and
my old stomping grounds at Fort Knox. I later heard that THE FORCE
the cannibals show was playing the Chackers circuit in BEYONDJ
Ohio and got so much ‘heat,’ with demonstrators and played a
pickets that it had to be scrapped. gangster in

MOONSHINERS

by Jim Marshall. He featured a 20 minute black Don was a
out. Most shows would end up with the highly over live wire
advertised nish - one or two pitiful monsters on stage. hustler. He
(You had to keep moving to dodge the eggs and beer cans). took a print of
The monsters would head for the audience and -bam, the David
lights would go out, the gullible audience assuming that Friedman's
the monsters had come into their midst. In reality, they SHE FREAK
went back stage, took off their masks and came back on and inserted
holding up a luminous skeleton or ying a luminous rag on some scenes -
the endofa cane shing pole.While mostblack outs were in 3-D and K"'M°'"‘ I" “'7' "" *"""" 11"" '
short and not so sweet, Jim Marshall did 20 rninutes. After called it " '"" "" ""
a brief, but sad magic act, he would warm them up with ASYLUM OF THE INSANE. I thought up the title. He
lots ofbullshit gags, working on their pea-brain booked it in some drive-ins, but always got a lot of heat, as
imagination. He started by introducing this six foot, almost only a small portion was in 3-D. Always thinking, Donn
real rubber snake which he proceeded to walk off the stage reworked the ad campaign with a disclaimer - ‘So Scary, So
and into the audience, bam, lights out. Over the screaming Horrible, Only Parts Can Be Shown in 3-D!’ He cleaned up
you could hear Marshall at the mike. The snake hit me and with this one all over Georgia and the Carolinas. Lots of
I dropped him! He's loose in the audience! Scary music was lms were made that only played in the South. You
playing. The tape also had girls screaming, kinda like a sit- Yankees never heard of them. Donn’s rst spook show to
com laugh track. Now the action...Monsters appeared from play a big circuit was The Horror Chamber OfBlood And
the left to the right. Monsters, monsters and more Gore’ (I also thought up that title). Donn also had a
monsters. Frankenstein, Wolfman, Mummy, Creature Monster A Go - Go’ show. Donn bought some old lms from
From The Black Lagoon, a gorilla. Marshall had every Don Bernie Jackson in New York and retitled them THE PRICE
Post mask ever produced. Marshall, his wife and just one OF SIN. One was an English flick called THE FLESH IS
assistant did all this. It was well timed, while one was WEAK with John Derek. Donn put a birth of a baby reel
making an appearance, another was changing. It was fast with it and had a MOM AND DAD type unit. I toured with
paced and leit the audience satised. JimMarshall is the that unit for a short time. Of course, we had the ‘noted sex
only spook show operator
I ever saw that gave the
audience more than was
advertised. Everyone else
I witnessed ripped them
off.

“I rst met Donn
Davison in

Louisville. I went to the
United Artists Theatre
downtown to see ‘Dr.
Sin’s House Of The
Living Dead”, featuring
Dracula in person plus a
new twist, Mack Vickery,
a rock and roller. Jack
Baker, the king of the
spookers, did this show
himself. This was
unusual, as by this time,
he usually sent in a I ' l

commentator’ selling the
books during
intermission. The book
sold for a buck apiece. If
you bought the male and
female book you got a
free eight pager, ‘The
Pill And You.’ The pill
was new and hillbilly
broads were curious, so
sales were up. The pill
material had been lifted
verbatim from a Time
magazine article.

“I n the 70s, when
LI’I'I'LE HOUSE

ON THE PRAIRIE was a
hit on TV, Donn came up
with this campaign
called LI'I'l'LE WHORE
HOUSE ON THE

magician while he Ru-Mons nrunrsrrr A vounvrrrs urea nu summer. PRAIRIE or LI'I'I'LE
remained in Toledo doing bleep HOUSE.... Some
the bookings. A magician friend ofmine said that Baker, at newspapers had set themselves up as local protectors of the
one time, had seven units playing on any given day. I fust morals and it was common to have two or even three sets of
met Donn Davison that night at the U.A. He had graduated ads for a picture. I asked Donn what movie he used for this
from high school the day before. He went on to make a lot unit. He laughed and said, ‘Any hillbilly or cowboy flick that



showed a lot of tits.’ He told me that in Chattan

T_ l

9°85-
he played a multiple of four drive-ins and had four
dierent retitled pictures. They were Russ Meyer's
WILD GAIS OF THE NAIED WEST, Harry
Novak‘s PIGIEEPERS DAUGHTER and KISQIN
COUSINS and his own SHANTTIDWN
HONEYMOON. Donn played S!-IAN'l'Y’IOWN
under at least six different titles. Ihave one sheets
m three of them. One, he just pasted over the title.

“B ack when I rst met Donn, we got together
and played a few spookers around

Later, he was working as a Dimcan Yo-Yo promotion
director and while working Pittsburgh, he sold Mr.
Stern t.he spooker for six drive ins for a Friday,
Saturday, Sunday run. The ads were misleading, as
the in person show was only at two drive-ins on
Friday, another two on Saturday and the last two on
Sunday. Donn worked one and I another, each day
of the engagement. The ads featured ‘Bobby Dukes,
Hollywood Starlet»She Does The Twist.’ Donn hired two
young beauties from the local modeling agency. No one ever
questioned just how Bobby Dukes could be at two dilferent
theatres, miles apart at exactly the same time.

“I ‘m 57 years old, and have a terrible “Southern drawl,"
even to this day. Anyway, as soon as I took the mike on

top of the concession stand at the Blue Bell drive-in, the
0 _y ung hoodlums in the audience began yelling, ‘Where you . .

all from boy?‘ It was fun. but it took balls. We ril?P9\‘l ther? o' “I::k::v2::ddal$ea;2:;aZ“;l§;$l;::; B1“ ulegilops
year;'agauilzld lgmeygitsmmhck kor Sunday When it was over the owner said he liked the show Itmore. , retire om e y ' spoo I ’ . '
show fever. I should have known better, but I spent a lot of W“ a “we package‘ I asked how was the Emacs? He sud It. . . ' kend when he played rsttune and money putting together DOCTOR PSYCI-I0‘S W“ ok It held up m me prevwus wee
TEXAS CHAINSAW MONSTER snow. 1 built an illusion '“°' THE Wm“ “TEES “"4 THE 0°“-PSE GRINDE“

minutes. We

The spark just
wasn't there. TV was
in. Drive -ins were

l on the way out. But
; it was m. The
l spookers now are

only memoria. We
ripped them o‘. It
would not work
today. They would
burn down the
theatre. It's a
dilferent world now.
Now a days, its the
doctors, lawyers and
insurance folks who
do the ripping.

Riiienaur has created
a Illllé tape called

SPOOKS-A POPPHV
all about Spook

Shows, with
irmmiewa, trailers

and Rue /bomge ofo
on actual Dr. Skini

show. (See ad).

Some info from
‘Spook Shows on

Parade’ (78)

Thanles I0 magician
Bill Weldon.ii- | 
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NIGHTMARE OF EGSTASY

IIIE IIFE Arie Ant as Eovirinii D. Wooa, JR.

 §k¥$%
EXTREMELY RARE COLLECTORS VIDEO!

THE GREATEST CULT CLASSIC OF THEM ALL!
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN 20 YEARS!

" R'"°"" °"" (THE \\'()R|.D’S (IREATHST)

Includes over I00 rare

plioiograplis, lilmograpliy,

annolaled bibliography and

oulrageous roles alioul lhe irealor

ol Plan 9From Uirler Space

L Glen or Glenda and cronies

Belo Iugosi, Vampira, (riswoll

and Tor Johnson.

“Finally the Ed Wood siory lold in all ils naked wander. Nightmare of

Ecstasy is an hilarious IIUI liean-lirealring porirair ol a lirave, eccenlri: and

somelimes insane lilm diredor. l stayed up all niglil reading i1 wiili my

m0Ull'i hanging open in amazement.‘ —— lolin Walers

§£é§l¢<§l&§llN¢§l£e§l?=§l&§|Nl@§£§l(¢N&§l&§¢s\l&§l¢§l&
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Wnrien Direcred and Siamng TIMOTHY AGOGLIA CAREY

One cl John Cassaveires lavoriie lilms. Frank Zappa's lirst movie |'Il\1§|E

souridlrack and Timoihy Agoglia Carey's direcronal debur.

"The Most condemned and praised Iilm of its time."
Filmed in I959 B/W and Color. SO min

n unequaled display of sex! Violence and human gullihilityf
— Scandinavian Press

arey - the Wu|'Id's Greatest." A Lus Angeles Times. Kevin Thomas

". . .Masterpiece. . ." — Daily Vanery

imothy Carey has the brilliance of Einstein.“
A John Cassavelres
rilliant. Hlpnotic. Startling." — Hollywood Ciiizen News
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‘Ilieliierary eveniollhe season.'—Fl1anlom olllie Movies " ' ° , _; , ' é

A Feral House Boolr ' $14.95 ' ISBN: ll-9119l5~04~0

To order, send clieslr or money order plus Sl .75 shipping lo:

§l&$lNk§(é

EXCLUSIVELY FROM ABSOLUT FILMS l

EUID IUR S59 NIIW ml“ S1! HUS $1.5“ "JR PUSIAGI AND HANDLING

ll (ll V ll) D 5 AIIUW 4 TD H WEEKS FUR DEUVERV

Feralilouse,P.0.Box 86lB93,LosAngeles,(A,90086-I893 E'fm“’“M“"“ '”“_“ " l W

Feral lioiire is disiriiiileil lo Ilia lioolr trade by Publishers liroiip Was!
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HORRORS OP SPIDERISIAND $9 (Ger-mm dialogue) DAN’1'E'S INT-‘DINO Z4 iHORREIE DI. HICHCOCKGZ (\lc\l) CULDE-SAC (Philhali)
NIGHT EVELYN (‘AME OUT OF THE GRAVE DERANGED 72 (Ed Gain) .FIVE DOI-[5 FOR AN AUGUST MOON 70 CANNIBAL HOIDCAUST 79WDIEWOLF IN A GiRl.'S DORMITORY 6) BUCK SCORPION J7
I-ASTHOUSB ON DEAD END STREI‘ 77 (man) [DRINK YOUR HIDOD 7iCUISE OF THE DOLL PEOPLE $0 HORROR HOTEL 60
SAMSON AND ‘Hi! 7 MIRACLFS $2 LAUGH, CIDWN, LAUGH 26E.ilCIi'lCli'i‘i!SOPFlANKEN5i‘ElN 74 THEGOLEMZD IBREAHAS1‘ AT MANCH1'Si‘Ei'( MORGUF 74 DARK INFRUDER 65HOUSE OF TH-E MACK DEATH 65 NEICIIOMANTIK II l
PLEASE DONTTOUG-i ME 59 IDSTWORLD 25 (ruins)UTTLEIIHDRIDINGHOODJB EVILEYESS
NiGi-iT0i71‘l><iIB1DODMONSi'ER7\7 O\$1"LE OF BLOOD64 ‘LEMOBA - LADY DIACUIA 7!

?§%’

Q
K?

. BLACK SUNDAY H1
VAMPIRE PEOPLE (BLOOD DRINKERS) 66 THE DEERSLAYER20 ‘MOONSHINE MOUNTAIN (HG. llnis) 65
'i‘H'i-I FLESH FATEIKS 62 (unruk)

E

$5
gag

seam" X;

gé‘
~\,

)2»

Q»
6*

" __\ §’4 FRIGHT
**:.%2f*.I..:":;:" VIDEO

M‘ 3 ’ BII.i.ERiCA,l\iA0i82l.- '""~ Ph 50s 663-2510
lI» 0»-H > I I I I I I I I

</F" ‘
I ' Films are recorded In the SF (2 hour mode) on quaiiiy brand cassettes' K lndSiB.00periilo.  2$3.00 MHMDO. $1.00 Bach

‘ Iddonu. Mmwiumm resident Idd 5% mu m Hundreds or\ , PSYCHOTR%iC, HORROR, SCIENCE-FICTION and GORE illrna/ v ' \ lvliinbie EEEE.%'1'ALQGWKheveryordererIer|dlSASE(lwo - .29\ , , I Wi@ii'ib1lIW*6dli\dDC3(6d|||UUI18d@N|0Q MOSHDIUBII

we B4/Y vs 61> RECORDS $L'.‘é“.3r“£§E“°’“‘°.M,’.,‘““,.,...,I.?LZ,?““¢»r,,.,1»2‘J‘237’“°“°”““°'°

Subscribe Now To Cult Movies Magazine!
Issue #6

(shipping Dec. 1, 1992)
[

Features:
~ Go-Go Girls Meet The Monsters in Kiss Me Quick
— 1960s Nudie Classic!
See Photos And Storyi

~Edward D. Wood Jr.'s Aborted Masterpiece,
Helibom Re-Discovered, Now On Vldeoi

1

~Plus Amazing Lugosi Photos, Giant Japanese
Monsters, Interviews With Harry Novak, Dave
Friedman, And Koria Pandlti
Letters, Video Reviews, Much, Much Moreiii

Sample copy — $5.00
4 Issue Subscription — $18.00
Send Check Or Money Order To:Videosonlc Arts
11225 Magnolia Blvd,

I Suite zoo
‘ North Hollywood, CA 91601
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unknown reason, one lone character who only appears
405 outside the sanitarium, is a white man in blackfaoe! GHOST

7A e FEVER (B5) with Sherman Helmsley copied ideas from this
movie. Supposedly LUCKY GHOST was a sequel to MR.
WASHINGTON GOES TO TOWN (40).

BIDOD OF JESUS (Dilcount, 41) P/DISlotnr Spencer
Williams, P Alfred Sada

Reggie Jackson (Williams), a small town nun-believer
accidentally shoots his Baptist wife. She dies and goes to the
crossroads where a laughing devil (with horns and tail) sends
the handsome Judas to lead her astray in a juke joint. He
wants to make her a hostess, but she runs away and wakes in
bed at the end. 'l‘liere's a ladder to heaven, a transparent lady
angel and a statue of Christ talks. The music is all gospel
until she takes the wrong road and jazzy swing music and
some great slide guitar "truckin” blues music is heard. This
incredible movie oost as little as $5000 (!). It was the rst of
seven made by Williams, the major black director alter Oscar
Micheaux (whose career was in the thirties). The nearest
recent movie to it was DEF BY TEMPTATION. William's
made the similar GO DOWN DEATH (44) and later starred
as Amos on AMOS AND ANDY on TV (51-53).

RUTGER HAUER
DEADIJOCK (Fox, 91) D Lewis Teague, S Broderick
Miller, P Br-amko Luatin

In a change of pace role, Hauer is strong and intelligent,
but not a tulf guy. In the near future he's framed by his lover
(Joan Chen) and James Remar after he had planned a
diamond robbery with them. He's sent to “Camp Holiday,‘ a
prison where inmates can wonder around. The problem is
they're are linked electrically with unknown other prisoners
and if they stray too far from each other, they blow up.
Several head exploding scenes are as good as in the
SCANNERS movies. Hauer is tortured by the corrupt warden
and escapes with Mimi Rogers for a mixture of THE
DEFIANT ONES and a revenge plot. It's pretty good, but for

‘ some reason GRAFITTI BRIDGE is still showing at a theatre
LUCKY GHOST (D. um, 41) D William xl Crcwlay, ;l;E;ll£l6EEgif.\lI‘B.' Hauer and Chen were also in BLOOD OF

S [Ax Neal, Vernon Smith, D Jed Buell
“Miller and Mantan” star in this amazing black cast SPLIT 5Ec0N-D Gino’ 91) D1-any Mayhm, Ian Sharpe.

comedy, not found in any reference books. Jefferson (R. E. S Gary soc“ Thompson’ P Laura Gmgory
Miller) and Washington (Mantan Morelaiid) are hungry, Han" in a movie used w Kunranwe E certain quamy_ No
homeless and on the road. Miller is the more sensible one, but m°,.e_ This boring’ dun, misty British science ction movie is

Mantan gets the laughs. After being caught stealin gel, in a ooded London in 2008. Hauer is Harley Stone, a
chickens, they win the car, chauffeur and clothes of two rich disgusted cop who “ya fuck a lot drinks coffee, smokes

"1"" by 9h°°"l“! dlc°- They 5° W " 5a“i"“"l“m being “Bed ‘*5 cigars and is attuned to a serial killer creature. Neil Duncan
an mega‘ lxmh mgmclub for dmmgydmlcmg and Eambhng is his new Oxford grad partner. The briey seen Chris
The °‘"n_e' b_e°°m“ "'“'de'_°“5_lY -le“1°‘“ when M"“"“" Wallace created reptile monster rips out hearts and writes
dances with his sexy hostess girlfriend (Florence O'Brien). All messages in blood‘ with Kim Catt"| in 5 nothing role, Neil
of a sudden the ghosts of the original owners meet in the Duncan. Michael J_ pound as B mt catcher and In Dun, as

cemetery and decide to scare everyone and stop all U19 "°l§B- a doorman. Sharpe directed the tube station climax. Cab
An invisible man walks around, a skeleton plays the piano Clnoway and The Moody Blues (-Night In white satin») are

and a ghost possesses Mantan, making him do a Wild “EH50?” on the soundtrack (which was issued by Milan). Maylam also
on the floor. If you've only seen Moreland in Charlie Chan made THE BURN-[NG(81)_
movies, you won't be prepared for all out Mantan. For some 

.
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Ton Isovums Dlsrcr/no THE SNOW

illusions are explained, but others (optical effects) are not.TOD BROWNING Henry Hull has two roles, as Morgan's father and a radio star
Professor with a Karloff type voice. The MGM releaseTEE snow (Fnlhv 1937) D T°d Bl'°"m-"Iv 8 wlld°m" features Florence Rice, Frank Craven, William Demarest as aYour a or " H lde s r .For years, this MGM release was considered a lost feature. mp an on“ 0 n as n umpem my! lc

The print is jumpy and a little blurry, but it was exciting to TEXAS
see alter only seeing tanalizing photos in Famous Monsters
for years. It's almost as strange as some of Browning's Inn CONFESSIONS OF A SERIAL KILLER (New Horizons,Chaney movies and has some obvious similarities to 87) D/S Mark Blair, P Cecyle Osgood Rexrode
FREAKS. John Gilbert stars as Cock Robin, a womaniziug Robert Burns, who was the production designer for TEXAS
con man at the Palace Of Illusions sideshow in Budapest. CHAINSAW MASSACRE, REANIMATOR (and other horrorThere's a melodramatic murder plot, but the background, hits) stars as killer Daniel Ray Hawkins, a forgettable nobodyfilled with stage illusions and (fake) freaks is more with glasses and a mustache. The character is based on serialimportant. A living hand takes the tickets. 'I‘here's a killer Henry Lee Lucas and this excellent features followsmermaid, a half woman and a Salome show with s talking what really happened much more accurately than HENRY
decapitated head. The most bizarre element is a poisonous did. Daniel is seen at 15 with a crippled father and a slutiguana that leaps into the audience (l) and bites a man. A mother. His sister (a hooker) helps him kill and they movetitle reads: ‘God, but you're a real dame, right straight to the around Texas and Louisiana with Ole Moon (a “queer"). They
corel" Renee Adoree oo-stars with Lionel Barrymore as “the take Polaroids of victims. Daniel Ray's last words in a localGreek.‘ It's based on the 1910 novel ‘The Day Of The Souls‘ jailhouse are ‘Can I get another chocolate milkshake?’ Theby Charles Tenny Jackson. Adoree died in 1933 from TB and music (by William Penn) is excellent. Roger Corman releasedGilbert died only three years later. Fright Video also offers this low budget made in Texas feature just this year with ad
THE UNKNOWN (PV I 13). art that makes it look like SILENCE OF THE LAMBS (!)
MIRACLES FOR SALE (89) D Todd Browning, S James SCARY MOVIE (Generic, 91) P/DIS Daniel Erickson,Edward Grant, Marion Parsonnatt, Harry Ruskin S David Lane Smith, Mark Voges, P Keith Brunson

Brownings last feature was based on ‘Death From A Top Warren (John Hawkes) is a sweaty nervous nerd characterHat”, a Great Merlini novel by Clayton Rawson, a magician who acts like s psychotic Don Knotts, but this in no comedy.from Ohio. Robert Young stars as Morgan, a magician] He's so scared that he somehow gets lost in a spook house ondetective in Manhattan who sells and creates stage illusions. Halloween, while an escaped maniac is rumored in be in theThe shocking WWII themed opening illusion features a area. One attraction is a chainsaw room. The music,woman put in a small coffin and machine gunned by cinematography (and the spook house itself) are allJapanese soldiers. Morgan solves a murder and debunks fake impressive and the ending is clever, but it's slow going andspiritualists. There's a seance, a ghostly head and a new nothing much happens. Roky Erickson and The_Buttholeinvention - “invisible spectacles” (contact lenses). Some Surfers are on the soundtrack. It was made in Driftwood, 
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Texas (near Austin) and an unrecognizable Butch Patrick is CLASS OF NUKE ‘EM HIGH PART TI: SUBHUMANin it. Hawkes was also in FUTUREKILL. IVIELTDOWN (1991) D/S Eric Louzil, P/S Lloyd Kaufman,

S Carl Morano, Marcus Ruling, Jeffrey W. Sass, MattSOIVIETHING OF MINE (91) D/S Keith Randall Duncan, Ungen p Michael Hen
P/S T°dd CHIP: S Kevin Schmidt Brick Bmnsky, a musclcbound blonde, stars as a reportersdilmi-‘ii-5 °°l\l“1'° “P B demon ‘hill !l'l°W5 “P Bl B °“mP‘-is who narrates this talc of how much things have mutated atHdlldweeh “cutie oi Fear! eP°°ii eh°‘"- The ml-i-ed Ehdiii school in another overkill Troma comedy. The mad Professorchill e*"'e- Wee» 5 11°59-" °ii iii“ Vicl-ilhe end Phi-5 them "ii Holt (Lisa Gaye with a 2' high beehive hairdo) creates toplesshimself and make! Freddie Knieer iYPe “'i5eei'eeiie- The dmne workers with mouths in their belly buttons and someheei Edie eiieei is editing ‘iii iiP5 Wiih "ie5°l'5- other animated mutants. An animated giant Godzilla/squirrelPSYCHOTRONIC c°l1il'll1“i°l' T9111 iililhdlle PldYe ii elder stomps some model buildings. With lots of girls in bikinis,eh°mPih8 deheei-i‘/9 ill whet eeelhe id he B l-Tiiiiiie 5° 075°“ scenes from the rst movie (including The Smithereens) andWelles ill TQUCH OF EvlL- A P°lice swiiehhdeid °Pei'e'-dl‘ is porn stars Sharon Mitchell and Trinity Loren. And isn't that
R any in drsz and the students. busy with hazing P1'“hii5- Howard Stern? Another sequel, cmss OFNUKE ‘EM HIGHsure do piss a lot. Flashbacks to 1882 show how it all started. PART HI; THE G001), THE BAD AND THE SUBHUMANwith Write!‘ Michael Price whd ale” Pmvided i-he ih“ei°~ iii! was made at the same time. Both had Japanese investors50 minutes long. Write Terran Ent. 133 World Trade Center (who pmbabb, learned their lesson by now),

XTRO H: THE SECOND ENCOUNTER (RCA, 90)MORE SEQUELS NOB ODY WANTED D Harry Bromley-Davenport, P/S John A. Curtis, Lloyd
A. Simandl
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Scientists send thrcc humans to a parallel world in a dull
ALIEN copy. Jan Michael Vincent, a survivor from an earlier
attempt is the only one who can maybe save them. A lot of
time is spent on a love triangle and characters arguing and a
lot of machine guns are red. The stomping monster has a
tail and screams and there's a chest burster scene. I don't
know what is has to do with the British XTRO, but the same
director made it. With Paul Koslo and Tara Buckman. Filmed
in Vancouver.

SICK 70s
ADULT VERSION OF JEKYLL AND I-lYDE( Something
Weird, 72) P/D Byron Mabe, S Robert Bird, P David F.
Friedman

A modern day doctor, who already cheats on his ance and
has killed a man, reads the handwritten diary of Dr. Jekyll.
He drinks a potion and all of a sudden has u cape, cane, top
hat and a limp as he ties up, rapes and kills women. This
color movie combines lots of full nudity and sex with
brainless violence. There's an (offscrecn) castration and a
Woman being beaten likes it. The only fun part is borrowed
from DR. JEKYLL AND SISTER HYDE (71). When the
potion is too strong the doc becomes a blonde woman, so he
can seduce his nurse and ance. Rene Bond as the nurse is in
several sex scenes. The music is bar band ruck and jazz
fusion. It was advertised as being "Excruciating!" Mabe
(a.k.a. B. Ron Elliot) also directed SHE FREAK, SPACE
THING (PV H3) and many others. Bond was also in THE
JEKYLL AN'D HYDE PORTFOLIO from the same year.

SANDRA THE MAKING OF A WOMAN (SomethingSuucnus sun uanonuu run wuss! Weird, 70) D/S/editlcine. Gary Graver, S Robert Aiken
(l AM SANDRA) Monica Gayle, a vet of many nudie moviesBRIDE OF TEE KILLER NERD Rh". 92) P/D/S Mhrli stars as an unhappy dicd blonde living with a drunken slobstevhh B°5li°v whYhe A- ili"'°ld father in a small town. The cinematography is very arty andTel?!’ Redldilis llcli B5 Hamid (599 Pv #ll)- He'll 8°‘ E new some of the editing is pretty amazing. During one confusingdhie Pl'°°955ihB .l°h ih 5 new 5ili7-e- hlii heie 5'-ill B herd and ashback to when her fothcr caught her mother with anothereve“ i-h°‘-‘Eh he killed hie lhdi-her ih '-he iiiei movie» ehe man, he drives a car over a dill" - she climoxcs- the car blowsehdwe “P (With eh “Xe in her head) W l-°l'm°11l- hilh- He up! When Sandra hitches to San Francisco she rents anllemmei 5'-licidhli l‘ePe5'-i118, “I W°l'li. I 95'-» lleelh lW°i‘li---I. apartment from Uschi Digart, who mentions the "wacancy."hi" ihlhl ihl‘ Thelma Cl'l"hP (Heidi l4lhT)» ii iemhle ii-‘idem She has encounters with a lingerie salesman and a biker(with braces and Pil!1Ple5)~ All-91‘ lheY'l'9 hi-"hilleied 8" ii Pen)’ before falling for hcr new boss, a shrink. The print is very(Where e"eY)'h°dY dYll1l<5 Busch beer), they go on a bloody jumpy. And a lesbian sccnc with Uschi is missing and so isTevehie 5Pl‘ee i-°Zel-h°T- ll-is B P79“-Y 8°°d 5i°l¢ 5°‘l"el “ll-h another with Eric Stern (THE LOVE BUTCHER) in drag.eiliecl-ive 89"‘! eilieell i.l"5l- Wish i-he)’ had leh- °ii'- i-he lime» ill Graver shoots most Fred Olcn Ray movies and still directs too.conceived, irritating black guy victim (and why does the girl

in the PSYCHO shower scene have panties on?). Parts were HOLLYWOOD BABYLON (Neon, 71) P/D Van Guylder,lmed in Cleveland’s Public Square and The Twistol'l‘s, a P/S L. K. Fax-bella
great sounding band with three homs play at a party. This unique but silly adults only movie is a rip olT of 
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Kenneth Angers book and pretends to be a documentary episodes of s a pretty good Swedish TV horror anthologyabout early scandals in ‘the sin capitol of the Universe.‘ A program Siodmak made, called NO. 13 DEMON STREETcheery narrator gives historical information and introduces (59). ln Hell, Chaney looks in a rotary le and says “Next!” ascolor recreations (with people playing famous actors) mixed he sends his messenger Satanya (Karen Kadler) towith vintage (public domain) silent scenes. Some of the participate in the supernatural tales. The rst (and by far thescenes are hilarious. Uschi plays a lesbian Marlene Dietrich hest) concerns a fashion photographer. He (John Crawford)(l), Valentino is a voyeur, Von Stroheim stages a real orgy kills a woman, but she shows up in photos and in his studioand Clara Bow does it with ve football players. There's lots to haunt him. A miner discovers a woman frozen in a block ofof sex, drugs and nudity. The script is very sympathetic to ice and a fortune teller convinces a man he will die atthe victims of scandals. With Jim Gentry, Ashley Phillips and midnight. Most of the actors are Swedish. At the end LonMyron Grifn. Guylder also directed David F. Friedman's points at the camera and a 500 Megaton bomb goes offRAMRODDER (69). destroying the earth! The “new“ footage is by Struck, whose

next project was THE CRAWLING HAND!CATCHING UP WITH THE 808
DANCE MACABRE (Col., 81) D/S/act Greydon Clarke,SPLIT (AIP, 89) DIS/cine./ed/music/star Chris Shaw, P Menachem GolanP/act Barbara I-loracrn: Argento fans might get a few laughs out of this stupidThis odd science ction movie is not a typical AIP video SUSPIRXA rip off filmed in St. Petersburgh (!) Robertrelease. It has arty cinematography, computer graphics and Englund (with a beard and facial scar) stars as an Americansome excellent FX. A 'starker" (Timhy Dwilm), who choreographer at a Russian dance school. He also plays aappears in various disguises, is being monitored by evil men ridiculous looking crippled older lady ballerina. Englund inwho believe he could become a Christ gure. It doesn't make drag (with a fake nose) speaking with a voice box is not aa whole lot of sense and parts are downright irritating, but it pretty (or convincing) sight. Blonde Michelle Zeitlin (fromhas acid ashes, hallucination scenes, nightmares, some LAMBADA) does not look anything like a ballerina and hernudity, some Keystones Cops footage and burning Pop Tarts. acting is worse than Englund’s. Of course, there are murders,The title sequence is especially good. ' ashbacks, dreams, nude scenes and that surprise (!) ending.
All I could think of was what the Russian actors thought ofNomsncnini Pm/sR'_°h"dwfYn°M'"_'"vDF"dD""h their new freedom to act in international stuff like this.The plot of this made in Georgia movie is a.lot like DIXIE Harry Man Towers backed ‘he 21“ Century releuaDYNAMITE or a lot of other 70s drive-in car chase movies.

Bob Orwig is a sadistic dumb small town Tennessee deputy HANDS OF ORLAC (Sinister, 80) D/S Edmund T.sheriff appointed by his corrupt, alcoholic uncle the major Grevilla, S John Bainaa, P Steven Palloa, Donald Taylor(Cameron Mitchell) who deals in “marl-wani' and bootleg This third version of the ‘brilliant pianist with the handsliquor on the side. The bad guys want to take the land of of an executed murderer’ story was shot on the Frenchsome 'halfhreeds." The hero is another nephew deputy. With Riviera. It adds new subplots and characters and is muchCamille Keaton (from I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE), Lisa Case better than you might think. Mel Ferrer stars as theand director Donald Farmer as areporter. tormented Orlac and Christopher Lee is in top form as
Neron the sinister magician. Dany Carrel is Li-Lang,PROVOKED (Raedon, 89) P/D Rick Pamplm, S Steve

Poke, Tara Untiedt, P Anthony Bosanich, Dennis
Donovan

A multi-racial group of three guys escapes from a road gangwith a black “Big Mama‘ as their leader. They pick up
another killer (Joel Van Ornsteiner) and botch a hold up and
keep hostages in a building. Cindy Maranne (SLASH
DANCE) tries to help but is arrested herself. There's slo-mo
shooting, ashbacks, daydreams, rape, nudity and a girl
ght. At least the music is good.

MINIYTRAP (AMI, 89) D Eamea Demetrius, B Jay Sri,Bill Hart, P Vinny Slrrivaatava
Here we have your basic revenge plot with terrible acting

and accents, awful dialog, laughable ght scenes and Dan
Haggarty as Sergei, a diredor in red suspenders. You also
have a mind control room plot and reel vs. real surprises as a
movie is being made during the ‘action.’ There’! 9-00 m“°h N ro 's ve te assistant Du 'n a sta e illusion hertalk, pointless topless scenes, blcnde villains, a comic S+M e n . ry cu . ' . H 8 5 . .' . .
scene, a poster for RAMPAGE and references to Cat Stevens §f:ndl?:p:£:rd:n€h:::: slings fgefgglgzghirlzi
}"‘l:Th°f5s‘;“““i° Ylmfs; Blignmovges fanztmigm‘. lolrlgi Th: puppets. The best sceneas ix? MAD LOVE) is when LeeJet lizibie ii‘; flsjerapangré :;e ‘:3;3,12 58;; masquerades as the dead killer with hook hands (‘Give Me
Sheena sings (“Soul Possession‘) at Va party and Lyle 50:: lirggelzafséigemlgégigzgx gzgglgogliezirzzgungaxg
Waggon" (Y) has n ems" one scene role‘ ‘You. .hav,,e be“ Peel (as a pilot), and Donald Wolt (as the surgeon), are all‘wand! to mntemplaw the wmplebene“ “your rmlmg! seen briey. The score is by Claude Bolling. Greville hadEURO just directed the teen classic BEAT GIRL (also with Lee).

Ferrer was in Vadim's BLOOD AND ROSES next. This-mm DEVILS MESENGER (somaphini weird, ) UK/French production was lmed in English and a longerD/5 cu" siodmlk’ D Herbert L stock. S Loo Guild, (105 minute) French language version was lmed withP xmmuh Hen. several different actors. The British version is 95 minutes
Scenes of Lon Chaney Jr. as the devil were added to three ‘md the Us ve“i°n is ‘mly 87'
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BURIED ALIVE (Sinister, 88) D Victor llalperin,
S George Wicker, P Ben Judell

This was made (for PRC) by Halperin after TORTURE
SI-HP (PVH1). The current video cover make it look like a
honor movie. It's not, but so what! It is about electric
A nurse (Beverly Roberts) falls for and helps Johnny (Robert
Wilcox), a trustee prisoner, who become the wardens
chauffeur and is framed for a murder of a guard. Ernie, the
executioner drinks atter frying killer Joe Brzinski and gets
into a bar ght. The dumb ‘Big Bill‘ (copied from OF MICE
AND MEN) gures into the plot. I-lalperin only made one
more feature, GIRL'S TOWN (42).

HIGHWAY HELL (Scorched Earth, 87) P Patrick Carlyle
(Honky Tonk Girl) A Highway Patrol oicer introduces this

look at ‘The Age Of Speed‘. Tough whiskey drinking women
work for a fast talking pimp named Mr. Slavik. He looks into
the camera and tells us "how to pimp.‘ They hang out at the
bar of the Wagon Wheel cabins and nd men by going out on
the road and saying ‘Going My Way Mister?’ During a picnic,
a nude scene is awkwardly edited into the roadshow movie.
Blackmail, innocent love and drugged champagne lead to
murder. Characters say ‘You tart!‘ and "Ibis is the modern
agel Speed! Fast!‘ Yet another character (the philosophical
Pop) talks to us at the end, saying “Keep our highways
clean.‘ ll‘ you like vintage ‘adults only‘ movie, this one is a
must. -

EARLY 60s ADULT
NOT TONIGHT I-ENRY (Something Weird, 00) Dlcine.
Merle Connell, PIS Ted Parainour, Bob Heidrieli

This color comedy was made right after the success of Russ
Meyer's IMMORAL MR. TEAS. Hank Henry, a burlesque
comic (who resembles Rodney Dangereld) is a henpecked
husband who dreams that he's in a series of historical

Lo HAIR F D . . mt, . situations. He meets Cleopatra, Lucretia Borgia and
s Bruzov5:riTf{ Gn?lll3:;t;:lll-:8 Pocahontas. it's very much like sketches from_the Benny Hill

Te.“ Guy - show. There s even a very_short comic sidekick (Little Jack
(I LU-NGHI CAPELLI DELLA MORTE) This was the "rest Little.) The only scene with skin features topless Indian

Barbara Steele horror movie in America until it showed up on w°m.en}l,: strange dlimuur In hqid fmmgom ‘ Jungle Jun
tape (letterboxed) recently. In the 15th century, she's accused m°E'§'w;d'Tke'“p. " by Hun’ °m“’ “Wu rm’ h“ Work

of murder, burned alive as a witch and buried. Later during a on I‘ mane!‘
plague, lightning revives her (a great scene) and she returns PASSION IN THE SUN (1564) P/D/-at Dd. Ben,’
as ‘Mary’ and prevents her daughter Elizabeth Karnstein A pleumuy plump stripper (Joletw vnhgue) is kidnapped
from marrying Kurt, the Count’s son, who was the real by two Hue" escape! amp, for Q nude “vim “keg a nap

killer‘ Them,“ “ 1°‘ °f Pb" '1“! the “Bile inwlgu 3”" kind °[ and dreams (bbout, heir own burlesque act!) Meanwhile a
confusing, but Steele is in top form (‘You re going to die!') howling “my geek (D mmplew with B 1-ght wig ‘hows up in

‘“_d Life" “Fe m““y 30°‘! P'“'t_9‘ KP“ 1° e"em'“““y b“m°d the woods and chases her (she's still naked) for a long time.
alive in _a_giant skull effigy (like in THE WICKER MAN). she 1-many mpg '0 an“ and is driven "my by . ‘ruck, but
Margheriti also made CASTLE OF BLOOD with Steele. the geek iumps on up They end up at the umivd on the

S u H, S" HI . . Wild Mouse ride! The action is interrupted by strip acts at
gig, . sfmenalqldw city‘ an Bruno the club she was on her way to perform at and is explained by

Th F " . . 1. CALIGULA so a_narrator. In one scene, a dead woman breathes. This newly
e impressive massive sets rom ( ) were

used for this bizarre slapstick sex comedy which was (badly) dslgmvemi wiguderfwu mzdan Tau" THE WEIRD ONES
dubbed in America. The empress Messalina (Anneka Di )w”" e “no many y "y(smm)'
Lorenzo) has men lined up to have sex with her (she's always - -

on top to show off her silicone breasts). Thomas Milan is :1!-is(?:Erd3nU'IcK(s°mathm'wB“'d'8‘)DPeh Parr,’
Babs, a Crippled WT]! hlifed °°" "'55- Ch‘-“us is 5“-‘Pid- Russ Meyer had nothing to do with this Boxoffice
impotent and stutters. Theremin music is heard and some Intemlonal "lane (hi! name ha! been attached to it for

mm? explicit "X scenes were (bndly) l“5°"'fed' M’ ‘he and’ years) but it's a clever color honor nudie movie comparable to
soldiers invade an org. and start decapitating everyone in ORG‘; OF THE DEAD‘ ewe?‘ that the hush‘ are on purpose
sight. Bodies are cut in half and there's so much blood and “.5 sexiel A Paw‘, Lone voice new up the splat» ‘bout m
spurting everywhere that everyone slips in it. The incredible en-emilmu alien named Swrnox (Fred Coe‘ doing 1 passable

Bhpsuck 3°?” “En” makes y°“ fuse" the re“ °r ‘he dumb Stan Laurel imitation) visiting the castle of Dr. Breedlove, a

wmedy “ml l‘ re“"“'es Tay1°’ Mead (H) mad doctor (with a Lugosi voice) to nd some women for his
planet. All the horror cliches are used (thunder, lightning,

ITALY
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ON HER BED OF ROSES (66) DIS Albert Zugamitla,
P Robert Ca!-amico

TREM B LES (vivcsopams ssxnaragsg The start of that 13:2:-Em;
psyc o movie is a u a trou e young guy name p enIN (Ronald Warren) who kills himself after picking offA FREU passengers on a highway with a rie and is a lot like
TARGETS (68). His ance Lisa (Sandra Lynn) explains whyFAN-I-Asv she blames herself in ashbacks told to a psychiatrist. TheF| I-M ED IN parents are to blame. One of her dream sequences is like! DAUGHTER OF HORROR (53). There's too much talking,
but you also get topless dancers and every psychological
cliche in the book. 'I‘he cool experimental music is by Joe
Green (who made records with lus “Little Green Men.") Lynn,
a blonde, looks great and is great in the part. She was also in
Zugsmith's MOVIE STAR AMERICAN STYLE OR LSD I
HATE YOU! Caramico also produced ORGY OF THE DEAD
and Pat Barringer from that hit appears here as a topless
dancer.

LAST OF THE AMERICAN HOBOS (89) P/DIS/cine./act
A BOXOFFICE Tim; Moqdy

'"TE"N“'°M'~ This ashback lled 16mm semi documentary took Moody"cw" four years to nish. It explores the history of hobos back to
the depression using interviews with real 'bos in the 60s, old
folk songs and historical reenactments. Titus talks to real
characters like Slow Motion Shorty and Boxcar Myrtle and
learns about hobo etiquette and life on the backroads and
railroads and shows what an actual flop house is like. A man
living in a cave tells how he lost his leg. One 'bo says "l'here’s
more aer every war. We're even kids from Viet Nam now.‘
An annual hobo convention is held in Britt, Iowa. Tiger Joe
Marsh, Bruno Ve Sota and director Coleman Francis are in
there somewhere, but I think Moody has reedited his movie
several times over the years. For more on Moody see PV 012.
Video copies of this unique feature can be ordered from the
director at7005 Lanewood, Hollywood, CA 900205.

VIDEO STAR (!) REVIEWS
TRACYLORDS

mad lab...) and the Frankenstein monster (also Coe), a comic TIIVIE TO DEE (PM, 92) D Charles Kanganis, P JosephDracula and a weird female mummy appear. The sets are Mar-hi, Richard Pepin, Charla Driver
cheap but the monster makeup is good and little extras (a Tracy Lords stars as a divorced photographer mom. Her ex-skull says “Cool it baby”) show up like in a Mad magazine. husband got the kid and she's on probation otter being set upBest of all, KISS ME QUICK is very sexy (and ass obsessed) by a cop. Now she has inuiminating negatives of that someand was expertly shot by Lazlo Kovacs (CLOSE drug snorting psycho cop killing somebody and he's alter herENCOUNTERS...) A blonde strips very slowly on an and anybody else in the way. Jeff Conaway is another copoperating table. Women dance wildly to garage rock and Richard Roundtree is her parole oioer. It has too manyinstrumentals. In an exorcise dungeon (!) naked women ride slow motion scenes, but some good plot twists and isbikes, swing on a swing and use a vibrating belt. In the best denitely Lords’ best starring role so far. She shows a lot of
scene, which is surprisingly revealing for the time, three different emotions and is very good in a serious role (unlike,women strip and frolic in a small wading pool. It was released say, Madonna).
the same year as KISS ME. STUPID with Dean Martin.

LASER MOON (Hemdale, 91) D/S act Douglas K. Grimm,6 0 5 P Marla Paglia
A black masked killer with a pen lite laser kills womenTHE WEIRD WORLD OF LSD (50mBthil1§WBi!'d, 67) (who usually have just had sex) then photographs their

D R059" Gmudv P G°°P8¢ 3- R059"! bodies. Someone starts calling a bored late night talk showA clip of a cartoon chicken hallucination from this bizarre radio hag; (Harrison Le Duke) and confesses on the air. Tracibut extremely unhip narrated black and white anti-drug Lords is Barbara Fleck, the new partner ofan older cop who
“eXp05¢" W8! On 0119 Of the SLEAZEMANIA lapel NOW you watches TV in his car. At one point she says "This movie
C811 °XPe!'iel1°e it all nd 559 hm" VB!'i°"5 middla "Bed WP99 sucks.‘ It sure does. If the radio host's voice doesn't put you toYe“! 1° L$D- A bfed 5518511"!!! in I Btflle WWII T11!!! sleep, the boring soft music will. Avoid this worse than usualaround crazed. A lonely “350 lb.” art dealer eats an entire tape made in Colorado Springs, Colorado.turkey. The best sequences feature special eifects. A hand is
cut off and faces mutate (rubber monster masks are used). WILLIAM K511
Strip show scenes (without nudity) were probably lied from
another movie and there's a cat ght. The music is lite jazz. A NAKED 0B$E55l0N (VBIFIBII, 91) D Dill G0ld|I°l‘Ivnewspaper headline says: LSD USER SUICIDE! 5 R0501‘! D0dI0l\: P R9" ZWIIW

This sex horror movie is ridiculous, but it at least tries to be 
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different. A California city councilman (William Katt) checks doctor (Tony Bonner) uses electric shock treatments, lets
out the Ying Yang club in the “Dante's Square” area. He's patients die and has (oifscreen) sex with female patients. He
tempted by a philosophical young homeless thief (Rick Dean) keeps a special ward of topless prisoner patients. Linda quits,
who seems to be the devil himself! Katt atar'ts going home then returns to expose the electronic sleep drug treatment
with strippers and is blamed for a series of murders. His first deaths. A subplot involves Linda's catatonic ex-boyfriend, a
stripper is a black woman who teaches him about oxygen bad artist. The director was a cinematographer. The music is
depravation sex. During black and white nightmares he's by Brian May. 'l'he movie is dull.
elected mayor and assassinated. Maria Ford and Elena
Sahagun co-star and Fred Olen Ray is the club MC. Some of THE CHILLING (“$541191 89) Pm/S Jl°kA- 5\"1l°1'|1
the strip acts are pretty imaginative. Goldberg co-directed D Ddlld N\"°
N0 NU1q;s(!)_ From Comm-de, This time Linda Blair assists a doctor (Troy Donahue) in a

cryogenics lab in Kansas City. The intro asks ‘Would God
HOUSE IV: HOME DEADLY HOME (New Line, 1990) approve, or is this Satan's Work?‘ Troy has been stealing
D Lewis Abernathy, S Geo!‘ Miller, Deidre Higgena, organs from the frozen bodies to sell. On Halloween,
P Sean Cunningham lightning strikes each corpse separately at midnight and

Terry Treas inherits an isolated haunted house from her green cannibal zombies with glowing eyes start walking. The
husband, (played by William Katt from the rst movie in the laughable zombies are wrapped in tin foil. Dan Haggerty is a
'series") after a car crash which kills him and cripples their heroic security guard. Subplots involve Linda's alcoholic
daughter. Treas sees blood everywhere, and is naked in a boyfriend and a Nam vet hold up man who has sex in a
blood shower. Bungling oomic villains work for an evil dwarf shower with his girlfriend. The acting is unusually bad.
who nms a toxic waste plant. Flashback dreams (with Katt)
are repeated. There's too much talking, not enough sense and LATE 608 ADULT
bad silly FX. With Ned Romero and Kane Hodder. House 4
was HORROR SHOW in America. » ~ '~_. e ~ wv*:e Q@
JOHN SAXON DRUG MOVIES “A PANDORA‘S BOX OF

FREUDIAN DEPRAVlTY"
BEYONILBELIEF!!!

WllIll!3|1|)lIlll‘.
at ill! Midnight

1

DEATH HOUSE (AIP, 88) D/star John Salon, S William
Selby, David S. Freeman, Kate Whitoomb, P Nick Marina

So alter being in movies since 1955, Saxon got to direct a
prison horror movie! He stars as an evil government man
using “behavior modication‘ drugs in a botched attempt to party.

create an army of super strong ghters. It's pretty dumb but
it has it's moments. Inmates become killer zombies, and
there's some gore, a topless dream sequence, a Dead
Kenneclys song and it all ends at Bronson Canyon! Dennis
Cole is the blonde hero, a Nam vet chauffeur who is set up yl

and sent to prison where he teams with Tsne McClure, a '
blonde nurse. Anthony Franciosa is a gangster whose (gay)
brother (Michael Pataki) is also in prison. Ron O'Neal shows /1

up for one scene. Fred Olen Ray and David DeCoteau are
thanked in the credits. '
HELLMASTER (AlP, B0) P/D/S Douglas Schultze,
P David J. Dalton

This time John Saxon is a crazy professor who performs
deadly government drug experiments on students on a
campus in 1969. 20 years later he offers “the reward" (drugs)
to a group of deformed “soulless freaks” with upsidedown
crosses on their foreheads, who drive around in a bus and call
him “Papa.” A (very) small group of students end up oonlronting
the creatures on the empty campus. Amy Raasch stars as a
psychic girl. The others are a nice guy that likes her, an asshole
jock (who uses a whip!) and a crippled guy who moves around
awkwardly like Everett Sloane in LADY FROM SHANGHAI. H You do nu, have E “mug hem, \
Luckily, this was made around Detroit, so that Ron Ashton, the do M; \.;,_.,,,, ",5, Monn pimmggg
guitar hero from The Stooges (and Destroy All Monsters!) could

WARNING:

be in it. He plays a mutant nun (!), that growls and shules
along like a mummy! The violence is oifscreen and Saxon only

‘ Color
{HE TWISTED WOMEN IN HIS HAND§ Persons under 1B
l A5 IHOUGH THEY WERE TOYS! not allowed!

r\'3'~'wu m vow. - mum mlwm - nu mum iZ~‘~'L'tlim . II» Eiilins
has a few scenes, but some of the makeup is good (especially
some mutant kids) and a few hallucination scenes are fun. I
liked the ooin with a corpse in it chasing a kid down the hall.
It was partially lmed (as THEM) at a mental institution in
P0"!-lac. M!¢hi8n- Tl-IE TOY BOX (Something Weird, 70) DIS Ron Garcia

Here's another weird one from Boxofce Int. Donna, a
LINDA BLAIR blonde (who narrates) remembers her ‘uncles’ parties. The

f t b d d l h' ' h ' f h
DEAD SLEEP We-=~- 90> D A1-w M111» S Mi-=l=-el ,.i....'iii 5.i..i§>.°1'31Z‘1..§i.i§‘$3.1; .21’ §Z§iel'wi3.“‘wZ§I'§.. ii
R7'_n°" P sf“_‘l°Y OT_°°l° togas during thunderstorms in his mansion while spooky

L"‘d° Bla" ls Magglel ‘"1 Amenmn “"7” °“ ‘he mg!“ music plays. Women dance naked, some are chained and

 J4%\

shift in a Brisbane, Australia mental hospital. The head whipped, “he, jun talk eng1e“]y_ A decnpitated head 
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appears (‘It just fell from the ceilingi') Participants receive a James Earl Jones reads an introduction that is so long and
‘reward’ from the “toy box‘ (one of those hand-grabs-a-coin overly serious that it must be a joke.
things) for doing ‘tricks for uncle.‘ In one outdoor scene, a
guy in a mask scares a woman during sex, so she kills him DOCS/COMPS....
with a pitohfork. Most of it's too dark to see well and it sure
doesn't make sense. Marsha Jordan is in it. Garcia recently

Iwas cinematographer for the TWIN PEAKS movie. 5 5 P N 9 F M
LOVE FEAST (Something Weird, 89) PID Joseph F. 7 7 " .

Robertson, H/star-:EdWoodJr. -- '

(THE PHOTOGRAPHER) Lost Ed Wood Jr. movies keep .l - - i ' ' ‘
turning up. In this 65 minute color sex comedy, he stars (with ' . w “ ‘ ‘ " * ’
a Shemp haircut) as Mr. Murphy. He speaks to the camera: BELA ‘LU Hos‘ ' ' " ‘ '
‘Now I love girls! Girls ! GIRLS GIllLS!..." He calls a model - \ § J‘ I
agency for women. He helps one undress. She gets into bed VAMPI RA A), . .

with the second one. More and more women arrive and strip LYLE TA L BOT ' ' ‘ I _‘ {
and some guys stop by too, creating a cartoonish pile ofnaked A J Emma Re M P I ~ ' '
bodies on a bed. The big joke is that Wood is always ,,m,,d,,,,, ,,,,,y:,',, ,5, ;',,,,‘:: :2“ 1. = \...,i~. an Iinterrupted and can’t join them (“I'm gonna cry!") He makes ' I
distorted faces and goes outside and drinks several times. I ‘I K " ' “ ‘
Event-ually some women force him to wear a dog collar, put —- -
on a nightie, crawl on his knees bare assed and lick their
boots. Wood was also in THE SENSUOUS WIFE (PV 012) by FLYING SAUCERS OVER HOLLYWOOD (Atomic, 92)
Robertson, who recently directed AUNTIE LEE'S MEAT P/DIS Mark Carducci
PIES starring Karen Black. This tribute to Ed Wood Jr and his “anti-masterpiece’

PLAN NINE FROM OUTER SPACE has a lot of interviews,
AWOMANINLOVE (SW. 55) D/S Albrt T-Vi0I¢ lots of toupees and covers most of the bases. PLAN NINE
P/S/“IR Mllill SGLBIIL S=I°l'°I\‘I Brody» 'I°l°PIl fans won't be disappointed. Vampira, Paul Marco and
S\l¢II91'Ill Steven A ostoloff are here slon with Drew Friedman,

It’s hard to gure who the target audience was for this Rudolph 5,8,, 1-[an-y Medved andgJ°e Dante, sum Mimi,
mllg. my lalack an: ghitevdrlrni: lbw: plfflso-sex“-A Scott Spiegel, FJA and Eric Caiden. Conrad Brooks leads A
Pm ems ml 9 BN1"! 9" 0!‘ ~ '5 We Y °° Blll ll! tour of the old ualit studios and Valda Hanson rovesll" 11° nudity 9° 9P"k °I- 5°17"? "I the °i"°ml'4°8"PhY ll! how loony she isq. Aisoywith a tribute to Tor, a look it the
excellent rlwvslh A m=n(Phi1lii> l?-- Allen) sow w H house in Don Post studios, silent footage of Wood directing and the
the woods and reads a letter, which leads to a narrated original chiller ']‘hegr,1-e animation opening,
ashback with a fantasy sequence in it. More ashbacks
show a little boy hitting a couple having sex with s stick and THE MAKING OF EDGE OF SANITY (UAV, 90)
it all has a cosmic ending. Viola later made THE HOT BOX P/D Paul H. Apsl, S Curtis Paine
and ANGELS HARD AS THEY COME with Jonathon Just after Anthony Perkins died I went to Woolworth's on
Demme. Broadway and saw this sell through tape looking very

unreal 01:: of 5li}ce.dIt waaioriginallylga TV:how (part?
a senes . er ins e en s ma ng rema es an seque s an
"Kiko," the director of the amazing crack Dr. Jekyll movie

INSIDE OUT 2 (Playboy, 92) D (8 of ‘crn), P Alan Poul (PV I15) talks about the problems of lming in Budapest
The half houy INSIDE OUT able TV ggfigg cgngigtg of with a multilingual cast and crew. We see the bordello set

short erotic tales, oen with supernatural twists. The best I>9ll‘l8 °°l15@l’“45ed and 5 81"! PIP‘! "9115 bell‘! ml11°d- The
short here (directed by Yuri Sivo) is a hilarious and well Billie P901119 mid? TEE MAKING OF PHANTOM OE THE
made takeoff of Woody Allen's ZELIG starring Kitten MALL (!)
Natividad as a sex star. Bruce Glover is in a od se ent b
Nicholas Brandt. Most of the 8 tales are forgestttable Erd Tonz GRINDHOUSE HORROR (Ec°°Y 92)
Randel’s black and white short about masked aliens is Mon °r the °"e' 40 wane" °“ this °"eI 100 mmute
especially p,.ewnu°us_ MM with Jack cam", Buck Howe" compilation are from the late 60s to the early 80s. You get
and us. ]_ond,m_ horror, exploitation, mondo and some kung fu titles and

many trailers you probably have not seen. Some highlights
TERRORGRAM (Llmuunh, 88) PID Stephan M, Kignllg are SWEDEN HEAVEN AND HELL, SAVAGE ISLAND,

Three people receive packages from a delivery man leading SIIOGUN ASSASSINY DEEP RED- VIRGIN WITCH,
to three short horror tales with a very strong moral DEATH DEALER With Henry Silva. DERANGED, STREET
attitude. The director is more concerned wii getting (oen TRASH, TEE DOLL SQUAD (With Tum Sat-ans in Plill-BB).
very confused) messages across than being scary. The rst CHINESE HERCULES, CULT OF THE DAMNED (great
has a mean (gay?) director ofwhat looks like a Trcma movie llllll) 8113 JUNGLE WARRIORS. $21-95 in P0 BOX 65742-
trapped in a (hard drug-induced) nightmare version of bis wBB- DC 20035-
own movie. Women take the abusive roles and a female
biker gang keep men in chains. The second is about s GREENVELID (z°°) D_Bi-u M§n'P°“k"
female TV anchorwoman who uses a hit and run death she If 7°“ hke Gw_‘“' °r Resldenm ‘"d°°5- Y°“ 5h°“|d e'1I°Y the
was wspomible for to further her “men She imagines 3 11 Green Jello indeos that makes up this one hour tape with
hiking corpse and, of muse, pays for her heal The la“ is funny fantasy themes. ‘Toucan, Son of Sam‘ decapitates the
“bum an abusive drinker and wife beater who had been Trix rabbit, kills the Lucky Charm leprechaun, then goes
responsible for a student being drafted back in 68. He ends ‘"1" Sim?‘ Cfackle and POP" There,“ _‘ modernized
up trapped in E Nam battle, is bnumd and is practically animated version of The Three Little Pigs, Cow Gods,
talked to death by a walking corpse. The make-up is shnmnn and wen” In Hen‘
excellent and the rst two stories feature some nudity.  
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Soniolhing Weird Video. Curator and eonlorvulor ol tho notion‘! consulnlnclo
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rad Dourif was born in Huntington. WestB Virginia (the home of Hollywood Squares host
Peter Marshall) in 1950. “My mother was an

actress and worked in the local theaters. She
studied at the American Theater but she didn't do
it professionally. The BICYCLE THIEE and THE RED
BALLOON were the first movies that I really meant
something to me. I was going through a difficultii time. My father passed

away when I was three,
and I had a stepfather

‘ '.___ at that point but you
- ' "1 know we were still in

the adjustment phase
and nothing really felt
right yet. So yeah. the
BICYCLE TI-IIEF was a’ ‘ real strong father and
son theme and the RED
BALLOON is just about'j feeling special. They

ex '5, were playing at the
' Gallery which is a place

' up on the top of a
mountain right next to
Huntington and I saw it
there. My grandparents

“M where great supporters
- ‘ of the Gallery. It's an art.1 If gallery right on the top

»;- of the hill in
Huntington." (Note: The
BICYCLE THIEF is a 194-9
Italian "neo-realist"
classic by DeSica. TI-IE
RED BALLOON is a
famous French short
from S6.)

gq just kind of wentI (to Marshall
/.. University) to stay
. . out of the Vietnam War./ I didn't even finish the,T“1 I first year. I drew a real

‘S : good draft number and
I left and I went to New

York and I already knew about Circle Rep company
so I just walked in and started working. I started
building sets and I was just doing things. I startedgetting good. I took a year off, studied with
Stamford Meisner, a member of the Group Theatre.
Its different from Strasberg (method) much much
simpler.'I'here's a thing he calls the word exercise
which is just - I mean you spend a year on it and
its just learning simple reality is what it is." During
his early New York days, Dourif was in one obscure
underground film called SPLIT. "I started to get
better and then I did "When You Comin' Back Red
Ryder?,“ one of the plays that Circle Rep produced.
Milos Forman saw me and cast me as Billy Babbitin ONE FLEW OVER Tl-IE CUCI(OO‘S NEST. They
asked me go in and audition - I did and got it. I'dactually already had it at that point. 'I‘hey‘dalready decided on me before I auditioned.
Suddenly there I was working with Jack Nicholson
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UCl<OO'S NEST.
4 based on Ken

I<esey's novel.

in my first
feature film. It
was great. It was
heaven. I wish
they were all like
that.

a therapist
to do that

(the stuttering). I
had a friend who
was studying to
be a speech
therapist and she
had somebody
who was working

“I worked with

very sudden. I didn't think about that, you
know, because everything was exciting
enough. I've just never been exposed to that
kind of world before. I've been an off off
Broadway actor and that was good enough for
me. Once I got into it, it was kind of
frightening because as they say being on top
of the glass mountain I mean you aren't going
to spend much time up there. So I just found
all of that really terrifying. I wasn't really set

I up for it.“

ourif won a Golden Globe award, then a
British Oscar. I-Ie was nominated for a
supporting Oscar in America but it went

to George Burns (!). The results were
announced by Linda Blair and Ben Johnson "I.1

with stutterers was relieved. And then I didn't have to go up
and I got a textbook that was just on and prove anything. I was glad I didn't have
stuttering. And it describes how stutters form to go up and give a speech. I guess I felt a little
and sort of formed in layers of compensating letdown, I mean everybody at my table had an
that you know finally reaches its peak where it Oscar. You know, except for me. I was with the
becomes very terrifying to talk. I was pretty Cuckoo's Nest crew." Dourit is. himself, a
shy when I was young and so I did what voting member of the academy. I-Ie sees a lot
stutterers do. I put myself in very difficult of films. "Most of them. There's over 300 films
situations. I'd go to a candy counter in Grand a year and I certainly don't go to see a film
Central Station.
during rush hour. I’); v . -
buy a bar of candy a I ' ‘ ” ""
or f 5 ’ ‘Qask or .. ,

information or . t "~
something like that
and stutter. I just did
it to really get a
feeling of what a
stutterer feels like. It
you don't stutter it's
hard work."

was of course a huge
success on all levels. l t ...,

’ I
.

t.“'*= ' I

‘Q
It was the first ¥

feature since IT *

HAPPENED ONE ' l

NIGHT (34) to win
all five top Oscars. ~ <

Jack Nicholson ‘

starred as R. P. at ..
McMurphy with *= ."""
Louise Fletcher as
Nurse Ratched. The
su ort cast (mostlPP Yplaying inmates O; our nsw OVER rnr C|ICI(6O'S ursr
the mental hospital) was made up of an everyday. My wife sees everything, I mean.
incredible group of distinct looking character she sees much more films than I do. So I go
actors. Some of them were Sidney Lassick, and see anything that she thinks is good."
Christopher Lloyd. Michael Berryman. Danny
Devito, Will Sampson. Scatman Crothers and fter his new found fame, Dourif was
Vincent Schiavelli. "It was shot in Salem. Aliving in Woodstock, New York and went
Oregon. Everybody knew that something through a drug period hanging out with
really good was happening. I didn't think that musicians." Sure. Yeah. It was the era of it.
that (the Oscar nomination) was going to They were the greatest group of druggies you
happen. I thought I was pretty good in it - I could ever hope for. My first wife was a

didn't think I was that good. It was just all musician at that point so I heard a lot of
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music. I mean. I followed The Band around and Navarro which was kind of really wild hotel
when I wasn't doing that I was just listening to and by then I knew a lot of people in rock and
music all of the time. Oh. man I loved them. I roll and people used to come to my hotel suite
play a little flute, but I never got near an and play all night. I had a real party going."

oodstock was, you know, in those days, FORCE was a critically acclaimed NBC TV
really something. There were a lot of movie which Dourif starred in. "Sgt.
hippies and people who sort of felt the Malkovitz was a guy who had a court case

same way about life as I did. They call it Yup— declaring himself homosexual and then got the
stock (now). Really the people who go there ACLU behind him to fight it to stay in the
now are people who've made some money who Army. I met Leonard. he's dead now. He died ofwant to have weekend houses. It burned out. AIDS. There's a guy I met, who wanted to do
The thing that would have really killed them is another movie which he never did. a bicycleif they built a big hotel there and they never movie which became BREAKING AWAY. Butdid that. So that was the good thing that that's not what it was called and it was awhole
happened. It got more and more expensive to other kind of movie at that point. So he said
live there. It's sad that it kind of disintegrated. we'll do this and we'll use this to get the other
There was a time there when it was really quite movie off the ground. So I did SERGEANT
an extraordinary place to live.“ MALKOVICH and that was difficult. You know.

you do a lot of scenes in one day and they don't
is next acting was in a PBS TV movie take the same kind care as when you do a

instrument around those people. S ERGEANT MALKOVICH VS. THE U.S. AIR

H called THE MOUND BUILDERS. ‘That's film." STUDS LONIGAN was an NBC TV miniLanford Wilson who was the leading series starring Harry Hamlin. It was based on aplaywright in residence at Circle Rep. series of novels by James T. Farrell about
Lanford's one of the greatest playwrights in wayward Chicago teenagers in the depression.our country. Yeah, he writes fantastic. doing “It used to be a really popular thing cause itLandford's stuff is wonderful. This thing we had sex themes back when books didn't have
shot. THE MOUND BUILDERS. we taped it, we sex themes. I played a writer.” It had been alsodidn't even use film. I think we shot it in eight been filmed in mo with Jack Nicholson in a
straight days of shooting. (I played) kind of a supporting role.
toughie you know a stud kind of a guy." GROUP
PORTRAIT WITH A LADY was a I-‘rench/German ISE BLOOD is one of the best featuresproduction about Germany before and after W Dourif has starred in and is
WWII as seen through the eyes of one woman recommended to PSYCHOTRONIC
(Romy Schneider). “Oh, it was horrible. You readers. John Huston directed (and acted in)
know it was the first time I'd ever seen the real the adaptation of I-‘lannery O'Connor's
idea of what a Prima Donna really is. Oh. Southern novel. It was a W. German(Schneider) stormed off the set, and threw production. released in America by New Line.tantrums and screamed and yelled. I play a Brad was Hazel Motes, a war vet and obsessedRussian prisoner of war. I was the only preacher of the “Church Without Christ." TheAmerican. It was strange (acting in Germany) other stars were Harry Dean Stanton as the
and I didn't speak the language. I was trying to blind preacher Asa Hawks, living with
learn it but I never really quite succeeded. It Sabbath Lilly (Amy Wright). Dan Shor (who
was based on a really fantastic novel which steals a mummy) and Ned Beatty. ‘They called
was kind of interesting." me up to play Enoch Emory (the role Shor

played) and asked if I would do that. I said I
is second American feature film was THE would not play Enoch Emory but I wanted toH EYES OF LAURA MARS, an occult mystery play Hazel and they said just who the hell dodirected by Irvin Kershner. He played you think you are and I didn't hear from

fashion photographer I-‘aye Dunaway's ex-con them for a year. Then they called up and said
chauffeur. ‘That was the first bad boyI played. how would you like to play Hazel Motes and I
He wasn't really wicked he was just an ex-con. said I would be delighted. In the book she
he was actually a sympathetic character. We said he was a dark beggar of a figure who
spent two weeks rewriting it, it never really moved from tree to tree in the back of hisquite got rewritten right. There was a lot of mind. That's sort of the way that Hazel is.tension on the set. I enjoyed her (Dunaway) a Extremely driven guy.
lot. I also enjoyed working with Tommy Lee
Jones. I don't think the two of them enjoyed qq t needed a better first act, you really didn'tworking with each other though. It was just Iknow why you were looking at the film.very unsure, nobody was really quite sure of you didn't really understand that. It didn't
the material and they were right. the material really ask a clear question that the filmhad problems. Those of us who weren't answered. Things just happened to him and I
involved in all of the bad stuff were having a always felt that was kind of a structural
great time actually. You know it's great to be in problem. Plus I thought Huston was a little
New York. I was young, I was surrounded by frightened with the poetry. and there werereally gorgeous women. I stayed at Hotel some things that he lost that he shouldn't
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have. If your acting in something like that. himself to some kind of life. "Huston saw it
which is God difficult to do because he as some sort of existential rebellion and then
(Hazel) is so strange. I mean he acts so - you we had a big talk about that. I told him I
know he's not really coming from what's didn't understand what an existential
happening around him, he's overreacting to rebellion meant. really. And I said. besides
something always in his head. So that you that. look where it says here in the script - I
quickly get over who the director is and it's need to adjourn this rehearsal. let's talk. So

all about the work. I will say some of the he came back and he saidzlesus wins. That's
things about him I was in awe of. He what happens in the movie-Jesus beats him.
certainly did know how to shoot a scene The figure in the back of his mind that he
better than anybody I saw — more keeps fighting beats him. My feeling is is
economically. He really knew it he had a that it doesn't. It's a non—intellectual
shot. He knew it. Not much of that movie is approach. it was the only way he knew how.
on the cutting room floor." It was the way he was taught. it was his only

way of expressing it. He was brought up in a

qq hat character was really really wired. Pentecostal world, which was incidentallyT He was just always on the edge. so I not Catholic, it was something else. And they
was just always on the edge. I-Ie just really mutilated themselves and did things to

took everything out of me. We would shoot themselves so he mutilated himself and did
two scenes a day but we would finish, thank things to himself because he really wanted
God. we would finish at 3:30. 4. S o'clock. to. He blinded himself because he wanted to
latest. And we'd get up at 7 or so and we'd see. He wanted to really live an authentic
get our first shot off by lunch time by 12:30, life. He was always a saint. I think he was
one o'clock we'd finished our first shot. and trying to really be with the most authentic
we'd go and just pop off the second. part of himself. He was really trying to
Sometimes we were finished in three hours. express that - he was always heavily
so we were fast. I identified with him in spiritual and he was really trying to express
certain ways. I can be obsessive about things it and did so in the only way that he knew
and all that kind of stuff I can identify with. how. He would rather have died than be
I don't think I was quite as haunted as the brought back to a world in the temple. I-Ie

character. What he wanted to do was see wanted a total spiritual world. It became
beyond his body. he wanted to see beyond being able to pull this thing off or not. Just
mind. he wanted to see beyond where he was going and showing up and really trying to
— he tortured himself in order to bring do the best that I could every single day.“
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nother 'l‘V movie was GUYANA TRAGEDY: “ he first years of hornesteading. thereATHE STORY OPJIM JONES for CBS. Powers I were branded maverick cattle andBoothe starred. It aired the same year that people would be starving and theyGUYANA. CULT OI-‘ Tl-IE DAMNED (from would kill the cattle and they'd bring themMexico) played theatres. ‘That was definitely home and eat them. if you were caught killingjust a job. I played the doctor who mixed the a cow you were fined. So they made a list ofpoisons together. Ned Beatty was in that as everyone who had been fined and they wentwell and Ned was so mad at one point he out - the cattlemen's association — and got thecalled everyone together to have a strike. He governor to declare the state of Wyoming ajust said - at one point he was so angry he said state of anarchy and they got themselves tittywhat happened at Jonestown was bad enough gunslingers from Texas and brought them
- what we're doing is worse. I though it was back and just started shooting people. Therekind of silly of him. frankly. I don't think it's a was a town meeting just like in the movie. Itstraight exploitation. it was like a docudrama really was good guys against the bad guys. Iit was trying to get to the bottom of what had a small part but it was at a crucialhappened." moment. I had a scene in I-IEAVEN'S GATE

which I think is one of the best
scenes I've ever done in my
life. I am really proud of it.
There's a scene where I give a
speech to the town and its
really pretty compassionate."

AGTIME. directed by MilosR Foreman was a story of
various characters (real

and fictional) in America.
1906. "I enjoyed the work
pretty much. That was the
second huge economic
disaster. No specific stories. I
stopped drinking on that film.
I quit everything. At the point I
had a drugs and drinking
problem. It all stopped on
RAGTIME. I realized I had a
problem and just sort of7 enjoyed it for a long time andnun: then about the time I was doing I-IEAVEN'S

GATE‘it just wasn't much fun anymore. So Iuring the next few years. Dourif ended up stopped and that was it. My wife went in to theD in three of the most expensive financial Betty Ford Center and I went there." Foremanflop movies of all time. He was always a later invited Dourii to teach at Columbia.supporting player and always did his parts which he did for five years.with conviction. All three features were
costume epics and all have their defenders efore DUNE. he was in a ABC TV movie. Iand tans. They were I-IEAVEN'S GATE (80). B DESIRE. "I played a vampire, it was kind ofRAGTIME (81) and DUNE (84). I-Ie was a Polish tun to. It starred the Dr. Pepper guy (Davidimmigrant in Michael Cimino's I-IEAVEN'S Naughton).' David Lynch's adaptation of DUNE
GATE. "Well. first of all I had read the script was Dourif's first theatrical release in threeand was being considered for a part in THE years. ‘It was an economic disaster for the
DEER HUNTER. but I wanted to play another studio. Not tor Dino De Laurentiis. it was anpart in it but it didn't work out. But when I economic disaster for Universal Pictures. Iread the script. I thought, well there's some wasn't confused. but it certainly may haveproblems with it but its pretty good. He took it been confusing for the audience. I was afurther than what the script was. It was a Mentac and Mentacs are espionage peoplebetter film than the script. So I thought Geez who are really in charge of secret service. Theythis guy it great. I read I-Ieaven's Gate and the drink Safu juice. a derivative of spices and itscript was a mess. It was a movie about the turns your mind on heavily. And the disciplineJohnson County War. Basically what happened of a Mentac is to be able to handle it. I had funwas during the Johnson County Wars there was doing it because I had to make—up a lot of stuff
a Homesteading act which allowed people to to make sense of it. Just venting all these ideasgo across the country and if they roped out a about it. I wasn't sure it was going to be apiece of territory. There were these cattlemen success. I hoped it would. Certainly visually thewho've basically been bequeathed this land by sets were incredible - the whole way he sawgrants from kings and so forth who were not the movie was wonderful. Visually its prettygoing to give it up. exciting. Some oi the special effects as they
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turned out were very uneven: some were good. when John Kennedy was assassinated so they
some were really awful. The second act was just just forgot about it."
really awful. I thought.‘

qq hen I first met Lynch. this was STORY OF TONY CIMINO. set in South
The next TV movie was VENGEANCE: THEW during DUNE. I shook his hand and Carolina. "They offered it to me and I did it.

he was at lunch sitting with Raffaella It starred Brad Davis. It was about was a guy
(Delaurentiis) and he leans across the table and whose father was gunned down by some really
says ‘I-Iow do you feel about actors having pathological black kid. Came in and just shot
surgery done on them?‘ And I went ‘Oh my his father down and stole 37 dollars and the
God.‘ And I said ‘Its fine as long as it isn't me. guy wanted him executed. There was no death
Somebody wants to have surgery done on them penalty in the state and he wasn't happy with
that's their thing. you know?‘ And there was how the state was going about it so he just had
just this long discussion about - he wanted the him killed (in prison). I played the guy that
guy that played
the Duke (jurgen
Prochnow) to put a
tube through his
cheek to put out the
poison gas. I-Ie wanted
him to have some
kind of surgery and it
was just mad. it was
just insane. I mean I
couldn't believe he
was expending this
much - and it got to
be like this thing. you
know to the point
where a couple of
weeks later I was
sitting down and I
see his back and
Ratfaella's back
sitting next to each
other. And he going
‘But Raf.’ And she's
going ‘But they
said no. They said
absolutely no and
there's no way it's
going to happen.‘

up'\
1

killed him. The guy in
real life was a real
slimeball. a really
horrible man.“

ourif had a small
role (as Raymond)
in Lynch's BLUE

VELVET. ‘I didn't have
anything else to do so
I did it. It was that
simple. And I like
David. I mean I think
he's a great guy. I
wished I had a bigger
part myself. But I
thought there was
some good work going
on. I just think the
world of Laura Dern.
She's a great actress. I
think she's one oi the
greatest actresses in
the country. I just
thought she was
brilliant in WILD AT
HEART. Dourif was
offered a part in

Needless to say. H" “on,” H, Lynch's TWIN PEAKS
Raffaella's sanity series. “I would have
prevailed. They did it with mirrors finally." done the TV series. I had a movie and I
Douri! was also in a Toto video for "Stranger In couldn't get out of it." He was also offered a
Town." filmed just after DUNE. part In WILD AT HEART "Small part. I didn't

want to do it

men who go to Hell was next. "Wel1 it was a ourif and his family had moved to the
really small low-budget film - shot it in a Palm Springs area. then Beverly Hills in

week and we went in and rewrote and found I986. I-Ie and his (second) wife have two
something that we liked and just kind of shot daughters. He started acting in several features
it and it turned out better than I thought it a year. "I did all these killers on television and
would. I didn't think it was a great film by there was just a year when I was just killing
any stretch of the imagination but I thought it people all over the place. I did a lot of little
was kind of nice. It was about purgatory. It things. I just did a bunch of stuff. just little
was written by a Catholic. Its about these four stuff. Killer. killer. killer. killer. Yeah‘ It was
guys sitting around in purgatory trying to okay for a while. I told David when I did DUNE.
figure out why they were four people together the reason that I don't want to do this. because
and it was some little tiny sin they had I turned it down at first. I said the reason whyl
committed that they had all forgotten about. don't want to do it is because I don't want to
And they kind of go over their lives. you play a sociopath. If I do that that's all I'll play.
know. They had all gotten together and drank And I was right. that's exactly what happened.
some sacramental wine when they weren't I just knew that I have a perfect kind of
supposed to and they didn't confess it as a sin. intensity for those kind of parts. And I gotta
They were acolytes and it was at the time eat. so after that I just fell into them. I started

I MPURE THOUGHTS. about four Catholic
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doing them. I try to shrug it off and wait until ONNY BOY reunited Dourii with Sidney
something better comes along but after a while S Lassick (CUCI<OO'S NEST) and Paul Smith
man it gets a little depressing. Film. not 'I'V is (DUNE). David Carradine acts in drag.
really where my heart is." “Carradine was hysterically funny. That was one

of the funniest things I've ever seen him do. He
ne of his most bizarre roles was in SONNY was too much and he really did it just right. TheOBOY (PV #10), which you should run out thing was. he had ialse teeth and when he
and try to rent. The movie is about a would take them out it was just really funny.

"family" of New Mexico criminals that raise a And, you know. he's a wonderful musician and
kidnapped baby to be a teenage “animal” he's just fun to be around. I-Ie's in drag. I~Ie has
killer. Dourif ls incredible as Weasel. the his own voice and he's just in drag. There's a
kidnapper, who keeps changing extreme scene where he gets an inner tube and fills it
hairstyles. "The whole thing that sells the full oi milk so that he can breast-feed the baby.
passage of time is that Weasel is always in the Sidney Lassick is like he is in movies. That's the
current costume of the day - always doing the way Sidney is. Sidney is....really kind of out
current thing. I thought it was the first real there. Paul Smith and I never really became
heavy-metal fable. That's what I call it. It was close. I mean I like him and we talked a lot. But
just wild. It was shot in Deming, New Mexico. I we never really became close friends. He didn't
had a ball doing that. I didn't really quite get along with the director (Robert Martin
understand it but I was drawn to it. And I Carol) very much so there was that kind of Paul
always wanted to play somebody - like a really Smith tension on the set. I thought. He was
Weasel-y cowardly guy. And the part was just huge, he was really overweight. I-Ie's much
so much fun. One problem was they were thinner now. I-Ie looks like a mere shadow of his
supposed to burn down the house. And the guy former self. I-Ie's a really much older mellow
who owned the house was going to let them looking guy."
burn it down because there was nothing left of
it. But he decided that he wasn't going to. They irector Tom Holland cast him as a killer in
couldn't burn down the house. The pyramid is D FATAL BEAUTY. a Whoopi Goldberg movie
what they burned down and it just didn't with Sam Elliot. “And later he cast me as
make any sense. They needed to burn down Chucky. Tom and Whoopi hated each other. it
the house, because if they burned it you could was a very tense set. I've never seen two people
see him surviving. But no-one could see him hate each other more. I don't think she liked
surviving that fire. It just absolutely was him from the get-go. and second of all Whoopi
ridiculous." wanted to do an anti-drug film and that's not
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what that film was." MISSISSIPPI BURNING was an original. I love Toby. I mean he started a
Alan Parker's movie about racial problems in genre. Probably billions of dollars were made
the South during the 60s. Dourif played a racist off of what he started with the TEXAS
deputy sheriff. "I think this was a guy who was CHAINSAW MASSACRE." GRIM PRAIRIE TALES
really reacting out of a sense of failure in (PV '12) is a horror western anthology with
himself - he really didn't feel like he was good linking segments with Dourif and James
leadership material. I went down to Mississippi Earl Jones. ‘James tells stories. Telling ghost
to audition for that. I auditioned twice for it - I stories out in the old West. I listen to him and I
auditioned in LA and in Mississippi." Gene tell one of the stories. I liked that movie. A lot of
I-Iackman and Willem Datoe starred as I-‘BI people like it. It didn't do very well because it
agents. Dourif didn't last long onscreen in the didn't have any publicity behind it. The entire
horror hit CHILD'S PLAY, but he is the voice of budget for the nationwide release was like
Chuckie. the doll with the soul of a human $l20.000 dollars.“ Dourif as a rat catcher was
murderer. "It really caught the imaginations of the only reason to sit through GRAVEYARD
people. They were shocked at what a success it SHIFI‘. “Horror is a popular genre right now.
was. The first one was number-one grossing People love horror films and there are a lot of
film for like four or five weeks running. It made them being made. Stephen King introduced
a lot oi money." hirnseli and phht, he was gone. And I had never

read a Stephen King book before that and I've
qg went to Ireland. and went to Belfast for finally read my first one, ‘It.’ I think he's really

HIDDEN AGENDA. You know I think Belfast pretty talented."

a lawyer who got killed — he gets a tape and nother troubled production with an
gets shot." A much criticized horror movie that incredible Dourif performance was

I is less of a war zone than East LA. I played

Dourii starred in was Tobe I-Iooper's EXORCIST III, which almost seems more
SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION. He's a guy who like a sequel to William Peter Blatty's THE
flames up because he was conceived during an NINTH CONFIGURATION ("I loved that movie")
Atomic bomb blast. “It just didn't work. But he's than THE EXORCIST. The high point is Dourif's
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monologue, delivered in a straight jacket while when the birds fly you couldn't give a shit. I
his ankles are strapped to the floor. "It's just mean. you said ‘So what.’ It's not a terrible
that I had to do it a bunch of times - the first experience watching it but it really could have
time I did the second one - the long one- it been something."
didn't work and we reshot it and it worked. The .
second time it worked really, really well. And
then they did a demographic study of it and
they said "Oh. my god we've got to get Jason
Miller in this thing and so they said. look, we're
going to reshoot and we're going to put Jason
Miller in it. And then they put him in it and it
didn't work and they said well, we've got this
idea so we will use both of you but we've
changed the set so you need to corne back and
reshoot. So I had like a day and I went back and
reshot it. I had a day's preparation that's all I
had. I hadn't shot it for a year and then I had to
go back and relearn it and do it in a day. I
wished I'd had the older version. I was better,
but it's fine. It's good, strong work. It was hard
work. And you can imagine poor George having
to sit through this thing because he sat through
me doing it twice, you know, then he sat through
Jason Miller doing it. And then he had to come
back and sit through me doing it again. You
know. so he was literally in hell. I really felt _

sorry for him, you know. I was like, God. I hope
this is the last take. Poor George. At first I was "Dy PM"
really scared, but....he's a neat guy. I like him. nother horror movie with an inspired
I-Ie's kinda funny and you know he is tun once he ADourif performance was BODY PARTS by
gets into it. Once his motor turns on he really has Eric Red. He plays a mediocre artist who
a good time. The bad tacked-on ending just becomes a hit painting horrifying scenes oi‘
ruined it for me. Ijust went ‘Oh, shit..' In the end death alter he receives a transplanted arm. A
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recent non—horror part was in Spike Lee's ‘Brad Dourif shouldn't be doing these roles
JUNGLE FEVER. “I-Ie just called me up and he anymore. He does it good. but he shouldn't be
wanted me to do it. I said okay. I read it and I doing it anymore.‘ Which is fine. I-‘ind me a
was on my way to a shoot and I was doing, job doing something else and I'll do it. And
like, three films at one time - and I was on my find me a part that's as interesting to play as
way and I stopped by and he gave me a script this."
and I read it and I said I want to do it - so I did
it. Again it was a pretty small part. I-Ie is a rad Dourif works more these days than
superb filmmaker. There's no question about it. B ever before. Many completed Dourif
I would want to. if I was going to work with features haven't been released yet in
Spike Lee. I would want to do something where America (or on tape). I-Ie doesn’t dwell on the
I really felt what I did really had something to roles. ‘That's it. Listen, once you've finished -
do with the film. ' it's over. Go on to the next thing - life's not

lived in the past or the future. You better have
qq CREAM OI-‘ STONE is by Werner I-Ierzog. fun with what you're doing now." FINALS It's about Mountain climbing" and his IUDGEMENT is a Roger Corman production. In

character is "Just wacky, just crazy. kind TRAUMA. filmed in Minneapolis. Dourif is a
of harmless crazy. CHAIN DANCE (from victim (killed by the hands of director Dario
Canada) is about a guy with cerebral palsy Argento). In DEAD CERTAIN (co-starring
and a prisoner. I play the guy with cerebral Francesco Quinn). he's a psycho killer.
palsy and the guy who wrote the film
(Michael Ironside) plays the lead. MURDER iter an Oscar nomination and 17 years of
BLUES is a murder-mystery. I supposed you A film work, Dourif is not considered a star.

"Well. on one side
who wants to not be
able to go anywhere?
I can go wherever I
want to and I get
recognized but I don't
get bothered. So that's
nice. On the other side
of that I would like to
be really wealthy and
not have to worry
about my next job. If
you have a lot of
money one thing you
can do is wait things
out. And if you're hot
you get better scripts.
It's a catch 22. you
always lose something
and you always gain
something if you want
to think about it that
way. I'm lucky. I
mean I'm doing what
I want to do. I loved
Edgar Allen Poe when
I was growing up. he
was one of my favorite
writers. I like macabre
and supernaturalGuynuu "H" kinds of things. I've always been very

could call it a thriller. There's some fairly fascinated by that. I don't go and look at
bloody stuff in it. I play the guy who is the horror films, though. because they scare me
prime suspect. LONDON KILLS ME is about the too much. I'm not worried because my theory
last three days of a homeless junkie in is that there is a certain snot-ism in the
England. I-Ie is given a job but he is told he industry and I'm not going to say that isn't
has to get some new boots. It's his adventures real - so there's a lot oi things because I do
up until the time he gets his job. My part is that I don't get because ‘Oh. Brad does horror
very small." The director is I-Ianif Kereishi films.‘ But then there are a lot of people who
who wrote MY BEAUTIFUL l.AUNDERE'l'I'E. “I are really good who just want to work with me
play the lead in TI-IE HORSEPLAYER and its because I'm good. And I get those jobs."
about a guy who shouldn't have been allowed  
out of prison. He's a murderer. It's one of Special thanks to Richard Henderson
those things where I get the review that says and Barry Mnnush.
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TEENAGE
available on VI-IS

$16.95
and includes afree ‘I WASA
TEENAGEMUMMY’poster!

still available
THE IIIIBITIIIINS [’9ll]

$14.95

please include $2. postage

I EIIIIST LIMB FILMS
, nu. aux auss

unanxtn, N.J. man

cnnouc ,3", _?** , "
*"* 1: w

scnootsnnnts ‘- at
on A . “i "

BLOODTHIHSTY “I
POLITICALLV ~ t
connscr

~63

1%..

W.

~»',Q

THE CHINISE cuosw STORY 1-3, MAN BEHIND THE SUN, EL meo,
ULTIMATE THE BEYOND, HOUSE BY 'I'I-IE CEMETERY, HEROES SHED NO TEARS,
FEMINIST owcs UPON A TIME IN CHINA, conznux vs KING GHIDORAI-i,
_|uv5N||_5 MAGIC cop, BURNING AMBITION, cnw OF 'I'liE uvmc DEAD,

DEUNQUENT HOLY FOUNTAIN, GUNHED, BIG HEAT, BLACK cm‘, SWORDSMAN,
MOVE OF GREEN INFERNO, BULLET RJR HIRE, KID FROM TIBEYI‘, GUNMEN,
E EIGHTI I EASTERN CONDORS, LETHAL. PANTHERS, SEEDINGS OF A GHOST,

RAMPAGEI 1 TH Es LICENSE ‘IO STEAL, RIGHTING WRONGS, CENTIPEDE HORROR,
I LOVE MARIA, SAVIOUR OF THE SOUL, GOD OF GAMIBLERS 1-3,

By arrangement with Meredith Lucas’ estate, the authorized RED SPELL SPELLS RED, TWIN DRAGONS’ PEDICAB DRIVER,
video release of "BLOOD ORGY OF THE LEATHER GIRLS," A BE‘T"I‘F.R mnounw 1-3, RETURN ENGAGEMENT, TWINS or zvu,
available for $19.95 (postage paid). ACES G3 PLACES 1-4, SEN 5- ZEN, SUPERCOP, DEVIL'S HONEY,

LLIGEND OF WISELY, KILLER ANGELS, ONCE A THIEF, and
This is the only feature film that aspiring feminist-exploitation director more! FREE CATALOG: VIDED MADMAN' P'O' Box 40094’

SAN DILGO <_A 92164. WANT LISTS ARE WELCOME.Merldith Lucas completed. Desponcleni over her inability to secure '
distribution for this film and the debt accumulated in making it, she
look her life at the age of 35.

ALSO AVAILABLE;
MEXICAN ROCK AND ROLL RUMBLE AND
PSYCH-OUT SOUTH OF THE BORDER L.P. $9.50
BLUE DEMON'S MEXICAN ROCK AND ROLL FAVOR-
lTI§ (as seen in Psyehotronic #13) LP. $9.50
SURF A LA MEXICANA 7" E.I’. (4 instrumentals,
Z vocals, including "Tijuana Sun") $3.50
FUCK YOU SPACEMAN! (Star Trek parody with Mummies,
Phantom Surfers, 3 Stoned Men and more) 7" I-LP. $3.50
LARRY WINTHER AND HIS FABULOUS MUMMIEZ
"5leepy Hollow"/“Saw lier In A Mustang" Live 7" $3.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DOMESTIC SHIPPING - FOREIGN ORDERS
PLEASE ADD APPROPRIATE AMOUNT FOR AIR OR SURFACE SHIPPING

SVEN-ERIK GEDDES, 1800 MARKET ST. #45,
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102
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.@-These are just some of the (mostly movie actresses naked as nature intended,look for y e a r )

related) fonzines (and magazines) we special “Women of Fantasy‘ issues of features interviews
received recently from uorious places. Write Celebrity Sleuth (I4 is due soon.) GORE with Vampire and Gerrit
to them for prices, subscription rates or GAZETTE (0107, $1) Rick Sullivan's zine Graham and some reviews. Write PO Box
other info. Ifyour zine hasn’t been listed in doesn't come out on any kind of schedule 539, Hollywood, CA 90028 or better yet,
this column yet, maybe it's because you anymore, but it's still going strong and stopby the store (see ad). INDEPENDENT
haven’! sent us recent issues. Note: ETC olfending people whenever possible after VIDEO (I3, $2) The world of low budget
(European Trash Cinema) and ATC (Asian nearly 13 years. Nearly half the latest lmmaking is explored in this 28 pg. zine.
Trash Cinema) are on hold for a while. The issue's 13 pgs. is an eye opening editorial Articles are about distribution, nancing
home of the Florida publisher was wiped “Fanzine editors go to war!" The rest is and FX and titles covered include
out by Hurricane Andrew. Editor Craig Cleveland's Bride Of The Killer Nerd,
Ledbetter promises new issues in 93. Smoke Crazy from North Carolina, Dead

M t f Ch' d Ranho fromea rom icago an
ANSWER MEI (#2, $4.50 ppd.)'1‘his one is I ' ‘ -- Australia. James Stanger, PO Box 219
100 pages of a wide spectrum of l’_ West lslip, NY 11795. M.A.M.A. (Martial
controversy, shock, bad taste and hate with ( itil ' ' Arts Movie Associates) (#26) The latest 20“$2., $ ‘lla yellow cover that demands attention. The H _¢‘ pg. issue of this quarterly features video
feature many will want 02 for is an reviews, Tomisaburo Wakayama and an
informative and numbing alphabetical ‘ "7 f‘ ” ' interview with Sammo Hung (including
mass murderers top 100 guide, complete ' lmograpl‘ly)- $10 for four issues toWilliam
with photos. There's a brief Ray Dennis Connolly, 6635 DeLongpre 34, Hollywood,
Steckler interview and reviews of many of ' CA 90028. NO NAME (02, $2) 12 pgs. of
his movies. Some other interviews are with . video reviews, the new Danzig album and
David Duke, Anton Lavey and Al Goldstein Dave Szurek. Write John Monsees, 6-24
and there's a feature on Vietnamese gangs ' 160th St. Beechurst, NY 11357.
in America. Jim Goad, 6520 Selma Ave. I

411111, Hollywood, cs soozs. cams "7 scanner srnssr (es, $4.95) This
BEAT (Nov., I11, $2.50) lt's easy to miss I - quarterly has gotten huge (106 pgs.
this newstand monthly (it looks like an uugu‘ , including ads.) The latest has interviews
upmale National Enquirer) but you should 'm'd"m" ‘ ’ with John Moulder-Brown, Peter Cushing
check it out. Besides detailed true crime "'°m'" I ‘f . . and Christopher Lee and covers recent and
and serial killer articles, there's always 1 ‘ past vampire movies and Sherlock Holmes
some interesting movie reviews. Many .-.5:-.._..‘. ____g on TV (as always). R. H. Enterprises, PO
PSYCHOTRONIC readers will be familiar ' Box 604, Glen Rock, New Jersey 07452.
with the people behind Crime Beat. The SCAREPHANEIJ-A (0109, .75¢) Like The
managing editor is now Bob Martin (Uncle Gore Gazette, this 13 digest size page zine
Bob from Fangoria). Editor 'l‘.E.D. lein about 30 recent movie reviews (usually has been around for quite s while, isn't
used to do the Tvrilight Zone magazine and theatrical.) 469 Hazel St., Clifton, N. J. published as often as it used tobe anymore,
contributors include Maitland McDonagh 07011. is mostly reviews and covers theatrical
(author of the Dario Argento book) and releases when possible. Gingold is
John Marr (Murder Can Be Fun). Write to HlGHBALL(tt1, $6.95) Dave Todarello and managing editor of Fangoria and Gorezone,
10 East 39th St. #1127, NYC, 10016 for the people behind Monster (PV #13) are the so the comparison ends there. Also with a
subscription or back issue info. FEMME rst to do a zine just on old adults only useful merchandising (soundtracks and
FATALES (#2, $5.50) This slick quarterly movies. It's 70 pgs. with a classy/trashy novelizations) update. It's $7.50 per year
newstand magazine is published by cover that perfectly imitates a 50's men's from Michael Gingold, PO Box 489, Murray
Frederick S. Clarke and has the exact same magazine. There are good interviews with Hill St., NYC 10156. SKAM (011, $3) The
look as his long running Cinefantastique. David F. Friedman, Barry Mshon, T.V. only known zine from the 50th state, is the
Some illustrated articleslinterviewa are on Mikels, Lee Frost (a reprint) plus video best place to read about recent 1-long Kong
Monique Gabrille, Kathleen Kinmont, reviews and articles on Bardot and 70's features. All the latest from Tsui Hark,
Elvira, Delia Shepard, Sharon Stone and Gemian school report movies. Write MPO John Woo, Jackie Chan and other big
onvergirl Sybil Daning. The photos (often in Box 67, Oberlin, Ohio 44074, but from what names are reviewed and rated (with credits)
color) are bikini or "cheesecake' shots. lhear, this will be sold out by the time you and some non-Asian movies are reviewed
Rumors of other new all “scream queen‘ do. HOLLYWOOD BOOK E POSTER too. Updated lmographies are included for
publimtions have been around for a while, NEWS (ltll, free) Eric Caiden‘s 6 page actresses like Moon Lee (the Angel series),
but meanwhile, if you want to see these store newsletter (the rst issue in several Michelle Khan and Yukari Oshima. It's 40
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Fun

if

pgs. including a supplement. Richard .._.,, RUTA 66 (#78, 350 ptas.) This oool 68 page
Akiyama, PO Box 240226, Honolulu, (if!) monthly (in Spanish) is mostly about ruck
Hawaii 96824-0226. SPAGHETTI ANSWER] sow sis roll (old and new) but always adds
CINDTAUIEO, $5 ppd.)This n'ne dedimted Ale. Slflllill articles like (in this issue): Russ Me erHIM UVIY y

..if-i
W

to ltalian movies (westerns, spy, IAISEIIIIH (interview and reviews). Also with articles
niuscleinen, horror...) has been published $\ . v_._,. t on Sterling Morrison, Hank Williams, The
for eight years now. It's a fanziue in the ‘\‘\°‘a>f‘}_ ""13, ‘" , Yardbirds, Kim Fowley and Johnny
best possible way with lots ofreader input. ‘L0; ¢_“= . "' _1 Thunders EIArihu 282-284, 08006
The latest (50 pgs.) includes a look hack at .»~§¢§.~*‘ ,,)_ Barcelona, Spain. SHE (01, $4) Here's a
the previous issues, readers polls for best '.*‘ . -(7 _- ' .;”:' " great idea, a zine dedicated to “Tough
movies (and back issues) and as usual, - ,_ ,< _. , " Movies - Tougher Women.‘ Articles are on
detailed and informative letters. The fl . . .=:Z"'Ti‘~l " 40s and 50s movie cat ghts and the
address is the same as M.A.M.A. i‘ "fl ' ‘* -...\ Mexican Laa Luchadoras series. It's 42 '
WESTERNS... ALL'ITALIANAi (034) The ,3 \ di est size s and includes retitled video

, “A; ;¢__ .6 .8 . . . .

latest (34 pl-l issue includes Italian \ 5 info and lots of reviews and ads. Cameron
western movie and soundtrack reviews, 3' ‘a Scholes, 24 Wesley St. W. 0408, Toronto,
obits and letters. 033 was a special all Ki F. » ‘ Ontario, Canada M4Y IGI. SUB-
Klaus Kinski western issue. He was in over Rs... _.- 1;--.3 . :22’-' ' TERRENEA (I78, $4) This 52 pg., digest
20! $20 for four issue. Tom Betts, PO Box :;hwr Aim size tine hadn't been published for over a
25042, Anaheim, CA 92825. WEI‘ PAINT 5553“ ".i,'§!_.‘;',,'; year. The latest features a detailed George
(#35, $2) 34 pgs. digest size. This issue has isssii-aiisiiiaaiis. iiiiiiaai - IIVIIU . iaiisiisi-iiiiii Hilton lmography (the western star from
articles on German expressionism and Dr. Uruguay recently played a vampire in a
Who, details of the bootlegged ‘directors Lamberto Bava movie), video reviews and
cut‘ ofSilence 0/ The Lambs and reviews of movie; from Tu;-key_ Jean.M3i-¢ gm"-ii, the Toronto Video Scene. Jason Grey, 47
recent features. Jet!‘ Smith, 1817 Oates Dr., Rims gs Vsumm-aim, 79370 Ffgggingg, 'I'hoi-nclilfe Pk. Dr. I609 Toronto, Ontario,
#529, Mesquite, TX 75150. A special large 13-snsii_ 30113011 p1(;TU|u:;g . A31;(y1'1~ Canada M41!-lJ5. TRASH COMPACTOR
sizehest oi‘ issue is also available for $6. AND COQTELDO (42 fi-iii-ins), Most of ihe (Vol. 2, #6, $3.75) Here's another fine

comedy team, movie; are iliiisii-aw] with Canadian zine that went away for a while.
FOREIGN: phgmg or i-are poster; and lobby cards It's got a special blaxsploitation section,

(some in color) poster reproductions in 40 PB" "W° “T B J°l"‘ A‘l"l°Y lnmwlew "Id
FUSION FANTASY (#4) This is 64 pgs. (in digest gizg "5, Ho]-my mmedies iii-a given Ann Margaret movies and more, in 44 pgs.
French) and features Jesus Franco star more swings“ ofwims The nsxiissueisa 253 College St. #108, Toronto, Ontario,
Aime Lippert (With lrnoizrsphy), Ameriean best of Argento, then Al Adamson. Gerard Cdl M51‘ [R5-
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JOHN ANDERSON (69)
was the used car
salesman in PSYCHO.
Some other roles were
in TARGET ZERO (55),
THE SATAN BUG (65),
COTTON COMES TO
HARLEM (70) and THE
STEPMOTHER and
EXECUTIVE ACTION
(both 73). Anderson
was in many westems
and on many TV
programs.

ll A L C O L M
ATTERBURY (85) was
in I WAS A TEENAGE
WEREWOLF and
BLOOD OF DRACULA
(both 57). HOW T0
MAKE A MONSTER

VEGAS (64) and other
features, acted on TV
shows and had her
own Las Vegas show.
Starting in 1969, she
worked exclusively for
her new husband, Al
Adamson. Carroll
became sort of a cult
star for her trashy
roles in sleazy 70's
releases like SATAN'S'
SADISTS (billed as
“The Freak Out Girl“),
DRACULA VS.
FRANKENSTEIN, THE
FEMALE BUNCH,
BRAIN OF BLOOD,
ANGELS WILD
WOMEN, BLAZING
STEWARDESSES and
BLOOD OF GHASTLY

(58), SEVEN DAYS IN MAY (64) and HORROR. Her last appearance was in
Hitchcock's NORTH BY NORTHWEST and THE Adamson‘s CARNIVAL MAGIC (81), about a
BIRDS. He was also on 100s of TV shows and chimp.
owned legit theatres.

BUSH (68).

CHRISTIAN BLACKWOOD
(50), from Berlin made over 50
documentaries. Many were
about actors, directors,
musicians or the making of
films. ROGER CORMAN:
HOLLYWOOD'S WILD ANGEL,
is one you can nd on tape.

MORRIS CARNOVSKY (94), a
stage actor, was in SIREN OF
ATIANTIS (49), GUN CRAZY
(49) and other films, before
being blacklisted in 1950.

REGINA CARROLL (GELFIN)
(49) was a child dancer and
actress from Boston who
appeared in THE BEAT
GENERATION (59), VIVA LAS

;t|\‘:

CHUCK (KEVIN JOSEPH) CONNORS (71) from
MAXINE AUDLEY (69) a British actress, was Brooklyn, played pro basketball and baseball
the wise blind landlady in PEEPING TOM. (he was on the Brooklyn Dodgers), and acted
Some other credits were THE VIKINGS (58) in films since 1952. The 6'5" actor was best
and HERE WE GO ROUND THE MULBERRY known as the star of THE RIFLEMAN (58-63),

81 r Mv -

lire/mu Canon

a series created by Sam
Peckinpah. Other western
series were BRANDED (65-
66), created by Larry Cohen
and COWBOY IN AFRICA (67-
68) and he was in westerns
made in America and Italy.
Some early features were
HOT ROD GIRL (56), for
A.I.P., DEATH IN SMALL
DOSES (57), as a truck driver
on speed, FLIPPER (63) and
SYNANON (65) as a reformed
junkie. Connors was also in
CAPTAIN NEMO AND THE
UNDERWATER CITY (69),
SOYLENT GREEN and THE
MAD BOMBER (both 73),
99 & 44/100 DEAD (74),
NIGHTMARE IN BADHAM
COUNTY (76) and he starred
in the weird TOURIST TRAP



(79). Some more recent credits were VIRUS memorable roles was as the star of Jack Webb's(80), AIRPLANE II (81), THE VALS (82), classic short RED NIGHTMARE (53). Kelly'sSUMMER CAMP NIGHTMARE (85), sister, Nancy Kelly was in THE BAD SEED. HeWEREWOLF (87),
and the series that
followed, TERRORsgum) and
SKINHEADS (both
88), HIGH DESERT
KILL (89) and a
number of recent
titles that haven't
been released yet.

DENHOLM ELLIOT
(70), was on stage
since I945 and was
in many features
since '49 and on
many 'IV programs.
He was the best
actor in many of
these: THE
STRANGE CASE OF ' '

was Mayor of
Huntington Beach,
CA in the early 80s.

EDDIE
KENDRICKS (52)
The founder and
lead tenor singer of
the Detroit based
Temptations was
born in Hot
Springs, Alabama.
The group was
formed in the late
50s and from 64
(“The Way You Do
The Things You
Do‘) to 71 (“Just
My Imagination”)
when he left the
group, they had anDR_ JEKYLL AND fuller Cannons (uuru) Ill THE HUMAN /IIIVHI Incredible 25 great

MR. HYDE (68), the BBC production of top 40 hits on Gordy. Kendricks early 70s soloDRACULA (as the Count), THE HOUSE THAT hits (on Talma) were “Keep On Truckin."DRIPPED BLOOD, PERCY (all 70), MADAME “Boogie Down” and three others. TemptationsSIN (72), VAULT OF HORROR (73), PERCY‘S member Paul Williams died in ‘73 and DavidPROGRESS (74), TO THE DEVIL, A Rufiln died just last year. Kendricks and RunDAUGHTER (76), HOUND OF THE made records together in the 80s. KendricksBASKERVILLES (77 and 83 versions), THE had cancer.
BOYS FROM BRAZIL and ST. JACK (both 78).
BAD TIMING (80), RAIDERS OF THE LOST HERMAN KING (77) was the last of the threeARK (81), BRIMSTONE AND TREACLE (82), King Brothers. They produced many lowTRADING PLACES (83), Clive Barker's budget features from the 40s (at Monogram)TRANSMUTATIONS/UNDERWORLD (85) and including I ESCAPED FROM THE GESTAPOINDIANA JONES AND THE LAST CRUSADE (43), DILLINGER with Lawrence Tierney and(89). His first wife was actress Virginia WHEN STRANGERS MARRY by William CastleMcKenna (Ti-IE CHOSEN). Elliot died in Ibiza, (both 44). The brothers last productions wereSpain OIAIDS. GORGO (61), CAPTAIN SINBAD (63), MAYA

(66) and HEAVEN WITH A GUN (68).PAUL JABARA (44) The Academy Award
winning song writer (“last Dance‘), singer and HANS F. KOENKAMP (100), from Iowa,stage musical actor from Brooklyn also was in started as a cameraman for silent Mackmany features, including MIDNIGHT COWBOY Sennett comedies and became known as a(69), THE SKI BUM (71), TI-IE LORDS OF top special effects photographer. He went onFLATBUSH (74) and STAR 80 (83). He had to work on THE WIZARD OF OZ (25),AIDS. NOAH'S ARK (28), MOBY DICK (30),

SVENGALI (31), A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'SEPHRAIM KATZ (60), ajoumalist from Israel, DREAM (35), THE BEAST WITH FIVEwrote "The Film Encyclopedia‘ (79), by far the FINGERS (46), and STRANGERS ON A TRAINbest reference of it's kind. His main competitor (51). For one of Koenkamp’s best effects,in the film reference book business, Leslie watch the John Barrymore SVENGALI.Halliwell died just last year.
FRITZ LEIBER (82) The Chicago bom fantasy,JACK KELLY (65) from Astoria, N .Y. was in science fiction and horror writer was the sonCULT OF THE COBRA (55), SHE DEVIL and of a Shakespearean actor in silent movies. HeFORBIDDEN PLANET (both 56). He was on acted in movies too (including EQUINOX).many TV programs and also co-starred on the His “Conjure Wife‘ (43) was filmed in Englandseries MAVERICK (57-62) as Bart, GET as NIGHT OF THE EAGLE/BURN, WITCH,CHRISTIE IDVE (75) and THE HARDY BOYS BURN and was remade as WYICHES BREW,MYSTERIES (78-79). One of his most acomedy.
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CLEAVON LITTLE (53) from Chickasaw, questions and introduced a special (free)
Oklahoma is best knoum for starring as the screening of PSYCHO at I-Iigbees, a dovimdown
sheriff in BLAZING SADDLES. He was active in Cleveland department store (i) in the early 70s.
Broadway and TV and ‘

received a Tony and
an Emmy. Some
feature were CO'I‘TON
COMES TO HARLEM
(70). VANISHING
POINT (71), as the
blind DJ, FM (78),
SCAVENGER HUNT
(79). DOUBLE
EXPOSURE (83).
SURF II (84) and the
vampire comedy
ONCE BI'l'l'EN (85).

MICHAELA. LIJCIANO
(82), was an editor for
many Robert Aldrich
features who was
nominated for four

After too many
predictable questions,
he laughed and said,
“You know, I was in
films besides
PSYCHO.“ We ran out
of space for a
complete lilmography
but, Perkins played
many very
PSYCHOTRONIC
roles. He directed
PSYCHO Ill and
LUCKY STIFF. His
last features were A
DEMON IN MY VIEW
and IN THE DEEP
WOODS. an NBCTV
movies.

Oscars. Some credits were KISS ME DEADLY JEFF PORCARO (38) The drummer for Toto
(55), WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY also played drums for Sonny And Cher and
JANE? I62). HUSI-I...HUSH, SWEET Steely Dan. He had a heart attack.
CHARLUITE (65) and THE GRISSOM GANG
(71). HAL ROACI-I (100), from Elmira, N.Y. was a

Hollywood producer genius. He created the
BEN MADDOW (83) wrote or co-wrote many Our Gang (or Little Rascals) series in I922, put
classic screenplays, often without credit. Some Laurel and Hardy together in I926, and
of them were THE ASPHALT JUNGLE (50), produced the three Topper ghost movies. He
JOHNNY GUITAR (54), THE NAKED JUNGLE
(54) and GOD'S LI'I'i‘LE ACRE (58). Maddow
also wrote many novels and made
documentary features including THE SAVAGE
EYE (59).

ROGER MILLER (56) from Fort Worth had a ,
dozen 60s top 40 singles (all on Smash). “King
Of The Road" was the best selling, but I always
liked “Dang Me“ best. Miller sang in THE BIG
TNT SHOW (66). appeared in FROM
NASHVILLE WITH MUSIC (69) and was on the
soundtrack of WATERHOLE #3 (67) and the
animated ROBIN HOOD (73).

ROBERT PEAK (64). created the art for the
posters for APOCALYPSE NOW, the STAR
TREK features and many more.

ANTHONY PERKINS (60) Anthony Perkins died

I\

~

.‘.,.' :~

4

September 12 in Hollywood from AIDS. He was
bom in New York, grew up in Boston and after also produced OF MICE AND MEN (39) and co-
some theatre work made his film debut at 20 directed ONE MILLION B.C. (40), both with
and was nominated for a supporting Oscar for Lon Chaney. Roach started as a comedy
his second iilm, FRIENDLY PERSUASION (56). director in 1915 and made shorts or features
His actor father Osgood Perkins (SCARFACE) starring Harold Lloyd, Charlie Chase, Zazu
died when he was five. He was married to Pitts and Thelma Todd (or Patsy Kelly), Harry
Berry Berenson (the sister of Marisa) since Langdon, Will Rogers and others. His last
1973 and had two sons. He was the rst movie feature was a Cinecolor comedy, WHO KILLED
star I saw live and in person. He answered DOC ROBIN? (48). During the early 50's Roach
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produced many popular TV series including JOHN STURGES (John Came) (82) The classic
THE LONE RANGER, BLONDIE, ABBO'l'l‘ action and westem director and producer wasAND COSTELLO, AMOS AND ANDY, born in Oak Park. Illinois. He started as an
TOPPER, BEULAH and MY LITTLE MARGIE. editor and made WWII era governmentMillions of kids grew up watching THE documentaries. Some of his hits were BAD
LITTLE RASCALS on TV every day. The DAY AT BLACK ROCK (55), GUNFIGHT AT
confusing mixture of silent. sound and part THE O.K. CORRAL (57), THE MAGNIFICENT
sound Little Rascals shorts provided an SEVEN (60), THE GREAT ESCAPE (63) and
unintentional lesson in illmmaking. Many of ICE STATION ZEBRA (68).
Roach's, comedies had bizarre, surreal and
often cruel and perverse sight gags and some SAMMY TIMBERG (89) wrote background
of them were scarier for kids than most horror scores and many songs for the famous
movies. Others Fleischer cartoon
were cut, censored studios. His musicor kept out of
circulation over
the years because
of racial
stereotypes (THE
KID FROM
BORNEO...) They
always had the
best gags,
characters, music
and sound effects.
40's Little Rascal
shorts and Laurel
and Hardy movies
made after Roach
went on to other
things are easy to
spot. They're the
ones that aren't
funny.

RALPH SERPE (81)
was a producer for
many Dino De
L a u r e n t i i s
features. including
ACROSS 1 10th
STEET (72),
MANDINGO (75)
and DRUM (76).

Tllillill Y/.uru.uu

was in Betty Boop.
Popeye and
Superman shorts
and the features
G U L L I V E R ' S
TRAVELS and MR.
BUGS GOES TO
TOWN.

T O M I S A B U R 0
WAKAYAMA (62)
The Japanese star
of the “Baby Cart“
or “Lone Wolf"
movies died back in
April of a cardiac
arrest. Although
some of the
incredible, violent
action features can
be found on tape in
Asian video stores,
the best known
American release
was SI-IOGUN
ASSASSIN. Roger
Corman‘s had
scenes from several
movies combined
and dubbed for the
1980 release. The

JOE SHUSTER (78) Samurai character is
The artist who created Superman in 1934 grew based on Kozure Okami's comics (available in
up in Cleveland where he met writer Jerry America in English). Wakayama's younger
Siegel, Superman's co-creator. Their famous brother Shintaro Katsu starred in the Zato lchi
character debuted in Action Comics four years movies
later. They sold the rights in '38 and were red
by DC in '47 after they sued for more money. EARL VAN DYKE (62) was a keyboardist who
Warner Communications later paid each man was with Motown from the early 60s until the
a paltry "$20,000" a year after the first early 70s and played on countless hits.

TONY WILLIAMS (64). the original lead singerHERBERT SPENCER (B7), from Chile was a for the Platters was with the group until I961
composer who worked for 20 years at 20th and was heard on 20 top 40 hits, starting withCentury Fox with Alfred Newman and “Only You" and ‘The Great Pretender" in 55.arranged and orchestrated most of the big
John Williams scores, including JAWS, Also: Arletty (94). Vilma Banky (93), Shirley
STAR WARS. SUPERMAN and E. T. ?oi))tll (94). John Cage (79) and Jim Garrison

70

Superman movie.
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All titles are new, SP-speed factor-y-sealed
NTSC vrdeocassettas! No rllegal dubs!‘den

Inc’ AFRICA, BLOOD AND GU15 - Scenes of death!
ALICE, SWEET ALICE - Stars Brooke Shields!

1095 Hollywood Blvd. Suite 110 AMAZON worvreu - Slars Anita Ehberg!
BAD GIRIS DORMITORY Stars 'Iere<a Farley!Holl ood,CA.90028 ‘ ,, ~
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BODY, THE - Stunning beaulygbecomes a sex slave!
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BYE BYE BABY - Stars Bri itte Nielsen!
CALIGULA: THE UNTOISD STORY - David Haughton!
CAI’I'IVE WOMEN - Mexican hookers enslave youths!
CAI’I'IVE WOMEN 2 - Women Nazis torture!
CAP'I'IVE WOMEN 3 - a.k.a. Sweat Sugar! Phyllis Davis!
CAI’I'IVE WOMEN 4 - Stars Pamela Sanford!
CAPTIVE WOMEN 5 - a.k.a. Helllr'ur'rr! Monica Swinn!
CAT IN THE CAGE - Stars Sybil Danning!
CIIASTE AND PURE - Stars Laura Anlonelli!
CHICKBOXER - Stars Michelle Bauer!
CLICK: CALENDAR GIRL KILLER - Stars Ross Hagen!
DAUGHTER OF DEATH » Stars Sybil Danning!
DEAD GIRLS - Watch them strip and die!
DEADLY PASSION - A private eye gets involved with love!
EMMANUEL AROUND THE WORLD - Laura Gemser!
EMMANUEL BLACK ANDWHITE - Stars Mary Long!
EMMANUEL IN AFRICA - Stars Karin Shubert!
EMMANUEIIS DAUGHTER - Stars Laura Gernsnr!
EROTIC WAYS - Pilot scores mileage in frequent lover club!
EVIL MYSTERIES - Stars S lvia Kristel!
FIRST NUDIE MUSICAL, THE - Stars Cindy Williams!
FORBIDDEN PASSIONS - Passions exposed!
GET CHRISTIE LOVE - Stars Teresa Graves!
HELL FIRE ON ICE PART 2 - Stars Christina Lay!
HELL SQUAD - Stars Bainbridge Scott!
HOLLYWOOD VICE SQUAD » Stars Carrie Fisher!
HOT SWEAT - Stars Rutgcr Hauer!
INNOCENT, TI IE - Stars lenniler O'Neill!
LINNEA QUIGI.EY'S HORROR WORKOUT - Linnea!
LOAN A LOVER - Lover searches for surrogate parent!
MAID IN CHAINS - Sexy Nicole does more than windows!
MARK OF THE DEVIL - Stars Herbert Lom!
MARK OF THE DEVIL I71‘. 3 - The series continues!
MIDNIGHT COP - Stars Mor an Fairchild!

. MIDNIGI-ITSEDUCTION - Eeducing ou at night!
MISS NUDE AMERICA CONTEST- Clandid look at nudes!

' MONDO CANE- Shocking look at world rituals!
‘I’ V MONDO CANE2 - More horror and terror revealed!

"<-'= M,‘ ‘ MONDO VIOLENCE - Even more horrilit than the others!
},;.‘;: '3 ' MURDER WEAPON - Stars Linnea Qui Iey!

- *’-.. 11 MY FAVORITE BUTLER - Stars Diana Dors!
-;"55I';‘= ,-" NAUGIITY NYMPHS - Stars Sybil Danning!
- fr ,» - NIGHT PORTER, TIIE - Stars harlotte Rampling!

‘I’ 5'-t NUDE AEROBICS - Guaranteed to give you a hard body!
_. ~; NUDE AIZROBICS 2 - More nude hijinks!' i;_ QUERELLE - Stars Brad Davis!
I» 7 SAVAGE INMATES - Sizzling sexy drama!

byi - ” SCHOOL GIRLS‘ - Hard lessons and T&A!
=' - SCHOOL GIRLS 2: GROWING UP - Stars Sandra Bur !

' SCHOOL GIRIS 3: THE REPOR'I‘- Lusty desires are Iilled!
.>r>“g.v-;a»»:3,g., SHOCK CINEMA VOL. 3 - Bloopers, Babes 4: Blood!

"';,§,'/"Y '17 ,, SHOCKING AFRICA - A look at African terrors!
SLASIIDANCE - Stars Cind Maranne 8: Americana!
SL "'r Ii E ti - - -.
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'IWISTED IUSTICE - Stars Davi Heaverrer!
Send a money order or cashier'smm lorlast service. VISA and MasterCard accepted UNDER HOT I-EA l "FR - Stars T1PPy Walker!
Personal checks take 10 days to clear oelore we can stup UPS Ground $3.50 lor the VALENTINA - Stars Demelra Hampton!
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THE I993 PSWHQTRGNICTM
MOVIE CALENDAR

IS AVAILABLE NOW!!!
* * ~: ..

on REALITY‘! 1»
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Thc second annual PSYCHOTRONIC calendar ls published by Pharos Books and Cll tribuled by St
Marlins. 22 pages ~ 12" x 24". $9.95 plus $2 for Flrsl. Class m ll (Total $1 l 95) Money orders

must be made out to Michael Weldon. Please mail out all check and m0E'V 0 d rs lo:

W1993

at
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PSYCBOTRONIC
151 First Ave., Dept. P.V.
New York, New York 10003
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